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FFoorrwwaarrdd  

  
 
From our research for this report we have uncovered a tremendous amount of activity and analysis 
around market opportunities for organic producers.  There is great interest from all parts of the 
globe as to how the International and North American organic marketplace will continue to evolve 
and where future market opportunities may exist. The conclusion from all of the reports is that 
growth in the organic sector will continue into the foreseeable future. Developing countries see the 
organic industry as their opportunity for wealth and prosperity, while others countries are searching 
for ways to reduce chemical use, improve the environment and prolong the life of their citizens.  
Regardless of the motivation, organic agriculture worldwide is no longer considered a niche market 
opportunity.  
 
The conventional food marketplace can be a good source of market knowledge for the growing 
organic agricultural industry in Atlantic Canada. In many cases the wheel does not need to be 
reinvented and valuable lessons can be learned from the conventional food marketplace that can 
shorten the organic market development curve.  Retailers and wholesalers want to deal with fewer 
suppliers, and expect their vendors to meet the economies of scale necessary to match the needs of 
their distribution and marketing systems. The expectations upon the organic farmer are in fact much 
greater than those the conventional producer may face.  The conventional food market chain has 
evolved over a long period of time and both producers and buyers have had time to develop 
relationships and adapt to the distribution needs of the industry.  Buyers have expectations that the 
emerging organic industry must be prepared to meet.  There is also an essential need to build a co-
operative environment of partnerships between the producers, processors, distributors and retailers 
for future success. There is no room for antagonism in today’s marketplace.  Industry organizations 
and governments need to play a role in creating forums that bringing together the various 
stakeholders and lead the development of new organic market opportunities for the benefit of the 
regions rural communities. 
 
All industry stakeholders need to recognize that there are risks associated with operating a business 
within the organic market chain. The level of skills required in both marketing and production for 
organic agriculture are in most cases higher than for conventional agriculture producers. Attracting 
investment and government assistance, building producer support services and creating industry 
alliances will be challenging.   
 
Some readers may ask; why do we need another market study?  In our opinion this report is the 
next step beyond the Pulsifer Report of 1999 and will serve to assist the regions organic and 
transitioning organic producers to develop the market opportunities that exist in today’s 
marketplace. This report evaluates more specific market segments to determine sales volumes in 
the region, identify market trends, food consumption trends and market entry strategies.  This 
report shows market opportunities and information that has diminishing opportunity value as time 
passes.  The difference of whether a market opportunity is developed or sits on a shelf is totally 
dependant on entrepreneurial action. There are few opportunities in this report for those farm 
businesses that will not take the initiative and risk to step out of their comfort zone, as many of the 
opportunities will need to be developed with strategic partners and in conjunction with other industry 
stakeholders.  It is up to each individual producer to decide which market opportunity they can best 
develop.  While the organic industry is still relatively young in the region, it has great opportunity for 
those willing to take the risk.  
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This report has been prepared by Bev Connell and R. Gary Morton and reflects the conditions 
prevailing at the time of our market analysis, August – December 2003. The recommendations and 
conclusions we have expressed in this report are based on the best efforts and information available 
to us through our research and analysis.  In our opinion these facts represent a fair and accurate 
assessment of the marketplace and market opportunities for the Atlantic Organic Industry at this 
time.   
 
 
 
_____________________________  Bev Connell 
         ProAgri Consulting Ltd. 
 
 
_____________________________  R. Gary Morton 
         Morton Horticultural Associates 
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1.0  Introduction 
 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
These are very exciting and extremely challenging times to be involved in food production.  With an 
estimated 20% growth in the organic food industry, sales in this sector have become a bright light in 
a food industry that has experienced little more than 1- 2% growth in recent memory.  The majority 
of organic food (85% - 90%), especially manufactured and further processed foods consumed in 
Canada are imported from other countries.  Characteristically, 95% of the raw organic food supply 
produced in Canada (mainly grains and pulse crops) is exported to the USA or Europe. Whether 
organic growers are small and sell direct to the consumer or are larger scale producers focusing on 
wholesale markets, the entire organic food chain and marketplace is growing and creating new 
opportunities for all sectors. As the Canadian organic consumer evolves in their food consumption 
and purchase habits, so will the opportunities for all organic food growers.  Processors and 
manufacturers will also convert portions of their production to organic as the consumer demand 
increases and supplies of organic food inputs become more available.   
 
Turning the market opportunities into realities has been and will continue to be the challenge for 
producers. Just because a market exists, it does not mean that it can be supplied by local 
production. Producers need to approach the organic industry as they would any business 
opportunity.  Creating success of a market opportunity for any farm business is dependant on the 
ability to achieve four basic things: 
 

 Creating a product the market wants at the quality and in the quantity it requires. 
 Delivering the product to the desired market, when required. 
 Produce competitively priced yet profitable products. 
 The ability to promote the product to assure future sales and retain or increase consumer 

demand. 
 

 
 
SCOPE OF THE REPORT 
 
This study was commissioned to explore both the domestic and export market opportunities for 
organic agri-food producers in the Atlantic Canada region.  Over the course of the past few months 
our project team has reviewed many studies, undertaken investigative travel, and talked to 
numerous individuals to assist us in developing a picture of the organic marketplace.  We believe our 
approach to this project is different than the majority of studies we have come across in our 
research.  Our goal is not to simply quantitatively identify market opportunities, but to use the 
information to develop strategies for the industry to capitalized upon the opportunities that are best 
suited to their abilities.   Basically, we have approached this project with the end application in mind 
looking for practical and realistic opportunities for the organic producers of Atlantic Canada.  When 
reading this report one has to keep in mind that all markets are dynamic and constantly evolving 
and shifting, which is in part the reason for our approach.  There is no guarantee that an opportunity 
identified today will still be there tomorrow or be there in 1, 2, 3 or 5 years from now.   The growing 
organic economy is creating new opportunities everyday.  While there are organic business 
opportunities everywhere, they may or may not be available to you and your business.  The reality 
of opportunity development is that without the necessary resources and more importantly a driving 
entrepreneurial will and desire to develop the opportunity, no opportunity really exists. Opportunities 
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today are unique and in most cases individual or proprietary in nature and not for sharing with an 
entire industry.  Therefore, as a producer it is necessary to constantly be trolling for new ideas and 
opportunities that potentially could be turned into new profit centres within your current farm 
operation.  In today’s marketplace there is little opportunity in being a follower. 
  
From our research we believe there is currently no limit to the market opportunities for producers in 
most organic agri-food sectors either domestic or export.  The growth of the organic industry 
continues to be strong and with new consumers discovering organic eating everyday, the organic 
market in North America and the world is expected to continue to grow into the foreseeable future.  
The demand for organics is outstripping the local supply and the majority of organic products 
consumed in Atlantic Canada are imported from outside of the region.   The potential limitations to 
the future growth of the industry may be for reasons other than market opportunity and will be 
discussed at a future point in the study.  
 
The market opportunities outlined in this document are opportunities only for those who can develop 
them into opportunities.  This report is for agricultural entrepreneurs that can take dynamic and 
constantly changing market intelligence and process it to identify opportunities for their business.  
This report can show the possibilities however for them to become realties action by entrepreneurial 
farmers is required. 
 
If you are looking for opportunities there are plenty in this report.  The focus in the past has only 
been on producing products. That approach won’t work in today’s marketplace and will only destroy 
the price and market for others.  It will be critical for producers to know their cost of production, and 
develop both marketing and production skills.   
 

“ Opportunity is missed by most people, 
because it is dressed in overalls and looks like work”. 

Thomas A Edison 
 
At present, the organic consumer pays a premium for organic food products, which is a reflection of 
additional input costs of the current organic production systems.  As the industry evolves and more 
research and more efficient production innovations and methods are developed, the cost of organic 
food will come much closer to the cost of conventional food. With increased promotional efforts 
around health and organic lifestyles, more available local supplies, professional packaging and point 
of sale (P.O.S.) displays, consumer education will continue to increase. With more competitive 
pricing, resistance to the purchase of organic food will diminish in the marketplace. At this point, it 
will be very easy for the consumer to include organic food in their weekly food basket.   The Atlantic 
Canada organic industry is well situated to take advantage of these opportunities.  The Atlantic 
region has production advantages, numerous agricultural commodities, education and research 
institutions, extension support programs, is close to major USA markets, is a major transportation 
hub on the Eastern seaboard and has a strong food manufacturing infrastructure in the region.   
Organic will growers have to choose the markets that make the most philosophical and economic 
sense for them as a farm business. Growth, change, and exciting times are ahead for the Atlantic 
Canada organic food industry. 
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PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
 
The objectives set out for this project by the Market Research Steering Committee included the 
following: 
 

1. Determine the size of the organic market for both food and non-food products in Atlantic 
Canada, Canada, USA, Europe, Japan, and other key markets. Retail, direct sales, 
hotel/institutional (food service), and inputs (ie. ingredients, animal feed) will be examined. 
Both primary and secondary data will be gathered and analyzed. 

 
2. Consolidate Atlantic organic industry statistics to determine our current and future production 

and marketing strengths. 
 

3. Discover key markets to capitalize on these current and future production and marketing 
strengths. 

 
4. Prioritize export markets and product categories, as some markets will be easier to access. 

 
5. Create a detailed action plan whereby Atlantic Canadian organic companies, cooperatives, 

partnerships and individuals can enter these identified markets. 
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2.0  Executive Summary 
 
This report provides an overview of the Atlantic Canadian “organic” market opportunities and a look 
at the worldwide organic markets and market trends. Its aim is to provide an assessment of the 
market opportunities available to producers in this region, and assist them to select the marketing 
channel which best fits their resources, capabilities and aspirations. The report also identifies specific 
commodity opportunities and determines the potential for growth in those sectors. 
 
The world growth of “organic” agriculture in the past decade has been between 10% and 20% each 
year. It is estimated that the current organic industry is $24 B US and projected to reach $60 B US 
by 2010.  
 
North America represents almost half of the total market for organic products with over $11 B US in 
2003. Canada makes up approximately $1 B US in sales or 1.3% of the total food sales. Growth is 
projected to continue at 15% to 20% per year into the future. 
 
Atlantic Canada food expenditures were $5 Billion in 2001.  Estimating organic sales at 1.3%, the 
organic market in this region is approximately $65 million per year. Data from AC Nielsen 
determined organic fresh fruit represented 1.3% of the total fresh fruit sales and organic fresh 
vegetables represented 1% of total fresh vegetable sales in the past 52 weeks, October 2003. 
 
Currently, organic production in this region represents less than 10% of the total organic sales with 
the majority of production being sold directly to the consumer through farm markets and CSA’s.  
Organic land base represents less than ½ of 1% of the land being farmed in the region and only 1% 
of the total farms are certified organic.  
 
The retail, wholesale and HRI (hotels, restaurants and institutions) markets are expanding with 
imported products and displacing regional production in both organic and conventional agriculture. 
Private label branding and brands from the US and Europe are positioning themselves to control the 
majority of the organic food market. There is little competition from the region to counteract this 
trend. 
 
Availability of markets for organic products are not an issue or a limitation for growth. Estimates are 
that by 2010 the Atlantic organic market could be in excess of $150 million in annual sales. The 
ability of the smaller producers in this region to meet the needs of the marketplace (volume, price, 
consistency of supply and quality) is the real challenge.  
 
Capturing the opportunities in this region will require a cooperative, concerted effort by all 
stakeholders. To help overcome the many challenges facing this sector, implementing the following 
recommendations is proposed. 
 

 Create a regional organic brand and associated logo that clearly identifies organic food 
products that have been grown in Atlantic Canada and meet a mandatory National Organic 
Standards. (Eg: Europe Bio, USDA Organic labels or Atlantic Organic – A Family of Farms) 

 
 ACORN and Provincial Government Representatives should lead the development of “round 

tables” which bring together producers, processors, distributors and retailers to discuss the 
future development of the organic industry and regional marketing requirements. 
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 Provincial Governments, OACC and ACORN need to create an environment to assist 
conventional farmers wanting to convert to organic in a responsible manner. This will create 
the supply and quality of organic products capable of displacing imports, supplying processors 
and creating future export market opportunities for the organic industry in Atlantic Canada. 

 
 Acorn and Government need to support the development of cooperative marketing 

organizations to coordinate and organize the sale, presentation, and marketing of organic 
products in Atlantic Canada to wholesale markets. 

 
  The organic industry (Government, ACORN, OACC) needs to support and assist producers to 

undertake the development of innovative new direct to the consumer markets.  
 

 ACORN should undertake the ownership role to develop, organize, manage, and promote a 
CSA network in the Atlantic Region based on models like Equiterre in Quebec for the 
development of CSA subscribers for ACORN farm members.  

 
  Provincial marketing departments need to create a regional market intelligence report that 

delivers leading edge organic business and industry development information.   
 

 Government needs to provide the leadership to develop organic farm management clubs with 
an extension Agrologist for efficient dissemination of farm business and production 
information. 

 
 Provincial Government in cooperation with ACORN and OACC need to develop and deliver a 

series of marketing workshops and fact sheets to assist producers with business development 
and marketing. 

 
 Industry stakeholders need to develop a unique “Organic Industry Investment Fund”.  These 

repayable funds would be made available to support innovative organic development 
initiatives, processing initiatives and new entrants (not transition) into the organic industry. 
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3.0  Organic Marketplace  
 
 
WORLD SITUATION 
 
Organic agriculture has slowly but steadily increased it’s presence worldwide. Almost every country 
now practices some form of organic agriculture. Acreage has expanded to over 22 million hectares1 
of organically managed area. (Nearly half is organic rangeland for sheep and beef in Australia and 
Argentina, which is not arable land) In addition, the area of certified “ wild harvested plants “ 
account for another 10.7 million hectares.2 The market for organic products is also expanding; not 
only in North America and Europe, but in many of the developing countries as well. Traditional 
agricultural practices and management resources are closely related to modern day organic 
production systems. Official government interest in organic agriculture has also been emerging in 
recent years in many countries. 

Top 10 Countries in Organic Land Area
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Figure # 1: The 10 countries with the largest land area under Organic agriculture Management 
(Source SOEL-Survey, February 2003) 

 
The share of total agricultural land base and the number of farmers represented by the organic 
agricultural industry provides a more representative perspective on the world situation. Although 
Oceania (Australia, New Zealand, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Tonga and Vanuatu) is the continental 
region with the largest organic land base, the # of organic farmers is small as is the retail value of 
their industry. 

                                                 
1 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
2 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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Organic Share of Total Agricultural Land by 
Continent
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Figure 2: Total Land Area under Organic Management – Share for each Continent 
(Source: SOEL-Survey, February 2003) 
 

Organic Farms as a % of Total Farms by Continent
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Figure 3: Total Land Area under Organic Management – Share for each Continent 
(Source: SOEL-Survey, February 2003) 
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WORLD GROWTH 
 
The growth in terms of retail sales has been increasing at rates between 10 and 20% over the past 3 
years in most of the developed countries. With continued growth forecast for the next few years at 
15% per year, world organic sales could reach $60 Billion US by 2010. 

World Growth $ Billion US
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  Figure 4: (Source: SOEL-Survey, February 2003) 
 
Even though there are indications of a slowdown in several of the more mature organic markets 
(Austria, Germany and Switzerland) the expansion in the organic food market is still relatively high 
as compared to the projected growth forecast for the conventional food markets. A slowdown in 
market growth is a normal segment in the development and maturity of product lifecycles. Many 
developing countries including; Argentina, Chile, China, Egypt, India, Philippines and South Africa3 
continue to expand their domestic organic markets. 
 
 There are several developments, which indicate the organic market will continue to expand and 
grow worldwide. 

 organic products are expanding into mainstream retail outlets; 
 major food manufacturers are expanding processed organic lines of product;  
 organic aquaculture is expanding rapidly; 
 organic hotels and restaurants continue to grow; and  
 organic non-food products are expanding. 

 
North America’s share of the world retail market for organic products is approximately half of the 
total at 12-13 billion in annual sales.4  While only 7% of the total farmland is managed organic and 
11% of the total farmers, the North American market is projected to be the most aggressive and 
vigorous market for future organic growth. 

                                                 
3 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements 
4 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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World Organic Sales Total = $24 Billion US, 2003
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Figure 5: (Source: SOEL-Survey, February 2003) 
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CONTINENTAL REVIEW AND FORECASTS 
 
Africa 
 
The “Green Revolution” has had limited success in rural Africa5 and assumptions have been made 
that much of the agricultural land could easily be converted to meet the regulatory requirements for 
organic agriculture. Presently most of the production is sold in conventional markets without organic 
documentation. There has been a growing interest in organic farming for the following reasons: 
 

 The ability to build on customary production practices and the rural knowledge base. 
 The need to fight erosion and soil degradation, which has resulted from the technologies 

employed from the “Green Revolution”. 
 The lack of available technology to the majority of the rural population. 
 The growing market demand for organic products internationally, which include price 

premiums, as an opportunity to increase farm incomes. 
 
Challenges6: 
 

 Traditional agriculture is coming under strain due to the increasing rural population 
 Trade liberalization has yet to be achieved in many African countries, which limits the 

possibility for export. 
 Certification costs can be very expensive, and are presently conducted by foreign entities. 
 Regulatory requirements for many of the significant importing countries act as non-tariff 

barriers. 
 High illiteracy rates among the rural population makes it difficult to maintain farm records 

and proper documentation for certification. 
 
Opportunities7: 
 

 Potential for organic production is high. 
 Much of the current agricultural production complies with regulatory requirements for organic 

farming. 
 As local expertise continues to grow, certification costs are reduced through the use of local 

inspectors. 
 Organization of producer groups and expertise is being developed to meet export 

requirements 
 National standards and certification systems are being developed 

 

                                                 
5 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
6 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
7 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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Europe 
 
The European markets have realized significant expansion during the past 10 years, and there has 
been a slowdown in the growth rate of organic sales, specifically in Denmark, Germany and Austria. 
Denmark and Germany actually experienced a decline in sales for the first year in 2002. 
 

 
Organic Product Distribution U.K. Mature Market, 2003
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Figure 6: (Source: SOEL-Survey, February 2003) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Austria has the highest percentage of land farmed organically in Europe at 8.3%8. Organic 
production has more than doubled in the past 5 years in all products with the greatest increases in 
pork and non-perishable vegetables (potatoes, carrots and onions). The most important retail 
organic products by value in 2002 were; potatoes (11.9%), fresh milk (8.9%), yogurt (5.5%), and 
butter (6.3%). Organic cheese, fresh vegetables, meat and poultry and fresh fruit all have a share of 
3-4%. This is a result of  “the Austrian Program for Environmentally Friendly Agriculture” which paid 
producers between $95 US to $305 US per ha for organic production.9  
 
There continues to be strong political motivation to further develop the organic agricultural industry 
in most of Europe. It is the aim of the Austrian government to lead this initiative. The goals stated 
by the Austrian government are to increase the organic acreage and consumer consumption by 1/3 
(one third) in the next 2 years. 
 
In Germany, even with the strong support of government, development of the organic industry has 
been slow as they currently only farm 3.7% of the agricultural lands and have 1.6% of the retail 
share.10 The German government has set a target for 20% of their land to be farmed organically by 
2010. 
 
Several reasons were noted for the slow development to date: 

                                                 
8 USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, Gain Report – Au03008, July 2003. 
9 USDA Foreign Agricultural Service, Gain Report – Au03008, July 2003. 
10 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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 Fragmented organic movement. 
 Low supermarket involvement. 
 Lack of political support. 
 Lack of clear labeling. 
 Lack of support from the greater agricultural industry. 
 Lack of information for producers, consumers and transition farmers. 

 
With the establishment of the strategic direction for the organic industry, the Federal government 
has launched several programs to stimulate interest in the organic agricultural movement. These 
include11; 
 

 A central Internet portal for organic information. 
 Trainee programs for future advisors to the organic industry. 
 Information seminars for producers, consumers and other industry stakeholders. 
 Development of a network of organic demonstration farms. 
 Training materials for both new and established farmers. 
 Consumer information materials, which is used at point of sale and mass media. 
 PR work for organic farming. 
 Research programs and studies to assist with development of technology and information for 

the organic industry. 
 
Switzerland  
 
Fresh fruit and vegetables have been identified as having good to very good market potential as well 
as processed vegetables in the organic food market. The one product in short supply is organic 
mushrooms and there has been large growth in the organic breads sector. 
 
The current trends identified include12: 
 

 Growing group of quality oriented and price conscious shoppers, which will lead to a decline 
in the price premiums realized for organics. 

 Growing awareness of health and fitness issues. 
o Older people > health aspects of food 
o Younger people > ideals of well being 

 Growing awareness of regional specialties. 
 Growing awareness of environmental issues. 
 Trends to keep up with trends. 
 Hybrid purchasing patterns – eg: organic and fast foods. 

 
The importers of organic produce want a greater concentration of supply to limit the number of 
transactions, increase in supply and variety, and an overall improvement in the quality of product. 
  

                                                 
11 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
12 The Organic Market in Switzerland and the European Union. Kilcher, Lucas, et.al. FiBL January 2001. 
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Asia 
 
Organic agriculture sales in Asia represent only 1.7% of the worlds retail market value.  Most 
countries have no local markets for product as the price premiums and distribution cannot be 
achieved.  The main market for organic product is export. The most significant production countries 
are India, Japan, China and Korea.13  Included in many of the statistics are “specially cultivated 
crops” and “green products” grown with reduced use of pesticides and fertilizers.  
 
In several Asian countries, comprehensive standards of practice and management regulations for the 
production and processing of food have been prepared for their organic food label. This initiative will 
drive the organic industry to experience rapid expansion, which could see a rise in organic food 
consumption from 1% to 2% of food sales in China. 

 
Oceania (Australia) 
 
Australia represent more than 50% of the total organically farmed land in the world, but only 1% of 
the retail value. The majority of their land is low intensity pasture for grazing beef and sheep.  Most 
of the product produced is exported in to the European, Asian and North American markets.  They 
have had national standards in place since 1992 and are one of seven countries on the “third country 
list” of the European Union, which provides special trade status. Over 40% of the countries organic 
production value is exported. The primary products are wheat, oilseeds and beef. 
 
New Zealand’s main production of organic crops include; kiwi, apples and vegetables.  Organic 
apples and kiwifruit now represent more than 5% of the total production.14 The economy of New 
Zealand is reliant on exporting and agriculture is the main export. Organic exports now represent 
approximately $60 million (NZ)15 annually. 
New Zealand has developed a single national standard; the Official Organic Assurance Program; 
(OOAP) which is recognized by the European Union and the USDA. This certification mark accredited 
by IFOAM, is an important if not essential feature for the successful market penetration for 
exports.16

 
The main issue facing the organic sector in New Zealand is lack of supply for both the domestic and 
export markets. The domestic market has increased at a rate over 100% for the past 2 years due to 
food scares and genetic engineering, while export opportunities continue to grow. “The only solution 
is to encourage more farmers to convert by providing advice and research to support conversion”.17

Latin America 
 

                                                 
13 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
14 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
15 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
16 The International Market for Organic Food. Jones and Doolan. Department of Primary Industries, Queensland. January 
1998. 
 
17 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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Organic agriculture is present at some level in all of the Latin American countries. Growth rates in 
the past few years have been extraordinary as more and more producers see this as an opportunity 
to restore dignity and respect to their craft.  Agriculture in Latin America has been organic for 
millennia. Rotations, variety selection, fertility management, composting and mulching, irrigation 
systems and long term planning for community land management were all features of the 
agricultural society 2000 years ago. 
 
The strength of their industry and growth potential lies in the creative marketing groups and 
associations, which have been developed over hundreds of years through necessity.  
Farmer associations like Cae Lpe’ collect members vegetables and fruit together once a week and 
truck them to the larger cities where the produce is sold through farmer’s markets or direct to 
supermarkets.18  Farmers markets are the most popular form of organic trade, which is government 
subsidized to provide stalls and advertising. 
 
Supermarkets and specialized shops account for a smaller volume of product, mainly due to supply, 
and have also started to create their own brand names. This is seen as a positive direction for the 
industry as it promotes organic products to the consumers and will lead to greater market access in 
the future.  Box Schemes and home delivery are also an important market for organic products in 
Latin America. In many cases this has led to the formation of a producer association in order to 
supply the variety and quantity, which has led to ability to source even larger markets within the 
retail sector as well as access export opportunities.  
 
Building on the success of the Japanese system Teikei and the American CSA, a similar movement is 
building in Latin America. Small producers are organizing groups of approximately 40 farmers to 
plan their production for the coming year. Members of the group are involved in the budgeting, crop 
selection and needs of the members. A portion of the costs are advanced to the producers to assist 
with establishment costs and operating expenditures. Many of the marketing groups in Latin America 
are providing fresh fruit and vegetables direct to the consumer for a price comparable to 
conventional product. They have developed a political position from this stating, ”Let all consumers 
choose freely, not just the rich”.19  
 
Multinationals are seen to be moving in and buying large tracts of land to be certified. They are 
targeting export markets and processing markets in the more developed countries. One family 
(Benetton) recently purchased and certified 600,000 hectares for organic lamb and wool 
production20. 
 
The potential for expansion of the organic farming in Latin America is very good. They have the 
farming traditions, fertile lands, and varied climate, which allow them to produce almost any crop. 
They also have the export advantage of a cropping season opposite to the largest organic market in 
the world, the USA. 

                                                 
18 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
19 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
 
20 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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North America 
 
North America represents over 54% ($12 B US) of the total retail market for organic food in the 
world.  Consumer demand continues to drive growth in this industry at 15-20% per year. Projections 
indicate that growth will continue in the medium term as quality, selection and consumer knowledge 
expands. During the past year intense media coverage of the National Organic Production Standards 
(NOPS) which was implemented throughout the USA, increased consumer awareness of organic 
products throughout all mainstream markets. The “USDA Organic” seal has also increased consumer 
confidence and brought national recognition to the organic industry. 
 
USA 
 
The organic food market in the US has experienced dramatic growth over the past few years as sales 
reach $10-11 billion in 2003.  Sales are expected reach $20 billion in 2010 or earlier.21 This 
represents approximately 2% of the total food market.  

Annual U.S Consumer Sales of Organic Foods, 1997-2010
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    Fig # 7 Source: Nutrition Business Journal, 2003 

 
The rate of growth in organic food products is expected to continue at 15% to 20% annually as 
compared to the growth rate of less than 1% for conventional food products22. Some products like 
organic milk have achieved levels of 50% increases annually23. The market penetration of organic 
products has also been increasing as more mainstream market opportunities have emerged within 
the retail sector. The least optimistic forecasts expect a penetration of 2-3% over the next 10 years 
while the optimists believe the market could reach 10% of total food sales.24  Also, as more and 
more processed goods are developed using organic inputs, the production requirements continue to 
grow to meet those demands. The retail expansion expects to offer the consumer a full range of 

                                                 
21 Organic Food Trends 2002, An Industry Snapshot. Nutrition Business Journal, 2003 
22 Organic Trade Association, 2003 
23 Recent Growth Patterns in the US Organic Food Markets. Dimitri, C. and Greene, C.2002. Economic Research Service USDA. 
24 Organic Food Trends 2002, An Industry Snapshot. Nutrition Business Journal, 2003 
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products comparable to conventional food availability. The market opportunities for increased 
production will continue to grow, although the price premiums experienced in the past may become 
less and less as large competitors enter this market. 

 
 Market Penetration of U.S. Organic Foods as a % of Total 
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A Hartman Group study found that consumers want to purchase all their food at the same store 
(80% of shoppers)25 rather than making several stops.  
 
 

Share of Organic Sales by Venue
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25 United States; New England Region- Organic Food Sector, International Market Analysis Research Group Market Profile, 
Spring 2002. 
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The importance of the large retail outlets (supermarkets) in the future growth of the organic food 
sector must be recognized. Traditional channels for distribution through specialty stores and farm 
markets will decrease as mainstream markets expand their product availability and distribution. 
 
The US organic food industry is in the early stages of development as compared to some of the 
European countries that have actively been involved in organic food production for many years. The 
distribution of products that make up the total organic food sales also varies from what is considered 
a mature European organic industry. Presently fruit and vegetables constitute nearly half of the 
product mix (42%) with non-dairy beverages at 17% and breads and grains at 13%. As the market 
matures prepared foods increase as does meat products and dairy products. Fruit and vegetables 
continue to grow in total sales but their significance as part of the product distribution could 
decrease to 25-30%. 
 
 
 
 Product Distribution of US Organic Food Sales, 2001 - 

Total = $7.1B
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Canada 
 
The organic market in Canada has been estimated at $1Billion US for 2002, which represents 
approximately 1.3% of the total food industry ($75 Billion). There are 3200 certified producers with 
certified organic land are of 430,000 hectares26.  Canada is considered ideal for organic farming due 
to the large and diverse land base and cooler climate.  Organic grain is the fastest growing market 
segment, which is also the largest export commodity. 

 
 
    
 
 
 
 

 
 
Retail and food service sales of organic processed and non-processed products are expected to reach 
$2 Billion US by 2005.27 The majority of organic production is exported to the US. The EU and Japan 
are also important export market opportunities.  
 
In 1999, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada published Canada’s National Standard for Organic 
Agriculture, but it is a voluntary standard. With the implementation of the NOPS in the US, Canada 
has been given a one year for transition period for organic imports. Following that time, the US 
acceptance of Canada’s Standard will be needed for Canadian imports of organic products to enter 
the US markets. Canada’s organic sector could take a severe blow if the US rejects Canada’s 
voluntary standard. Quebec however, has a mandatory regulation, which has been accepted by the 
USDA28. This provides a major advantage in export opportunities to producers in Quebec. BC is the 
only other province to have mandatory provincial standards in Canada. 
 

                                                 
26 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
27 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
28 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
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Currently in Canada, 85% to 90% of our organic food is imported from the USA.29 The 
competitiveness in the industry is increasing as more and more companies attempt to capitalize on 
the growth in this sector.  Major organic food manufacturers and distribution networks are 
expanding across the country. Companies like Loblaw’s have launched “President’s Choice Organics” 
which has increased the exposure of the organic food market to the mass consumer.  
 
British Columbia, Quebec and Ontario are considered the three main provinces producing organic 
products in Canada. In 2000, Quebec reported 55 organic fruit and 75 organic vegetable farms 
producing a combined acreage of 1015 acres. BC had 175 fruit and 415 vegetable farms with an 
acreage of 2700. Ontario had 85 vegetable and 140 fruit farms with a combined acreage of 3,000 
acres. 
 
The crops of significance in BC have been tabulated to demonstrate the market opportunities for 
various fruit and vegetables for both domestic consumption and export. 
 
 
 

British Columbia Vegetable Area British Columbia Fruit Area 

 
 

Organic (ac) Total Acres  Organic (ac) Total Acres 

Broccoli 124 1440 Apples 719 15750 
Carrots 75 785 Peaches 66 1195 
Leeks 8 40 Pears 60 825 
Lettuce 46 760 Raspberries 100 4985 
Shallots 33 90 Strawberries 53 1600 
Spinach 27 135    
Radish 19 120    
Squash and 
Zucchinis 

43 345    

Tomatoes 19 185    
      

Source: Gain Report # CA2001 FAS, USDA 
 
 
As high as 20% of the fresh vegetable acreages are being produced organically in BC which is 
comparable to several other countries worldwide. Consumers enter the organic food market typically 
through fresh fruit and vegetables. 
 
Other products, which are currently experiencing significant growth include the dairy and dairy 
processed products category. Dairy is now considered the number two organic category, as 
consumers are attracted to the wide assortment of cheeses, milk, yogurt, sour cream, and butter. 
Due to the nature of the marketing system in Canada (Supply Management) the development 
opportunities within the dairy industry will develop slowly across the country. In the meantime, milk 
replacement products that can bypass the regulatory regime (ie: Silk) will gain a significant portion 
of the market share. 
 
Organic chicken and turkey is growing at a rate of 30% annually according to Bob MacKenzie, 
manager of sales, Organic Kitchen in Toronto.  Cereals, baby food and snack foods have also 

                                                 
29 Canadian Grocer September 2003. Growing Organically. 
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experienced above average growth during the past year as greater availability of products yield 
greater sales.30

 
Organic eggs are one of a few specialty egg categories available in Canada. Others would include 
free run, free range, cage free and omega-3 eggs. In BC 10% of the total egg market is specialty 
egg, of which 1% is organic. In Alberta there is a shortage of organic eggs31 to meet demand. Other 
Canadian provinces have no reporting to-date. Organic eggs are available in other provinces such as 
Quebec and Ontario, through major retail outlets. The major constraint to growth in this sector is the 
regulatory regime (Supply Management) comparable to the dairy industry. Quotas are required in 
order to enable production. The price of quota makes it very difficult for a new entrant to enter this 
industry. 
 
The conclusion is that the Canadian organic market is immature in its development and currently has 
insufficient supply to meet domestic demands in nearly all products.32  The Industry lacks the 
necessary infrastructure to efficiently and affordably move goods both domestically and 
internationally. 
 
 

ATLANTIC CANADA 
 
Food expenditures in Atlantic Canada totaled $5 Billion in 2001 
based on weekly expenditures of $108.76 per household and 
897,190 households33. The average household expenditure in 
Canada is $123.76. Consumers in other parts of Canada spend 
more on meats, fruit and vegetables and restaurants than 
consumers in Atlantic Canada. The most significant difference for 
expenses, being restaurants, at $10.12 per week higher for other 
Canadians.  Food expenditures are made up of eight major food 
groups, with the highest weekly expenditures being made in 
restaurants, second meats and fish and third, fruits and 
vegetables. The following table further describes where Atlantic 
Canadians and Canadians spend their food dollars. 
 
Evaluating the organic market share as a percentage of total food 
expenditures using an average of 1.3%34 organic food purchases 
annually, the market for organic foods in Atlantic Canada is $65 million per year. The 
highest retail sales categories for organic products are the fruit and vegetables. Meat, which is the 
highest conventional food product only represents 0.1% of the total organic meat and fish market.   
Statistics Canada 2001 reported 75 certified organic producers in this region, which represents 3% 
of the Canadian organic farmers. The distribution of producers is evenly placed with 23 in NS, 23 in 
PEI and 25 in NB. There were 3 producers certified in NFLD.35

 
 
 
 

                                                 
30 Canadian Grocer September 2003. Growing Organically 
31 Calgary Herald, May 2000. 
32 A National Strategic Plan for the Canadian Organic Food and Farming Sector. Macrae,R. et.al. March 2002. Organic 
Agriculture Centre of Canada. 
33 Statistics Canada, Income Statistics Division, 2001. 
34 The World of Organic Agriculture. Statistics and Future Prospects. Yussefi, Minou and Willer, Helga. 2003. International 
Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. 
35 Statistics Canada, Agricultural Statistics, 2001. 

ORGANIC SALES 
INCREASE 

 
• Organic Sales in 

Atlantic Canada 
increased from $3.9 
million in 2002 to $5.9 
in 2003 

 
• 51% Increase in past 

year 
 
Source: ACORN 2003 
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 Weekly 
Expenditures 

(Atlantic Canada) 

Annual 
Expenditures ($ 

Millions)*** 

Canadian  
Weekly 

Expenditures ($) 
 

Meat and Fish 
 

19.67 
 

917.68 
 

20.15 
Dairy and Eggs 11.86 553.32 12.68 

Bakery and 
Cereals 

 
12.36 

 
576.64 

 
12.51 

Fruit and Nuts 7.81 364.37 9.82 
Vegetables 7.28 339.64 8.67 

Beverages** 3.40 158.62 3.39 
Other* 18.98 885.49 19.02 

Restaurants 27.40 1,278.32 37.52 
Total 108.76 5074.08 123.76 

Source: Statistics Canada, 2001. 
*Other includes sugar, coffee, fats and oils, food preparations, condiments 
** Beverages are non-alcoholic 
*** Annual expenditures based on 897,190 households with an average of 2.58 persons per household. 

 
 
As previously stated, it is estimated that 85%- 90%36 of the total organic sales in Canada are 
imported from the US. Small amounts are also imported from Europe. Using this assumption it would 
mean that the domestic supply of organic products in Atlantic Canada is currently $6,500,000 
annually. The opportunity for product displacement of imported organic products is significant. 
 

Domestic Share of Atlantic Organic Industry Total = $65 Million

Domestic
10%

$6.5 Million

Imports
90%

Source: ProAgri Consulting 2003 

 

                                                 
36 Gains Report # CA2001 Foreign Agricultural Services, USDA 
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Data gathered for Atlantic Canada determined that 59% of the food market share was retail food 
while 41% serviced the HRI (hotel, restaurant and institutional) sector.37The retail sector can be 
further evaluated, as the number of stakeholders is few. The three main wholesalers, distributors 
and retailers are Atlantic Superstore (Loblaw’s), Sobey’s and Co-op Atlantic, which make up 95% of 
the total retail sector38.  The top 2 retailers are responsible for 85% of all food retailed in Atlantic 
Canada. Annual sales are over $4 billion. 
 

 Share of Retail 
(%) 

Value of Retail 
Share ($Million) 

Value of Organic 
Retail Share ($) 

Atlantic 
Superstore 

45% 1,327.5 17,257,500 

Sobey’s 40% 1,180.0 15,340,000 
Co-op Atlantic 10% 295 3,835,000 
Other 5% 147.5 1,917,500 

Total  2,950 38,350,000 

Source: Nova Scotia’s Organic Market Benchmark Report, Claire Hanlon Smith, March 2002 

 
Also, based on the share of organic sales by venue, the value for the various marketing channels can 
be determined.  Using the distribution venues in the US for 2001; mass markets accounted for 38% 
of sales, natural and health food stores accounted for 56% and direct to consumer through farmers 
markets, bakeries, CSA’s and delivery accounted for 6% of the retails sales; the value of domestic 
products for local venues can be determined. 
 
The domestic share of the organic industry ($6.5 million) in Atlantic Canada can be further analyzed 
to determine the value based on venue of sales. Given that 6% of the total organic retail value is 
marketed direct to the consumer (6% of $65 Million), it could be concluded that 100 % of the direct 
to consumer sales is local production ($3,900,000). The balance of domestic value would be 
marketed through the mass markets and specialty stores and could be a mix of local and other 
Canadian product. ($2,600,000) 

                                                 
37 Jeff Wilson, Food Industry Study, 2002. 
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Local production is therefore marketed mainly using direct to consumer marketing channels (60% of 
total domestic sales). Figures are not available to determine what portion of the remaining domestic 
retail market is produced within the Atlantic region.  
 
The future potential for organic food production in Atlantic Canada is not much different than the 
projected expansion in the remainder of Canada. Growth is forecast at 15-20% for the next 7 to 10 
years. Sales as a % of the total food market are expected to increase from 1.3% to 3.0% by 2010.39   
 
The optimists in the food industry feel this trend could continue until organic food products represent 
10% of the total food consumed. At the current rate of growth, 10% of total food retails sales could  
be obtained in 15 years. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The corresponding retails sales that would be achieved using a 15% growth rate, also demonstrates 
the overall magnitude of the opportunities available for organic food production. Using a figure of 
3% of the total food market as the organic food share, this represents an industry in Atlantic Canada 
of  $150,000,000 in 2010. The challenge for producers will be the ability to take part in the market, 
not the lack of market opportunity. 
 

                                                                                                                                                                            
38 Nova Scotia’s Organic Benchmark Report. Smith, Claire Hanlon, March 2002. NSDAF 
39 Canadian Natural and Organic Retail Markets. Cunningham, Rosalie, 2002. Alberta Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Development. 
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4.0  Standards  
 
 
The purpose of creating a standard for the organic agricultural industry is to provide easy 
identification of product ingredients through labeling, common language for users, build user 
confidence, and to provide representation from a variety of views and expertise.  A standard is a 
powerful marketing tool that can be used to secure the integrity of the Atlantic organic market chain. 
 
The aims of the National Organic Agricultural Standard are to40; 
 

 Protect consumers against deception and fraud in the marketplace and against 
unsubstantiated product claims. 

 Protect producers of organic products against unsubstantiated claims or misrepresentation of 
other agricultural products as being organic. 

 Ensure all stages of production, preparation, storage, transport, and marketing are subject to 
inspection and comply with this standard. 

 Harmonize internationally provisions for the production, certification, identification and 
labeling of organic products. 

 
The National Standard for Organic Agriculture was ratified by the Standards Council of Canada (SCC) 
on April 19th, 1999. Any food products, which are labeled or otherwise identified as “organic” are 
expected to meet as a minimum, provisions of the National Standard for Organic Agriculture.  This 
standard outlines principles that endorse production and management practices to enhance the 
quality and sustainability of the environment as well as ensure the ethical treatment of animals. This 
Standard addresses all aspects of organic agriculture from seeding to the point of sale.41

 
Producers and processors may have an independent certifying body inspect their production or 
processing system to verify they meet the requirements of the National Standard. Certification is 
voluntary in all provinces except Quebec.  If certification is granted the product will be identified with 
the name and number of the certifying body that completed the inspection. The certifying body is 
also responsible for monitoring the growers, which they certify, and ensuring the standards are 
being met. CFIA also plays a role in the labeling  
 
From a marketing perspective, the implementation of a mandatory standard is a critical step towards 
building consumer confidence in the organic food supply. In New Zealand, the development and 
implementation of their Organic Assurance Program was an essential feature to their export success.  
The US implemented the “USDA Organic” seal, which is supported by NOPS to increase consumer 
confidence and bring national recognition to the organic industry.  
 
A voluntary Standard allows for minor variances between certifying bodies, between provinces and 
between producers within a province. Building transparency and confidence in this type of system 
becomes very complicated and difficult. Consumers can easily become confused and lose confidence 
in the certifying system. 
 
To support a mandatory Standard there also needs to be a branded logo to enable consumers to 
easily recognize products, which meet this standard in the marketplace.  A brand becomes the 
proprietary visual, emotional, rational and cultural image associated with the product.  It becomes 
the personality and reflects the value system of the product and the producers. There are few 
                                                 
40 Canadian General Standards Board, Standards for Organic Agriculture, 2003. 
41 Canadian General Standards Board, Standards for Organic Agriculture, 2003. 
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industries, which produce products and share a value system as well developed and accepted as the 
organic sector.  
 
The role of government, in cooperation with the organic industry is to ensure a National Standard, 
which is internationally recognized, is implemented, enforced and promoted to build consumer 
confidence locally, nationally and worldwide.   
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5.0  Benchmarking 
 
Based on the results of the ACORN survey, 2003, there are currently 112 certified producers in 
Atlantic Canada. This includes 2 large certified enterprises, which are not agricultural ventures. Total 
sales were estimated at $5.9 million including the non-food items. Land area certified organic in 
2003 was 4,134 acres of crop and pastureland and 2150 acres of maple trees.42

 
The number of producers represented by the organic 
industry is 1.2% of the total farms for NS, NB and PEI 
and only 0.5% for NFLD.  Land area represented by 
certified organic acreage is less than 1% of the total area 
being farmed.  70% of the certified producers in the 
region have sales of less than $30,000 annually43.  As 
stated in the Strategic Plan for Canada’s organic industry, 
organic acreage is expected to grow to 15% of the total 
farmed acreage by 2010.44 This means the industry needs 
to increase 15 fold over the current size. The plan also 
states that organic food will represent 10% of the total 
food market, which means a significant increase in gross 
farm sales. Organic food production currently represents 
less than 0.5% of gross farm receipts. 
 

Farm size is another factor affecting the competitiveness of the Atlantic organic industry. Over 80% 
of the farms have less than $60,000 in annual sales. The majority of these farms are part-time as 
the operators need supplemental off-farm income to make a living. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
42 ACORN Statistics, 2003.  
43 ACORN Statistics, 2003 
44 44 A National Strategic Plan for the Canadian Organic Food and Farming Sector. Macrae,R. et.al. March 2002. Organic 
Agriculture Centre of Canada. 
 

Organic Sales as a % of 
Gross Farm Receipts 
 

• Nova Scotia   0.3% 
 
• New Brunswick  0.27% 
 
• Prince Edward Island 0.17% 
 
• Newfoundland  0.1% 
 
Source: ACORN Survey 2003, Stats Can 2003 
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INDUSTRY SURVEYS 
 
Producer Results 
 
A survey was developed and sent to all certified organic 
producers in Atlantic Canada. The response was very good 
for a mail out survey and some follow-up was conducted to 
verify information or expand on points raised in the 
questionnaire.  Of the 40 respondents, 85% felt “certified 
organic” provided them with a marketing advantage and 
increased consumer confidence in their products. 61% of 
producers plan to increase production through a 
combination of improved yields and expanded acreage, 
while 6% plan to decrease the size of their farms. 
 
The top ranking challenges for the industry are; 
 

 Marketing; difficult to find markets for small volumes 
 
 Production; weed control methods /economy of scale 

 
 Human Resources; good labour not available 

 
 Financial; funding not available from government 

 
These identified challenges provide an opportunity for supporting organizations to get involved at the 
producer level to improve skills and provide resources required to meet those challenges. The survey 
identified that producers most often rely on other producers and customers to assist them with the 
identification of new market opportunities. Meetings, primary research and trade magazines also 
ranked in the top 5 sources for information. 
 
The top ranking priorities for future investment into the organic industry included; educating the 
consumer about the benefits of eating organics as well as providing information regarding 
certification and standards. 
 
Marketing was also ranked high as producers feel there 
needs to be more investment made to locate new markets 
and provide on-going market intelligence for the future 
development of markets. Producers also felt there needs to 
be a lot more market coordination and cooperation to 
ensure supply and demand can be better managed. 
 
Producer education was the third priority for investment. 
Education included production management expertise and 
skills development as well as marketing skills development.  
 
Research both at the primary and applied levels was 
identified as a priority for future investment. It was felt 
there is a tremendous opportunity to attract research 
investment through the OACC in partnership with 
Agriculture Canada.  

INDUSTRY 
Investment Priorities 

(Ranked in Order of Priority) 

 
1. Consumer Education 

 
2. Marketing 

 
3. Producer Education  

 
4. Research 

 
Source: ACORN Survey 2003 

Atlantic Organic 
Farms 

 
Province Farms Acreage 

NF 3 85 
PEI 29 913 
NB 33 2114* 
NS 46 1022* 

Total 111  
 
Source: ACORN Survey Data* Doesn’t 
include 2150 acres of organic maple.
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Marketing 
 
The majority of organic product sold in Atlantic Canada is marketed directly to the consumer through 
a variety of marketing channels.  47% of total sales is marketed at farm markets, direct from the 
farm or through CSA (Community Supported Agriculture) programs.  Wholesale and processing 
make up an additional 20% of sales and the remaining sales are direct to retail and specialty stores. 
A large portion of the direct to retail would also be receiving a wholesale price for their product. 
 
Producers expressed a high level of interest in participating in a marketing group, cooperative or 
CSA system if developed in the region. 70% were willing to get involved while another 15% would 
consider it. The remaining 15% were not interested in those marketing options. 
 
80% of the respondents indicated they did not have any formalized marketing program for their 
farm. 53% did not have any on-farm food safety program. These 2 areas will be vital for the future 
development and expansion of the organic food industry. Food safety is one of the main issues for 
the consumer and just because a food product is organic does not mean it is automatically 
considered safe for consumption. 
 
Retailer Results 
 
The retailer survey had a very low response with only 10 surveys returned. From the information 
collected the largest sales categories were fresh fruit and vegetables, followed by baked goods and 
meat and eggs.  As expected, fruit and vegetables and meat were sourced either within province or 
within the Atlantic region while processed goods had approximately 40% being sourced from other 
provinces in Canada or being imported.  
 
80% of the respondents indicate they plan to expand their retail sales in the next 2-3 years for 
certified organic products.  Availability, delivery and consistency were the top three issues identified 
by the retail sector as issues.  Increasing the level of consumer education regarding organic products 
was also mentioned by several of the respondents as an area for further development. 
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COMPETITIVENESS IN THE REGION 
 
The strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats facing the Atlantic organic producers have not 
changed much since the Pulsifer Report: Organic Marketing Opportunities completed in 1999.  
Currently organic agriculture remains less than 1% of the total land area being farmed in the 
Atlantic region and total organic sales are less than 0.5% of gross farm sales. 
 
The availability of land suitable for organic production is a tremendous strength for this region as 
prices for agricultural land are more affordable than most regions of the world. The potential market 
share also provides a huge opportunity as organic sales could reach 10% of gross farm receipts. This 
means the industry could grow 20 times larger than it is today. Opportunities are available in nearly 
every commodity being produced in this region. 
 
Weaknesses exist within the region. Lack of cooperation between producers, processors, retailers 
and wholesalers make it difficult to develop a unified approach to building production capacity to 
support the building of new organic markets.  Education also remains a weakness, as organic 
farmers will require a greater knowledge complex available than has been necessary for 
conventional production.  Organic growers need strong agronomic skills.  The OACC could play a 
major “catalyst role” in the development of the organic knowledge base for the Atlantic region.  The 
threats to the development of the industry in this region have increased as has competition in the 
organic marketplace from imported organic goods. Other regions in Canada have become better 
organized to supply the major retail outlets and have advanced further in establishing regulated 
systems of organic production. With Atlantic Canada’s traditionally smaller farms and independent 
nature, we face greater challenges in meeting the needs of the larger wholesale buying systems. 
With the exception of a few crops (potatoes, apples, blueberries) we do not have the economies of 
scale necessary to supply the larger retailer chain organic markets without a cooperative effort from 
a large number of producers. 
 
Time will play an important role in the development of the organic industry. The longer it takes to 
get the organic marketing chain systems, regulations, recognized logo and coordinated efforts in 
place the more difficult it will be to displace the imports that presently dominate the market.  
 
Industry Stakeholder Meetings 
 
Three industry stakeholder meetings were held in the region. The purpose of the meetings, were to 
discuss the market research data collected and to receive feedback regarding the issues important to 
organic producers in that region. The first of these sessions was held in Charlottetown Prince Edward 
Island. There were 30 industry representatives at this session.  
 
The issues expressed by those attending included;  
 

• Blight issues in potatoes and the need for new control options,  
• Education for transition farmers,  
• Education for the consumers to understand the benefits of local production.  
• The fragile environment of the Island and the need to promote organics as a way for people 

to contribute to a healthier environment and lifestyle.  
• The importance of cereals and soybeans was discussed as rotation possibilities for the potato 

crops.  
• Infrastructure needs for processing,  
• The need to establish protocols and protection for organic farms from pesticide drift and 

insect pressure from neighboring properties. 
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The second meeting was held in Fredericton New Brunswick, with seventeen representatives in 
attendance. The issues discussed at that meeting included the following: 
 

• Branding Atlantic Canada organic products to build consumer loyalty 
• The need for mandatory regulations and the need for government to champion the organic 

industry in the region. 
• The need for regulatory reform to allow meat and dairy products to transfer between 

provinces with provincial inspection. 
• The realities of getting into large retail chains and the issues encountered 
• Human resources were identified as a major issue both from the farm labour perspective and 

access to expertise. 
• The need for more local weed and pest management information 
• Concerned that organic product from the US and other countries which does not meet their 

standards is being imported into Canada. 
• Discussed the need for a collaborative effort within an area to get retailers, restaurants, and 

suppliers to promote organic products and target local consumption. 
• Diversification is critical to the survival of the organic farm. 

 
The final meeting was held in Windsor Nova Scotia. There were 12 industry representatives in 
attendance. The main issues discussed were; 
 

• Transportation costs to get product to market and the irony of California organic product in 
Nova Scotia. 

• The need for education programs for the producers and consumers. 
• The need to protect land for future organic production. 
• Further development of direct to consumer channels as most farms were too small to target 

larger retailers. 
• Government assistance programs to assist producers to expand or transition. 
• Challenges with marketing. 
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6.0  The Business Environment 
 
The organic industry chain consists of many different and important partners and stakeholders.  
Each stakeholder plays an important role in the future development of the organic industry in 
Atlantic Canada.  ACORN is the umbrella organization that represents most stakeholders and is the 
only entity within the chain who’s sole purpose is to enhance the viability and growth of the total 
Atlantic Canadian organic agricultural community through a unified regional network.  The 
development of market opportunities and a strong Atlantic organic industry will require the unified 
cooperation of the entire stakeholder chain. 
 

MHA, ProAgri © 2003 
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THE ORGANIC MARKET CHAIN 
 
In the Atlantic Canada organic food chain there are two main channels for organic products to flow 
to the consumer.  They are (1) direct to the consumer and (2) wholesale, through various middle 
entities performing functions such as processing, packaging, distribution, brokerage, export and 
retail. Producers will choose the best market channel for their products based on the available 
market opportunities, their resources and the potential financial returns.  The diagram below 
illustrates the alternative market channels or routes to the end consumer.  
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MHA, ProAgri © 2003 
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“Direct To The Consumer” Or “Wholesale” Sales?   
 
Making the decision between selling “direct to the consumer” or “wholesale” can be difficult, 
especially for the small producer.  Few businesses can do both functions well together within one 
organization.  Wholesale and retail markets are two separate and different “beasts”.  They are two 
separate types of businesses that require different infrastructures, thinking, production, packaging 
and customer service. A business built on direct to the consumer sales traditionally sells smaller 
volumes of product at a higher “retail” value.  A business that services the wholesale market 
succeeds through the sale of large volumes of products at usually lower “wholesale” prices.  There 
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may be no difference in the quality of 
products required in either of these two 
systems; the main differences are in the 
marketing channel approach and the 
economies of scale necessary to succeed. 
Producers have to choose which system is 
best for them based on their goals and 
available resources.  Success is not based 
on what or how much product you can 
produce, success is based on identifying a 
market need and then being able to deliver 
a product that market wants at a profit.  
Farm enterprises need to carefully analyze 
their market channels and operate in a 
market where they can make the best 
return for the long-term future 
sustainability and profitability of their 
business.   
 
The highest returns back to producers on a 
per unit basis are normally achieved by 
selling directly to the end consumer.  This 
marketing method bypasses the middlemen 

and captures all of the available money in the market channel.  The producer incurs the costs to 
perform those middleman functions as well as the associated profits.  This market scenario involves 
selling fewer units at a higher price.  This type of business typically can achieve sustainability on a 
smaller land base supporting small-scale organic production.  In simple terms a sustainable living 
can be achieved on a farm with a smaller land base using this method.  Some examples of direct to 
the consumer sales methods are direct on farm sales, CSA’s, farmers markets, Internet, mail order, 
and agri-tourism.  
 
 

Wholesale Distribution Channel Example 

12.85¢ /lb 
 (13.8%) 

35.15¢ /lb 
 (37.8%) 

7¢ /lb 
 (7.5%) 

38¢ /lb 
 (40.9%) 

93¢ /lb 
 (100%) 

ASSUMING

Farm Gate $ Distributor $ $ Pays $ 
Producer 

$ Packer, 
Processor, Wholesaler Retailer Consumer 

Breakeven Analysis 
 
This formula calculates the number of units that must be produced and
sold before a profit is realized.  The break even formula is as follows: 
 

    TOTAL FIXED COSTS_________    = BREAK EVEN POINT 
(REVENUE /UNIT – VARIABLE COST/UNIT) 
 

Tip 

Evaluate Your Price Reductions 
Did you know that if your present GROSS PROFIT 
is 25% per unit and you reduce your selling 
price by 10% per unit, you would need to sell 
67% more product units to make the same GROSS 
PROFIT? 
 
Source: Just About Everything a Retail Manager Needs to Know, 
© John Stanley 1999 
 

MHA © 2003 
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To increase the overall returns to a farm 
business requires either reducing input costs, 
raising prices or selling larger volumes of 
individual units.  To increase the sales volume 
usually means the price must be reduced as an 
incentive to buyers that have resources to move 
large volumes of organic product.  This usually 
requires entering the wholesale market channel. 
 
The wholesale market route involves using 
middlemen like distributors, processors, 
retailers, with the farmer involvement limited 
primarily to the front-end production, packaging 
and delivery.  However, it is increasingly 
common to see farm businesses or farm 
cooperatives becoming involved in more 
advanced market chain functions as they strive 

to retain more of the consumer’s dollar. From an economical standpoint, to service wholesale 
markets will normally require larger land bases and volume sales to offset the smaller margins per 
unit of sale.  Again, it is important for a producer to decide which market that they can successfully 
operate within; retail (direct to the consumer) or wholesale (to middle entities that eventually sell to 
the end consumer).  The economics of either market must be carefully studied to assure they can be 
long-term sustainable, feasible and will achieve your desired business goals and objectives.   

ECONOMIES OF SCALE 
As a company produces larger numbers  
of an individual product, the cost of that 
product goes down, through the created 

efficiencies of volume production.  

Mark Up vs. Margin 
$1 unit x 50% Mark-up = $1.50  

Margin is 33% or $.50 
Mark up is a function of cost. 
Margin is a function of price. 

Tip 

 

Farm Scale Matrix 
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   MHA, ProAgri © 2003 
 
Individuals when faced with competitive retail markets may look to the wholesale market to increase 
sales.  What is often overlooked is that, choosing this market route to increase sales can actually 
decrease your overall profits if proper steps are not taken to ensure the necessary sale volumes are 
achieved.  For an example if your normal gross margin is 30% selling direct to the consumer and 
you cut your price by 25% to enter the wholesale market, you will need to increase total overall 
sales by over 500% to make the same gross profit as you did when you sold less products at the full 
margin.45  You will have to sell 5 times as much product and possibly require 5 times as much land 

                                                 
45  Source: Just About Everything a retail manager Needs to Know, © John Stanley 1999 
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base for production.   The best option for many producers may not be the wholesale market channel 
but to focus efforts on developing new direct to the consumer venues.  Be very careful and analyze 
closely what is actually happening when reducing your selling price for any reason. 
 
The industry stakeholders have ownership of the organic market chain and must to work together to 
ensure its security and success. A strong, secure and transparent organic food market chain is 
essential to long-tern sustainability, stability and profitability in the Atlantic Canada organic food 
industry. 

  
TTHHEE  OORRGGAANNIICC  CCOONNSSUUMMEERR  
 
Are Consumers Buying More Organics? 
 
High levels of education combined with high levels of income are the leading criteria natural food 
stores in the USA use to choose their new store locations.  According to www.foodinstitute.com in a 
Whole Foods Market study conducted by Synovate in August 2003 Americans indicated that they are 
consuming more organic foods.  The study also found 54% of Americans have tried organic food and 
almost 30% claimed to consume more organic foods and beverages than they did a year ago.  More 
important, the study found that Americans have expanded their organic food purchases beyond the 
discovery/early phases products like produce (vegetables & fruits) and dairy products (milk, cheese, 
yogurt) and are now trying snack foods and packaged /processed organic goods.   In the same 
article, SPINS information released in October 2003 cites that across all channels sales of 100% 
certified organic products are growing at a rate of 21%.   The resulting positive news is that 14% of 
the US population is now eating more organic foods than they were a year ago.46   
 
The Organic Consumer is Changing 
 

 

Classic Organic Consumer 
(Educated, purchase based in ideology, committed 
to the environment, consistent purchase habits, 
willing to pay a premium for organics.) 

New Emerging Organic Consumer 
(Educated, female, committed to personal health, 
shop in supermarkets, high personal income, 
willing to spend more on family, health, and organics.) 

MHA, ProAgri. Bob Burke © 2003 

Two Streams of Organic Consumers  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   

 
 

 
  

                                                                                                                                                                            
 
46 www.foodinstitute.com 
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Traditionally the organic consumer was seen a very ideological individual that shopped primarily in 
health food and natural food store.  Today, there are two main streams of organic consumer the 
traditional consumer and the new emerging organic consumer.  The new emerging organic consumer 
will need a different approach than was used on the traditional more ideologically motivated organic 
consumer.  The new organic consumer has high expectations for quality, packaging, convenience, 
production methods and shops primarily in supermarkets. 
 

 

 
Lifestyle” and “Cultural Creative”  
Users Can Be Compared to Gain Perspective      
Differences Within Organic Shoppers                         (Source: Bob Burke 2003)   

 Purchase
Type 

Buyer 
Type 

Total Purchases 
are Driven By 
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Depth of  
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My 
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Fashion  
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Well Being. 
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Committed 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
How Does The Consumer Discover Organic Foods? 
 
 
The Hartman Group has undertaken a number of studies that identified how consumers evolve in 
their adoption of organic food products into their diets.  They determined that there are four distinct 
phases consumers go through as they discover organic foods.  The gateway or introductory phase 
included organic produce, primarily broccoli, apples and carrots.  The consumer then moved on to a 
dairy products phase, then to packaged organic goods phase and finally to frozen organic products 
phase. .47  As the consumer’s grocery basket evolves to contain more processed and value added 
organic products the demand for input or ingredient organic products for manufacturing is sure to 
grow.   
 
 

                                                 
47 The Hartman Group, Healthy Living; Organic Natural Products 2001, Children’s Wellness Study 2001, Organic Lifestyle 
Shopper Study 2000 
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   How Consumers Discover Organics 
 

Gateway Foods Transition Early Transition Late Lifestyle 

Produce 

Primarily: 
Apples 
Carrots 
Broccoli 

 
 

Dairy Products 

Primarily: 
Milk 

Cheese 
Butter 
Eggs 

Yogurt 

Packaged Goods 

Primarily: 
Pasts Sauce 

Canned Tomatoes 
Canned Beans 

Cereal 
Pretzels 

  
FFrroozzeenn  FFooooddss  

Primarily: 
Entrée’s 

Vegetables 
Frozen Yogurt 

Ice Cream 

 
Source: The Hartman Group, Healthy Living; Organic Natural Products 2001, Children’s Wellness Study 
2001 (Note: Exception to this evolution is parents.  Parents often begin with organic baby food instead 
of produce and transition to dairy products as the child’s diet develops.) 

 
What Do Consumers Who Purchase Organics Buy? 
 
Produce is still the largest category of organic foods purchased by the American consumer.  In a 
recent Whole Foods Market survey, 72% of respondents reported purchasing organic produce.48  
Consumers cannot purchase what is not available to them, and as the organic consumer evolves and 
more processed organic products become available in the marketplace, the percentage that those 
further processed products make up of the total organics purchased will increase.   
 
 

Whole Foods Market Survey 
(What Organics Do Consumers Purchase?) 
Product Category 

% Consumers 
Purchase 

Baby Food 7% 
Prepared Foods / Ready to Go Meals 12% 
Frozen Foods 17% 
Meat 19% 
Dairy 23% 
Packaged Goods (Eg: Soup or Pasta) 24% 
Non-Dairy Beverages (Eg: Soymilk or Juice) 29% 
Bread or Bakery 30% 
Produce 72% 

(Source: www.foodinstitute.com / Whole Foods Market) 
 

Why Do Consumers Eat Organic? 
 
It is in the best interest of all organic producers to increase the consumer demand for organic 
products.  In the table below of excerpts from a Whole Foods Market survey, the consumer identifies 
that the price of organic food is the major purchase barrier.49  Organic managers and buyers at 
major supermarket chains indicate that they recognize this point and are working with their 
suppliers to bring the price of organic food products closer to the price of conventional food products 
in their stores.  Large corporate organic farms are coming to the supermarkets aid and supplying, 

                                                 
48 www.foodinstitute.com / Whole Foods Market 
49 www.foodinstitute.com / Whole Foods Market 
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large volumes of top quality organic products at very competitive prices.  Clearly, lower prices, a 
broader range of products and increased availability will all support a future increased demand for 
the consumption of organic food in Canada and North America. 
 
 

Whole Foods Market Survey 
(Why Do Consumers Purchase Organic Foods?) 
Product Category 

% 
Consumers 
Purchase 

Prices Were Lower 86% 
Could Buy More Organic In Supermarkets 75% 
Could Buy A Broader Range Of Products 75% 
They Tasted Better 60% 
Quality Was Higher 58% 

(Source: www.foodinstitute.com / Whole Foods Market) 
 
Price   
 
Organic products currently have a significant price differential in the marketplace over conventional 
foods.  This price differential or gap is expected to close over time as more organic food is produced 
and as the market forces of supply and demand increase the pressure on suppliers to be more price 
competitive with conventional foods.  The current price premium helps smaller farmers viably farm 
smaller parcels of land.  The premium also can be a good incentive or subsidization to help support a 
conventional farmer’s conversion to organic production methods.  When pricing a product it is critical 
to know the real cost of production, to ensure that products do not sell for less than what it costs to 
produce them.  Selling products for less than the cost of production will eventually force a producer 
out of business.  From the author’s consulting experience, most producers both conventional and 
organic do not know their true costs of production. Quebec and Ontario are major competition to the 
Atlantic food industry and retailers will often use the Ontario and Quebec prices to set the market 
prices in the Atlantic region.    

 

Perceived Attributes Of Organics 

 
Perceived Attributes 2003 2002 % Change 
Products without pesticides 89% 78% 11% 
Products without 
antibiotics/growth hormones 

83% 72% 11% 

Products found in the gourmet 
or specialty section of the 
grocery stores 

72% 69% 3% 

Products without GMO’s 76% 68% 8% 
Products that are fresh 71% 59% 12% 
Products without irradiation 69% 59% 10% 
Products grown on a small farm 57% 52% 5% 
Products that have more 
nutrients 

60% 47% 13% 

Better quality products 58% 38% 20% 
Better tasting products 42% 34% 8% 

(Source: www.foodinstitute.com / Whole Foods Market) 
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In the marketplace the consumer does not pay more for food, even organic food, unless there is a 
perceived value.  In the table above it is very clear that the consumer has increasing concerns with 
the primary food supply and is turning to organics for a number of perceived value reasons.  These 
consumers believe organic foods are of a higher quality, are fresher and are GMO and pesticide free.  
It is important when studying a market to understand why the consumer purchases a particular 
product as this will lead to the discovery of how that customer can be better served. Perception is 
reality! 
 
 
IINNDDUUSSTTRRYY  TTRREENNDDSS  
 
The trends of the world eventually trickle down to Atlantic Canada and affect the purchase of food 
products. Knowledge of global trends can help entrepreneurs forecast which trends are likely to 
affect the Atlantic region in the future.  Trends give entrepreneurs a market “heads up”.  Those able 
to accurately predict trends can gain a competitive advantage or a window of opportunity in the local 
marketplace.   
 
Some emerging trends that will have a future affect on the Atlantic Organic Industry are: 
 

• Food Safety:  Food safety issues are becoming the number one consumer concern.  
Consumers expect food safety systems to track production from the source to the plate.   

 
• Convenience:  Consumers are busier than ever before and are in general more health 

conscious.  They are spending less time preparing their meals and there is strong growth in 
the functional and convenience food markets.   

 
• Knowledge: People in general have an improved knowledge of organic foods and the 

relationship between illness and diet. 
 

• Niche & Global: Markets are becoming global and more focused.  However, producers and 
manufacturers need to be very good at what they do in niche markets.  Opportunities are less 
industry based and more individual business based. 

 
• Specialty: People want products that meet their specific needs and are more prepared to pay 

for delivered value in those products.  (Eg: The increase in home deliver and consumer 
shopping on the Internet.) 

 
• Functional Foods: The consumer is relating the fortification of food to medicine and that 

eating pure food (close to the natural state) may cure disease and enhance wellness.  
 

• Private Labeling: To counter “national brand” loyalty, the retail industry has launched their 
own private label brands to develop customer loyalty with their stores. Futurist Faith Popcorn 
says, “ private label sales are up 38% over the past three year.”50 

 
• Product Branding: Product branding is a growing trend in agriculture.  Producers regularly 

use branding to build consumer confidence in their products and the industry in general.  
Branding can be used to effectively differentiate a product from the competition. 

 

                                                 
50 Faith Popcorn’s VIGILANTE CONSUMER Observations 
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• USA Homeland Security Program: The Homeland Security program in the USA has made 
shipments to the USA more complicated and could be used as reasons for trade restriction in 
the future. 

 
• Consolidation of Food Industry: Supermarket chain stores and the food service sectors 

are consolidating in Canada and throughout the world.  This is probably the greatest threat to 
the future of the small farm.  As these businesses become larger they look to larger suppliers 
that can supply and support their needs year round. 

 
• Centralized Distribution:  The end of back door delivery to the grocery stores.  Small 

producers will find it more difficult to service this sector.  Organized growers groups will find 
this more convenient. 

 
• Consumer Disconnect: The consumer has been “disconnected” with the producers of their 

food.  Many consumers are interested in reestablishing this “connect” in the marketplace. 
 
Knowledge of current and emerging trends by the organic agricultural sector will ultimately assist 
the industry to capitalize on new value-added, processing and export development opportunities. 
 

 
Organic Trends: Growth Of Top 10 Categories ($M USA) 

 
Latest 52 Wks Ending Feb 22, 2003 vs. 52 weeks ending Feb 23, 2002 
Source: AC Nielsen Scan Tracks: SPINS Natural Track & SPINSscan51

 

Top Categories  Current 
Year Sales 

 
Previous 

Year Sales 

% 
Change 

Nondairy Beverages  $ 387.1 $329.3 17.5% 
     
Packaged Fresh Produce  $293.6 $228.6 28.4% 
     
Milk, Half & Half, Cream  $256.2 $205.0 24.9% 
     
Frozen Entrees, Pizza, Convenience Foods  $172.7 $145.7 18.6% 
     
Yogurt & Kefir  $147.8 $116.4 26.9% 
     
Bread & Baked Goods (Frozen & Non 
frozen) 

 $131.0 $113.1 15.8% 

     
Chips, Pretzels, Snacks  $102.3 $86.6 18.1% 
     
Cheese & Cheese Alternatives  $76.7 $72.5 5.7% 
     
Cold Cereals  $74.0 $67.8 9.1% 
     
Soup  $67.5 $57.0 18.4% 
     

Total 
  

$2,572.4 
 

$2,161.0 
 

19.0% 

    Source: New Hope Media Market Overview 2002 

 

                                                 
51 Market Overview 2002, New Hope Media, www.newhope.com 
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The Canadian retail food chains realize that the organic retail industry in Canada is 5-10 years 
behind the USA. They are positioning their businesses to counter the future competition from natural 
food supermarkets.  The natural food supermarkets have been the primary driver of the growth of 
the organic market in the USA. The natural supermarket chains such as Whole Foods and Wild Oats 
are beginning to create a presence in select Canadian markets.  The President’s Choice Brand has 
now launched over 150 certified PC Organic products in attempts to make organic food more 
available and price competitive with conventional food products. 

 
 
Organic Market Forecast  
 
A recent economic and competitiveness study was completed in Alberta to determine the size of the 
Canadian Natural and Organic Retail Industry.  This study concluded there were growth opportunities 
in all food group categories for organic and natural products. Areas with the highest growth involved 
further process or value adding base crops. The result is growth in both the raw products end (as a 
supplier) and the higher value segments as a processor (juice, desserts, cereals, breads, baked 
goods). 
 
The following table was created to demonstrate the potential growth for each of the major food 
groups based on the conservative estimates for continued growth. 
 

Organic Market Forecast for Major Food Groups  
 

Organic 
Estimated 
Retail ($ Mil) 
For Major 
Food Groups 

 
 
 
 
2002 

 
 
 
 
2003 

 
 
 
 
2004 

 
 
 
 
2005 

 
 
 
 
2006 

 
 
 
 
2007 

 
 
 
 
2008 

 
 
 
 
2009 

 
 
 
 
2010 

 
 
 
 
2011 

Dairy 79 97 120 147 181 217 261 313 375 450 
Breads and 
Grains 

114 139 170 207 253 294 341 395 458 532 

Beverages 131 155 185 220 262 301 346 398 458 527 
Snack Foods 21 25 31 38 46 55 66 79 95 114 
Packaged/Prep. 96 119 148 184 228 278 339 413 504 615 
Condiments 15 18 23 28 35 41 47 54 62 71 
Fruit and Veg. 313 363 421 488 566 651 748 861 990 1138 
Meat, Fish, 
Poultry 

9 11 12 14 17 22 27 35 44 56 

 
Total 

 
777 

 
928 

 
1109 

 
1327 

 
1588 

 
1858 

 
2175 

 
2548 

 
2987 

 
3504 

Source: Canadian Natural and Organic Retail Markets. Cunningham, Rosalie, 2002. Alberta Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Development. 

 
 
The Competitive Environment 
 
The organic market environment is becoming much more competitive.  The competition is not as 
obvious in the relationship oriented direct to the consumer markets, where local producers still have 
friendly competition with neighbouring small farms to deliver their products to the marketplace. 
However, in the wholesale sector competition has heated up as larger manufacturing and producer 
corporations recognize the growth opportunities in the organic sector and move to gain a piece of 
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the organic marketplace action.  In the wholesale sector, the consolidation of the chain supermarket 
stores has driven buyers to source vendors that can deliver year round supplies of quality products, 
in volume quantities and at competitive rates.  This market opportunity has created large corporate 
organic farms that have achieved production efficiencies and are driving down the prices of organic 
products.    
 
There is a very limited supply of Atlantic grown organic produce and meat available to local buyers.  
The wholesale organic supply has been filled to date primarily from large corporate and cooperative 
farms from California, Quebec, and Ontario.  Except for in a few commodities, there has been little 
organized market challenge or inroads made to displace the domination of Atlantic Canada organic 
markets by imported products. Chain store buyers are looking for year round supply and fewer 
venders.  This means that to access these markets vendors must be prepared to work closer 
together to develop market opportunities and to supply larger blocks of products into the wholesale 
system.  The volume of organic supply necessary to regain this market share will primarily come 
from conventional producers transitioning over to organic production as they see their share of the 
conventional market become eroded and displaced by organic products.  A greater threat to Atlantic 
Agriculture is that as conventional production is being displaced by organic production, imported 
organic products are taking up the organic supply shortfall in Atlantic Canada. 
 
 
Quebec 
 

Quebec 2001 All Farms Reporting Certified Organic Products 
372 

Type of Product Fruits Vegetables and Greenhouse Products 125 
Type of Product 

Field Crops 
105 

Type of Product Animal or Animal Products 53 
Type of Product Other (Maple Syrup, herbs, etc.) 154 

Source: Statistics Canada  / www.statcan.ca 2003 

 
Quebec is major exporter of conventional produce to Atlantic Canada and will most likely continue 
this role as their organic industries continues to scale up and expand their production capacity.  
Quebec has been a leader in organics for over 30 years and is well advanced as an industry 
compared to Atlantic Canada.  Quebec is well positioned to supply wholesale markets in Atlantic 
Canada if a strong wholesale organic industry does not rise to challenge them.  On the other hand, 
the Quebec organic industry may be open to form alliances with Atlantic organic growers to create 
economies of scale to displace organic imports from the USA. Quebec is varied in its organic 
production, the Statistics Canada website indicates 41% of Quebec organic farms reported other 
products, primarily maple products. A close second was vegetables, fruit and greenhouse products 
as reported by 33.6% of Quebec’s organic farmers.52   Organic processing may follow conventional 
agricultures example and move processing facilities closer to the markets and larger more secure 
supplies of organic inputs and ingredients in Ontario and Quebec. 
 

                                                 
52 Statistics Canada / www.statcan.ca 2003 
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Ontario 
 

Ontario 2001 All Farms Reporting Certified Organic Products 
405 

Type of Product Fruits Vegetables and Greenhouse Products 120 
Type of Product 

Field Crops 
308 

Type of Product Animal or Animal Products 120 
Type of Product Other (Maple Syrup, herbs, etc.) 38 

Source: Statistics Canada  / www.statcan.ca 2003 
 
Ontario has a large proportion of field crops and about as many vegetable, fruit and greenhouse 
producers as Quebec. The most prominent Ontario organic products in the Atlantic marketplace are 
the line of dairy products from OntarBio Organic Farmers' Co-operative.   

 

MAJOR ORGANIC BRANDS 
 
The following organic brands are the major organic brands 
found in the Atlantic Canadian supermarkets.  These brands 
are the dominant brands in the market place.  They are also 
the brands that are building consumer confident and loyalty.  
This will make it difficult for future Atlantic regional organic 
brands to compete with these entrenched imported organic 
brands. 

 

(1) President’s Choice Organics 

Presidents Choice Brand, Loblaw’s, Toronto 

http://www.presidentschoice.ca/products/pc_organics.asp 
 
 
The President’s choice brand is the most visible and domina
Canada.  President’s Choice Organics is a brand of Loblaw C
largest food distributor and retailer, with locations across the co
Brand has now launched over 150 certified PC Organic products 
food more available and price competitive with conventional fo
price PC Organics as competitively as possible verses the lead
conventionally produced.53  President’s Choice and Atlantic Supe
share of the Atlantic Canada organic produce industry.  Pres
succeeded in creating itself in a position of market strength an
brand is creating strong competition for natural food chains th
organic marketplace.   
 

                                                 
53 http://www.presidentschoice.ca/products/pc_organics.aspx 
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(2) Organic Meadow 

 
OntarBio Organic Farmers' Co-operative Membership (Dairy Co-op) 
http://www.ontarbio.com/ 

The Co-op has been committed, from its inception, to ensure fair and consistent financial 
returns to farmers while maintaining a high standard of quality for all its products. The Co-op 
is also dedicated to encouraging ecologically sound, diverse and self-reliant family farms 
where production efficiency is achieved in harmony with the surrounding environment. The 
Co-op's grain facility in Durham, Ontario cleans and stores certified organic grain that is used 
for food, feed and seed. The Co-op also markets a wide range of certified organic dairy 
products under the Organic Meadow brand name. Distributed across Canada, these dairy 
products are providing a healthy alternative for thousands of families.54

(3) Cal-Organics / Bunny Luv 

 
Grimmway Farms, Bakersfield California 
http://www.grimmway.com/ 
 
Grimmway Farms owns the Bunny Luv and Cal-Organics produce brand labels.  Grimmway is 
the largest conventional and organic carrot producer in the world.  They process over 9 
million carrots conventional and organic per day 365 days of the year.  They farm 18,000 
certified organic acres.55

(4) Earthbound Farms Organic 

 
Earthbound Farms, San Juan Bautista, California http://www.ebfarm.com

Earthbound farms was started in 1984 in Southern California by Drew and Myra Goodman on 
2.5 acres selling at roadside stands and direct to chefs.  Twenty years later the business is 
200 farmers strong produces 15 types of salads, 57 varieties of vegetables, and 35 kinds of 
fruit.  They process 1.8 million lbs of baby greens each week.  Today Earthbound farms over 
14,000 certified acres of organic crops in California and Arizona.  Earthbound produce is now 
available in more than two thirds of all super markets in the USA.56

(5) SeaSpray Atlantic 

 
Regional Organic Growers Cooperative, Atlantic Canada 
 
This small cooperative was formed to coordinate and facilitate; the marketing, sale, 
consolidation, storage and packaging of organic produce to domestic wholesale customers, 
opportunities in Atlantic Canada, Quebec and Ontario as well as selected export market 
opportunities in New England and the other feasible regions of the USA.  The SeaSpray 
Atlantic organic brand is young in the marketplace, with a limited presence and still must 
prove itself against the large organic brands.   
 

                                                 
54 www.ontarbio.com 
55 Small Farms in Peril, Maria Alice Gauron, San Francisco Chronicle 18/Feb/03 
56 Delicious Living Magazine September 2003 
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Private Label Brands 
 
According to the Private Label Manufactures Association, private 
label goods account for one in every five items sold in US 
supermarkets, drugstores, and mass merchandisers.  In 2001 
private label sales accounted for 50 billion $US up from 39 billion 
$US in 1996.  In Europe private label offerings in retail have 
exceeded 50% in some markets.  Trends show no sign of private 
label slowing in North America.  President’s Choice has become 
one of the most successful private label brands in North America. 
 
Some prominent private label brands in the North America 
organic food industry are Whole Foods Market 365, President’s 
Choice Organic, and Trader Joes’s. 
 
Pros of Private Label: For the retailer private label builds consu
control over the product, and differentiates their store from the 
/manufacturer private label shifts the responsibility of market pull of
to the retailer.  This avoids expensive marketing and often risky
support new product sales. 
 
Cons of Private Label: The cons for the grower/manufacturer a
contact with the consumer. 
 
Supplying a private label with products is a good wholesale route op
sell rather than market their products.  Some of the supermarket and
Atlantic region do not yet have organic private label brands.  Supp
way of increasing the economies of scale to be better able to supply o
 

ProAgri / MHA 
The Private Label 
Phenomenon 

“ Private label sales are up 
38% over the past three 
year.” 
           Futurist Faith Popcorn
 
Source: Faith Popcorn’s VIGILANTE 
CONSUMER Observations  
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DIRECT TO THE CONSUMER MARKETS 
 
Direct to the consumer markets are those market channels where the farmer sells direct to the 
consumer.  Some of the channels are as follows: 
 

• Agritourism 
• CSA 
• Value Adding 
• Home Delivery 
• Farmers & Farm Markets 

 
 
Agri-Tourism  
 
What is Agri-tourism? Agri-tourism is a business 
strategy used by owners to generate income from 
the activities involved around visiting a farm for 
the purposes of accommodation, enjoyment, 
education, entertainment, recreation, holidays, 
hospitality services, or direct farm sales.  
 
Why Agri-tourism? Agri-tourism is a growing 
segment of the agriculture industry in North 
America and could present many new interesting 
revenue opportunities for organic operators.  Agri-
tourism can add income potential to the family 
business, increase profits and help ensure future 
long-term sustainability.  Agri-tourism can connect 
the general public with the activities and products 
produced by the farm and can be a great off-
season source of revenue.   

Agri-tourism Potential? 
((AAnn  OOrrggaanniicc  VVaalluueess  VVaaccaattiioonn))  

 
This innovative innkeeper has developed a
unique accommodation and hospitality
experience.  Hotel Schweitzer nestled in the
Austrian Tyrolean Mountains is a certified
organic 16-room Inn. Breakfast, lunch and
dinner meals are 95% organic, also serving
organic, beer, wine, soda and juice.  The patrons
sleep on organic sheets, pillows and duvets.
Most all kitchen compost is composted.  
 
Source: Delicious Living, www.foodnew.org 

 
The three basics of Agri-tourism success are (1) you must have something for the farm visitors to 
come see, (2) have something enjoyable for them to do during their visit, and (3) most important of 
all, have something for them to buy.  Agri-tourism activities are often built around a unique theme, 
or a historical event and can attract both local/regional visitors as well as national and international 
visitors to the communities.  Agritourists typically purchase accommodations, meals, beverages, 
food, and souvenirs.   
 
 
Potential Agri-Tourism Opportunities 
 
The following value added activities are used by various businesses throughout the world as forms of 
agri-tourism.  The challenge for each individual business is to determine which ones could work in 
your own particular situation and become your new competitive advantage.  
 
Outdoor Recreation Related Activities: Outdoor recreation agri-tourism activities commonly 
include; horseback riding, bird and wildlife watching and photography, eagle watches, archery, rock 
climbing, tubing, guided hunting, guided fishing, u-fish ponds, train rides, camping, 4 wheeler treks, 
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snowshoeing, snowmobiling, beach walks, hiking, cross country skiing, ocean kayaking, canoeing, 
wagon & sleigh rides, hay rides, etc. 
 
Educational Experiences: Educational experience agri-tourism activities commonly include; school 
tours, seniors tours, garden tours, ferrier activities, area history, historical re-enactments, 
exhibitions, technical tours, wineries and microbrewery tours, animal feeding, and food processing 
tours. 
 
Entertainment: Entertainment agri-tourism activities commonly include; BBQ’s, rodeos, corn boils, 
dances, machinery displays, concerts, plays and special events, corn maize’s, festivals, fairs, animal 
petting zoos, maple sugar shacks, horse competitions, horse pulls, tractor pulls, fox hunts, 
steeplechase rides, sheep dog trials, 4-H activities, and special seasonal holiday events such as 
Christmas and Halloween activities. 
 
Direct Agricultural Product Retail Sales: Direct agricultural product sales agri-tourism activities 
commonly include; on farm sales, retail sales, roadside stands, agri-related crafts, gifts, meat shops, 
u-pick operations, mail order, Internet sales, rent/ adopt a tree programs, community supported 
agriculture programs (CSA), certified farm markets (CFM), farmers markets and organic products. 
 
Accommodations & Hospitality: Bed & breakfast, dude ranches, guest lodges, cabins, elder 
hostels, youth hostels, youth exchanges, corporate retreats, farm and ranch vacations, restaurants, 
bakeries, catering, custom BBQ’s, café’s, tea houses, smoke houses, farm stays and farm visits. 
 
Agri-tourism activities allow your business to create a “destination” for the general public, and build 
a connection with the consumer, that teaches them about agriculture and offer them a unique 
entertaining experience, all in the same package. Successful agri-tourism operations clearly identify 
and target a specific segmented customer need, and then deliver a unique package a farm 
experiences combined with an edu-tainment experience for the enjoyment of the visiting consumer.  
The ultimate goal is to meet a unique customer need so well that they are more than willing to pay 
you well for their value added experience and return often with their friends and families.   
 
Value Added 
 
While all organic farmers are businessmen, not all 
organic farmers are entrepreneurs; individuals that 
are willing or able to take the risk to develop new 
value added products. Value adding or 
diversification is not for every business; it involves 
change, where the path is often unclear and full of 
risk.  Individuals have to determine their own level 
of risk tolerance or comfort with value adding.  
“The greatest risk in business is often in not 
taking one”.  Entrepreneurialism is a skill that can 
be learned and in value adding there is no comfort 
in numbers, so mentors may be hard to find. Value 
added opportunities are not normally available to 
an entire industry, they are for a few individuals 
only, otherwise, there would be no opportunity at 
all.  It can be lonely on the entrepreneurial path 
and requires motivation and persistence to stay the 
course.   The range of value added ideas are unlimited, or better put only limited by ones 
imagination.  All the infrastructure, assistance and ideas are of no value unless they have an 

Trend in Consumer-Oriented v. Bulk Sales 
Source: The Challenges of Change and the Global 
Marketplace, Rover and Smith 1994 
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associated champion, a driving entrepreneurial force that is committed to make the project a 
success.  This person is hungry for success and will take every roadblock as a stepping-stone to their 
success. 
 
Value-added agriculture involves the use of innovation and creativity in the identification of ways to 
increase the consumer value of in farm products or services. It normally involves the addition of 
features to a raw agricultural product to increase sales and/or profit for the producer.   
 
Some of the common methods farmers use to add value to agricultural products.   
 

1) Moving products up the food chain through different distribution channels. This may involve 
bypassing some of the traditional middlemen, brokers, distributors and retailers and taking 
the food products directly to the consumer via, community supported agriculture programs, 
farm markets, farm stands, and farmer markets. 

 
2) Changing the form of the raw commodity through processing.  Examples would be selling 

sausages instead of regular pork, or certifying Halal or Kosher for ethnic markets. While this 
method requires more investment in processing facilities and certification fees, it offers 
higher prices and gives producers more control over their product. 

 
3) Change the product packaging or labeling to appeal to a different market segment. For 

example instead of selling raspberries in quart boxes, sell them in a cell pack, pint or ½ pint 
into a new market.   

 
4) Focus on a specialty or niche’ market opportunity or segment. Tap into specialty ethnic 

markets or themes that target a particular segment of consumers.  Be different and stand out 
in the marketplace. 

 
5) Diversify into a new enterprise to expand your product offering.  This could involve 

developing another organic product line, finding industrial uses for your products, exploring 
nutraceuticals, agri-tainment, agri-tourism, free range, bed & breakfasts, farm stays, 
hunting, farms, fishing ponds, hiking trails, nature walks, bird watching, wedding facilities, 
dude ranches and a host of other opportunities limited only by one’s imagination. 

 
 
Why Develop A Value-Added Farm Enterprise? 
 
Modern day consumers lead very busy lifestyles.  This has led to an increase in demand for ready to 
eat, prepared meals and functional foods.  The increased concern about food safety, nutritional value 
and the purity offered by organics is encouraging them to by pass traditional retail markets and go 
direct to the farmer, when possible.  Less than 2% of Nova Scotia’s population live on a farm, the 
other 98% have an developed an increased interest in rural communities for vacations, recreation 
and entertainment. Value adding locally produced raw organic products create jobs in the 
community, making communities ultimately more sustainable.  Small farms can find a market niche 
or competitive advantage through value added initiatives. The result is an increase in the demand 
for value-added farm products, an increased awareness and connection to the farm community and 
an increase in the viability of farm businesses in rural regions.   
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What Is The Risk When Exploring Value Adding? 
 
Value adding isn’t for everyone and farmers will face many challenges when attempting to value-add 
their products.  Getting products into the highly competitive retail market is very difficult and can be 
very costly especially in the absence of help.  Most new products fail within the first year.  Farmers 
should be prepared to invest in a new product for up 3-5 years.  The biggest risk to many farm 
enterprises today is in not exploring the value-added opportunities for the products that they 
produce and not taking control of the future of agriculture in a world of declining commodity prices.  
 
CSA – Community Supported Agriculture 
 
Community supported agriculture is a way of connecting the farmer with the consumer or putting 
the farmers face on agriculture.  The concept has been very successful and was started in Japan 
after World War II when fresh fruits and vegetables were in high demand.  It succeeds on the 
principle of assuring the organic consumer the integrity of their food supply.  They know they are 
eating healthy food from the people that grew it.   
 
CSA’s are gaining popularity across Canada because globalization has separated the consumer from 
the source of their food by thousands of miles.  The CSA system gives good value to the organic 
food consumer and helped them afford to eat an organic diet.  It allows a farm business to be 
economically feasible on smaller acreages of land, and increase the returns through bypassing the 
middlemen in the retail food chain and taking the food direct to the consumer.  It builds back that 
connect with the farm and encourages people to buy local and build confidence into the organic food 
chain. 
 
Equiterre in Quebec is a nonprofit organization that promotes regional CSA’s programs and farmers.  
They help the public understand what CSA’s are and how they work.  Organic farmers are on a list 
that is promoted.  Once a farm gets 70 people on their CSA subscription they are removed from the 
list and new organic farmers are placed on the list.  Some CSA’s use the one desk selling approach 
to tap into the restaurant, specialty food and institutional markets.   
  
Food Circles 

 
Food Circles are a form of CSA that connects consumers with the farmer and facilitate relationship 
building between farmers and consumers by promoting rural development and the support of local 
organic food production.  They act like a clearing-house and provide information on organic 
products.  Equiterre in Montreal is a type of Food Circle. 
 
 
Home Delivery 
 
Buying Clubs and Groups & Internet Sales 

Buying clubs or groups are organized groups, through 
schools, churches, business, and any other community group 
that order case lots of organic products delivered to a specific 
drop off point at a specified time.  The cases are further 
broken down into individual orders by the club.  Catalogues of 
products or Internet websites offer a list of the products 
available for the buying clubs.  The club collects the money 
from members and has one cheque waiting for the delivery 

Home Delivery Will 
Rule! 
 
“ I predict that by 2010, 90% of 
all consumer goods will be home 
delivered.” 
              Futurist Faith Popcorn 
 
Source: Faith Popcorn’s VIGILANTE 
CONSUMER Observations  
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driver.  This is an excellent way to build markets in communities that have limited access to 
supermarkets or quality organic food products.  Product is sold in case lots only.  There can also be 
minimum order requirements.   Delivery is efficient and economical for the producers.  The Internet 
is a powerful tool to connect the farm with the market (customers) and to tell your story.  Almost 
anything can be sold over the Internet. 
 
Farmers Market 
 
Direct to the consumer sales through Farmers Markets continues to be an important marketing 
outlet for many farmers in Atlantic Canada.  Farmers markets have become an integral system that 
links urban dwellers with the rural community.  There is considerable interest by communities in 
Atlantic Canada to expand the farmers market network and create more year round market venues.  
Farmers markets are a place where multiple farms can gather to collectively market their products to 
a targeted consumer.  To take things one-step further for the organic industry would be to create a 
certified organic farmers market designation or a network of certified organic farmers markets in the 
Atlantic region. 
 
Who Benefits From Farmers Markets? 
 
Small organic farm operator’s benefit from having a market to sell their products directly to the 
consumer.  It is a system that helps them compete with the supermarkets while not having to make 
the investment into a farm market of their own.  The community benefits as it gives urban dwellers 
access to locally grown farm fresh produce and the opportunity to interact with farmers.  Many 
farmers only sell their products through farm markets and find that the market income is very 
important to the sustainability of their farm operations.  
 
Farm Markets www.ams.usda.gov/directmarketing 
 
A Farm Market is a sales outlet, often located on the farm to facilitate the sale of the farms
produce to the consumer.   Since they grow many of the products that they sell, farm markets
can be an excellent source of product information for the consumer.  Farm market operators
enjoy interactions with their customers and can be an educational experience for the entire
family.  Farm markets may operate on year round basis, or a seasonal basis.  There should be a
certified organic farm market network in Atlantic Canada, with the associated maps and signage
to help consumers find the rural farm markets.  Consumers find they receive high quality
produce, full value for their food dollar, and friendly, knowledgeable advice from their local farm
markets. 

 

 
79 % -

 

 

 

ProAgri / MHA 
Atlantic Organic Producers Are Not 

Planning For The Future 

 Of Atlantic Organic Producers Don’t Have A Marketing Plan 
 

53 % - Don’t Have A Food Safety Program. 
 

Source: ProAgri / MHA ACORN Industry Survey Fall 2003 
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WHOLESALE MARKETS 
 
Wholesale markets are markets that buy products to resell to another customer or to use within the 
business in a manufacturing process to create another product, which will be ultimately sold to an 
end customer.  Some examples of wholesale markets are the supermarket chains, food service, 
processors or export markets.  A wholesale market characteristically consists of one or more layers 
of middlemen, between the raw producer and the end consumer.  Typically returns are lower for 
producers selling to wholesale markets because the product has to be marketed up by each 
middleman to pay for the function that they perform in the marketing channel.  The selling price of 
the end product must be competitive in the marketplace.  A producer would typically use this market 
to sell more units in the marketplace than they possibly could through direct to the consumer sales.  
Success in selling wholesale is by achieving the scales of economies through production and sale of 
large volumes of products.  All wholesale sectors interviewed for this project suggested that they 
would be willing to have discussion forums with groups of organized organic producers to explore the 
development of future opportunities and markets. 
 
Processing Sector (Wholesale) 
 
As the organic consumers desire to “eat organic” evolves, so does the demand for processed organic 
foods.  The term “processed” means a form of value adding to a product beyond the raw state.  
Some examples of processing are freezing, canning, bottling, pickling, etc.  Ultimately, food 
processing converts raw food products into more consumer friendly and convenient forms.  As the 
organic consumers develop “more organic lifestyles”, they will want more food preparation 
convenience, user-friendly packaging, more functionality, and more nutritional foods that taste good 
and will contribute to the improvement of their health.  This increase in consumer demand for 
processed organic foods will increase the demand for local supplies of ingredient raw food products 
to support organic manufacturing initiatives in the region. Many organic farmers may not want to or 
be able to sell all of their production direct to the consumer. Some individuals may prefer to use a 
wholesale market channel option with potential for larger sales that could allow them to increase 
their production capacity to achieve the economies of scale required to make their farm enterprises 
more viable and sustainable.  Many farmers transitioning from conventional to organic production 
will require access to wholesale markets that can accept the larger volumes of the organic products 
they would need to produce to justify their movement to an organic production system. 
 
Food processing facilities are usually located near a 
reliable supply of raw food products or near a major 
market.  The success of a processing facility is determined 
by the efficiencies that can be achieved through the 
transportation and distribution systems and the new 
markets that can be created and maintained.  Generally, 
the further a raw product is from the processing facility 
the greater the cost of the inputs and the cost of 
manufacturing.  As a result, some organic farm producers 
may find that they do not have processing facilities 
located within an economical range of their farm 
enterprise to allow them to access a processing market 
option.  This is the reason historically, that many 
conventional agricultural producers have chosen to 
cooperatively participate in the development of a regional 
processing facility that 

Photo: Processed Frozen Organic Green 
Beans 

will create a new market option for 
eir farm production. 

 
th
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Atlantic agriculture has numerous conventional processing facilities supporting the production of 
most commodities in the region (See appendix #11.13).  However, relatively few currently have 
organic production lines or organic production capacity.  For some processing facilities in the region, 
meeting standards for organic certification may a challenge, while for others the process may be 
relatively straightforward. Each facility will be unique.  There are currently food-processing facilities 
in Atlantic Canada with organic processing certification, excess canning, juicing, and IQF freezing 
capacity.  Many of the existing conventional processing facilities are high-speed facilities geared to 
production runs of high volumes.  Converting a plant to organic production would require a supply of 
organic inputs that can support the production capacity of those manufacturing operations.  Smaller 
processing facilities in the region may have greater flexibility and latitude to address organic 
processing capacity issues.   
 
No matter what the production scale, there is a minimum organic production acreage or supply 
commitment that is necessary to allow a product to be developed and listed in the marketplace.  
This capacity will vary with each processed product.  Organic fresh produce manufacturers in Ontario 
indicate that their organic production line capacities are limited by their supply of organic inputs.  All 
food processors are watching closely the evolution of the organic industry and the potential growth 
opportunities it may have for the food-processing sector in Atlantic Canada.   The processing 
industry may initially pay premiums for organic raw food products to help create the supply and 
develop opportunities in new markets.  As competition in the organic food processing sector 
increases, so will the pressure on processors to be low cost suppliers minimizing organic input 
premiums.  The evolving organic consumer expects organic products to be competitive and in line 
with conventional food.  This leverages more pressure on suppliers to reduce the costs of there 
organic processing inputs.  At this point the importation of raw food products may come more 
feasible for a processor as other exporting regions may have scales of economies that allow them 
compete in the local marketplace.  Quality is a given in the processing industry and only high quality 
products will be accepted by processors.  All food processors want to work with suppliers that meet 
their processing specifications, and can offer consistent uniform quality, in sufficient volumes.  The 
greatest challenge facing any of the regions potential organic processors is how to secure a 
consistent supply of organic ingredients.  Uniform quality creates products with consistent taste.  
 
The development of a local organic food processing capacity will require a partnership or strategic 
alliance between processors, producers, researchers and government to develop new markets and 
achieve production efficiencies and capacities.  If the local organic industry wants to develop an 
organic processing sector in the region they will need to make a commitment to the processors and 
vise versa.  Forums needs to be created where the organic industry stakeholders can gather on a 
regular basis to brainstorm, discuss and strategically plan how local production capacities can be 
achieved to supply the production of potential new organic processing opportunities.  The industry 
should also explore the possibilities to develop producer owned regional co-operative processing 
facilities as markets for their production. Every conventional product currently processed in Atlantic 
Canada has the potential to be converted to organic processing if the markets can be developed. 
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Food Service Sector (Wholesale) 
 
The food service sector is a market that 
is often overlooked by producers.  It is 
the market that services restaurants the 
hospitality and accommodation industry, 
fast food outlets, and the institutional 
service sector.  The food service sector 
in Atlantic Canada has been growing 
steadily, corresponding to the shift in 
consumer preference for restaurant, 
convenience and pre-prepared foods.  In 
a 2002 presentation to the New 
Brunswick Food Processors and 
Beverage Association, Geoff Wilson, a 
food service industry consultant, said 
that the food sector in Canada is a $100 
billion industry with retail making up 
59% and food service, the remaining 
41%.57  The key food distribution 
companies in North America, Canada and Atlantic Canada are Sysco Corporation and Gordon Food 
Service Inc.  As within most industries, there is considerable consolidation occurring in this sector 
among the distributors, retail restaurant chains, food service operators and processors as attempts 
are made to realize the synergies associated with centralized processing and distribution.  As the 
organic consumers desire to “eat organic” evolves, so will the demand for processed organic foods in 
the food service sector.   

Food Service
41%

Retail Food
59%

The Atlantic Canada Food Market Share 

Source: CFRA, Food Service & Hospitality geoff wilson & 
associates inc. 2002 © 

 
 
 
 
 

  Sales  Units 
Sales/Unit 

 $000,000 CDN Share Growth   
NF 361 1.1% 6.4% 1,050 $343,810 
PEI 137 0.4% 8.9% 328 $417,683 
NS 840 2.6% 5.2% 1,720 $488,372 
NB 664 2.1% 1.7% 1,565 $424,281 
Total 2002 6.2% 4.5% 4,663 $429,337 

Source: CFRA / geoff wilson & associates inc. 2002 © 

 
 
The food service sector has regular and frequent delivery service to their customers and look for 
products in packaged units that will turn inventories between delivery dates.  This may challenge 
some producers to look at different and new forms of packaging and container options that better 
suit the needs of the food service industry.  Again, only the highest quality products are expected 
and the food service sector expects that their vendors will partner with them to support and create 

                                                 
57 CFRA, Food Service & Hospitality geoff wilson & associates inc. 2002 © 

Eastern Canada 2001 Food Service 
(Eastern Canada Restaurants Estimated  

2001 Food Purchases $761 M) 
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sales with the customer base.  This market does not seem to have many Atlantic organic vendors 
serving them, and may hold potential for future organic market development.  The food service 
sector like the grocery store sector has moved to more centralized warehousing, distribution, year 
round supply, fewer vendors, and electronic transactions and invoicing.  These businesses can also 
buy products from anywhere in North America to meet their needs and requirements.   
 
Supermarket Chains (Wholesale) 
 
In Atlantic Canada the retail supermarket consists of three main players, Atlantic Superstore, 
Sobey’s and Coop Atlantic.  They represent approximately 95% of the retail food market in Atlantic 
Canada.  Most supermarkets in Atlantic Canada carry some organic foods, have natural food sections 
and handle some organic produce.   Supermarket chains have all moved away from individual store 
backdoor vendor deliveries to centralized distribution and more national buying policies.  This 
wholesale market is very competitive and is the market that most producers first target in the 
wholesale chain.  Because of their large buying power, these stores look for competitive pricing.  The 
grocery chains see organic foods as a competitive advantage that will draw customers to their stores 
and create product loyalty.  Atlantic Superstore carries it’s own private label organic brand 
President’s Choice Organics and has used it to dominate the organic produce market in the region.   
 
The supermarkets in Atlantic Canada have very poor signage to promote their organic products; it is 
very difficult in most stores to tell which products are organic, especially in the produce 
departments.  In Germany the organic produce is clearly labeled, as is the organic produce in most 
New England supermarkets.  There are also issues with miss coding organic produce going through 
the checkout mixing them up with conventional food product codes.  One grocery chain in the USA 
indicated that they simply cannot handle loose organic produce any longer.  It must to be packaged 
and properly coded to facilitate minimal product confusion at the checkout and in inventory control. 
 
The supermarket chains all would like to purchase local products, however most indicated it was 
very difficult to deal with the local industry and it was much easier to deal with large organic 
suppliers from other regions that offer year round supply. 
 
Export Marketing (Wholesale) 
 
Many export opportunities exist.  Atlantic Canada is a seaport and transportation and distribution 
hub on the east coast of North America. The key to export is building a reputation for quality and 
delivering to those export markets in a consistent and profitable manner.  Container loads of dry 
products can be delivered to either Europe, New England and Toronto for basically the same cost. 
Export market opportunity development depends on a businesses ability to identify new 
opportunities and ideas, build relationships; alliances and partnerships that will allow access to those 
export markets.   
 
Over the past decade the Canada agriculture industry has been positioning and repositioning itself to 
substantially increase its world exports of agricultural products.  Numerous agricultural and agri-food 
companies in Atlantic Canada currently export regularly into the USA market place.  There are good 
export opportunities available for sharp entrepreneurial growers who can deliver quality supplies of 
products into the export marketplace.  Exporting requires an exporter mindset.  Export markets 
are not markets of last choice or a place to send excess or surplus products and goods.  Export 
success requires building and developing relationships with foreign buyers into consistent long-term 
market commitments.  To do this, producers must to able to deliver on time, with the quality 
product, at the quoted price.  Buyers can recognize the export dabblers and some buyers may take 
advantage of the situation. 
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The Mid Atlantic (Maryland, Virginia, Carolina), the Upper Atlantic (New York, New Jersey and 
Pennsylvania) and New England regions of the USA are prime market opportunities for the export of 
Atlantic Canadian agricultural products. These markets are all within a 24-hour drive from Atlantic 
Canada and represent a population of over 100 million people.  The organic and natural foods 
category is not being adequately supplied in New England at the present time.  No natural organic 
food retailers interviewed indicated that they were able to obtain a 100% supply rate of organic 
produce.  The range of organic produce supply varied from between 50% - 85% depending on the 
season.  All indicated that they would like to be able to have a 100% stock rate from their organic 
produce suppliers. Atlantic Canada food producers and exporters have come to realize that they can 
compete efficiently in global export markets with the proper strategy, resources and attitudes.  
Successful exporters are proactive, patient and deliver quality products and services into specialize 
markets.  Those who can master the skills find success and opportunity in exporting, while those 
that can’t or choose not to, usually meet with frustration, disappointment and eventually will give up 
on export. 
 
Domestic exports to Ontario and Quebec are also possible if growers can develop the contacts.  It 
should not be overlooked that products can be shipped from Nova Scotia quite economically to 
Upper Canada as a backhaul.  The right product in the right market at the right time and at the right 
price can work.  It is best to think of value added export market opportunities in terms of short time 
frames, 3-5 years.  After this timeframe, other producers will catch on to the opportunity and start 
competing with your success. The North Eastern USA population has some of the highest disposable 
incomes in the United States, it is densely populated, they are familiar with Atlantic Canada as a 
province, there are historical connections dating back over 250 years and they respond well to 
innovative products. 
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7.0  Market Opportunity 
 
 
The market focus of the Atlantic Canada Organic Industry needs to build upon the advantages and 
strengths of the region.  The realism of marketing is that all markets are not available to every 
producer. The companies with the better marketing resources and skills will develop the 
opportunities and tend to dominate the majority of the organic markets.  In today’s marketplace, 
any farm business that doesn’t make marketing a serious and integral part of their farm business 
operations, puts the future of their business in serious jeopardy.   
 
For new organic export opportunities to develop, it is important to first develop regional 
interprovincial trade of all food products.  In a region of small provinces there should be a better 
flow of food products between the provinces.  This would allow local businesses to build their scale of 
economies to reach a wholesale export market capacity. Trade between the Atlantic Provinces would 
stimulate organic sector opportunities in meat, dairy, and poultry products. 
 
The organic market is growing at a strong rate and opportunities exist almost everywhere in organic 
food, feeds, industrial, clothing, pet and personal care products.  Research shows that the majority 
of the organic products consumed in the region are imported.  The regions processing sector has not 
yet embraced organic food production in any large capacity.  This may in part be due to the limited 
availability of certified organic input products.  The growth of the organic processing sector will 
require time, commitment and collaboration between producers and the processing industry. 
 
The direct to the consumer market may be the best route to 
the marketplace for many of the region’s growers; especially 
those who prefer to remain on small acreages.  Without 
deliberate, planned entrepreneurial action, a market 
opportunity does not develop.  Individuals or groups of 
entrepreneurs spawn business success.  Governments need 
to work with entrepreneurs and help remove the barriers and 
the challenges they must overcome. This will allow a healthy 
organic industry to develop based on market demand and 
entrepreneurship. This will result in a strong organic food 
chain in Atlantic Canada that has a retail, wholesale, 
processing and export component.   

Four P’s of Marketing 
… are still relevant in today’s 

organic marketplace! 

Product – the right product for the right 
market. 

Place – the right product available in the 
right place at the right time. 

Promotion – telling the target market 
about your product. 

Price – The right price and value for 
consumer acceptance. 
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OPPORTUNITIES IN THE NEW ENGLAND MARKET  
(For Natural, Organic and Specialty Food Companies by Bob Burke 2003) 
 
Brief Overview Of Natural And Organic Trends 
 
In the US, natural foods sold through natural product distributors account for about $15B. Organic 
foods represent about $11B at retail. About 2/3’s of the sales occur in natural product retailers and 
the remaining 1/3 in conventional supermarkets. Much of the future growth is expected to come in 
the supermarket channel and in many categories, supermarkets already represent over 50% of 
those categories sales.  

 
While conventional food sales are fairly flat, natural foods and beverages are up about 9% and 
organics are up 18%. (Natural Foods Merchandiser June 2003). Some individual categories are 
enjoying even greater growth.  
 
This growth has been driven by a number of key factors:  

• Aging baby boomers (78M in US) 
• Awareness of “diet-disease” connection. 
• Greater availability of natural and organic products through growth of large natural food 

retailers such as Whole Foods, Wild Oats, Trader Joe’s and their impact on mainstream 
retailers. 

• Consumer concerns about food safety, as well as added hormones and antibiotics in the food 
supply.  

• Dramatic improvements in taste and quality of natural and organic products, driven in part by 
influence of large mainstream food companies who have actively been making acquisitions in 
this area.  

• Retail prices are becoming more affordable as increased supply helps bring down costs.  
• National Organic Program in US, sponsored by the US Department of Agriculture (USDA) 

creates one set of regulations for certification and labeling, thereby simplifying rules for 
manufacturers and raising awareness and confidence of consumers.  

 
 

Key Players In New England 
 

Retailer # Stores All Commodity 
Volume (000) 

Market Share % 

Stop & Shop 216 $6,793 29.45% 
Shaws Supermarkets 185 $4,043 17.53% 
Hannaford Brothers 88 $1,996 8.66% 
DeMoulas/Market Basket 58 $1,697 7.36% 
Big Y Foods 47 $927 4.02% 
Golub/Price Chopper 29 $543 2.35% 
Wal*Mart Supercenter 18 $538 2.33% 
Great A&P New England 30 $394 1.71% 
Roche Brothers 14 $378 1.64% 
Victory Supermarkets 20 $360 1.56% 
Whole Foods Market 16 $288 1.25% 
Trader Joes 15 $110 0.48% 
Stew Leonard’s 2 $110 0.48% 
Total stores in region 1,382 $23,067 100% 

(Source: Griffin Report of Food Marketing, October, 2003) 
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Regionally, the Northeast US is one of the most important Areas representing 20% of natural 
product sales and showing 9% growth. Within the Northeast, Boston is a very strong market. On 
a per capita basis, Boston is the 5th most developed natural products market in the US indexing 
at 173 (73% above average). (Spins State of the Union 2000). 
 
In addition, there are approximately 530 natural food stores broken out as follows:  
 

State   “A-B” Stores  “C” Stores 
 
Massachusetts  38  184 
New Hampshire  7   46 
Maine    9   52 
Vermont   9   40 
Rhode island   3   36 
Connecticut   20   86
    86  444 
 
(Source: Natural Products Field Manual, Second edition, 2003 Database of natural food stores.) 

 
Key New England Distributors 
 
UNFI (United Natural Foods) – Warehouses in Dayville, CT and Chesterfield, NH. Broad line natural 
products distributor serves as primary supplier to Whole Foods and Wild Oats as well as to many 
natural food independents and supermarkets and some food service.  
 
Tree of Life Northeast: - Warehouse in North Bergen, NJ and sales office in Keene, NH. Broad line 
natural products distributor, services mainly independents and some supermarkets. Is a secondary 
supplier to Wild Oats.  
 
Associated Buyers: - Smaller natural products distributor based in Barrington, NH. Services 
primarily independents and is a tertiary supplier to Whole Foods. This is a great distributor for 
smaller companies breaking into the market.  
 
Millbrook: Large specialty products distributor also carries a wide range of natural products. Offices 
and warehouse in Leicester, MA. Millbrook is a secondary or primary supplier for specialty, natural 
and organic products for most of the key supermarkets in New England.  
 
Gourmet Award Foods Northeast:  (Albany, NY) GAF is a sister company of Tree of Life. They 
supply specialty and natural foods to supermarkets in western New England and Upstate and Metro 
NY.  

Chex Finer Foods: Based in North Attleboro, MA. They are a smaller specialty distributor to 
independents and bring selected items into Whole Foods. Like Associated Buyers, they are a good 
company for smaller companies to get started with.  

 
Organic Export Issues 
 
Success in exporting requires growing for export markets.  They are not an occasional spot for 
surplus or excess product.  Export markets usually want consistent supply, often year round and can 
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take time to develop (6months to 3 years). The following are some of the issues organic product 
exports may face. 
 

• Scale Of Economies 
• Available Resources 
• Production / Order Volumes 
• Transportation 
• Branding 
• Sales Programs 
• Skills (Financial, Production, Business, Marketing, Human Resources) 
• Consistent Commitment To Export Markets 
• Broker / Distributor / Import Agents 
• Food Safety Assurance (Eg: HACCP) 
• Third Party Audit To Prove Source 
• USDA Approved Organic Certification 
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COMMODITY PROFILES 
 
To assist in the identification of opportunities for the various commodities produced in the Atlantic 
region a variety of approaches were utilized. Food consumption trends in Canada, organic food 
consumption trends in North America, per capita consumption of the individual commodities, retail 
sales data from AC Nielsen, production statistics from the region and a commodity evaluation matrix 
to further determine regional advantages. The opportunities discussed below are not meant to 
exclude individual opportunities, but to highlight the main ones selected for further discussion. 
 
Organic Commodity Matrix  (See appendix #11.3) 
 
The purpose of the organic commodity matrix is to qualify opportunities for the future development 
of the organic industry in Atlantic Canada. Each commodity is given a rating (1-5) in each category, 
with 1 being the lowest rating and 5 being the highest.  The ratings are based on information 
gathered in the research phase of this project.  The ratings are to some degree subjective, however 
they are in most cases based on the most probable market opportunities.  Since market 
opportunities are dynamic and constantly evolving as competitors enter the marketplace, the 
window of opportunity is often small.  In many cases it is only open for a few entrepreneurial 
individuals that can recognize the potential of the opportunity and assemble the resources in time to 
benefit from the opportunity before it passes. 
 
 
Organic Fruit Profiles 
 
Fresh fruit products represent approximately 7.2% of 
the total weekly food expenditures in Atlantic Canada.  
Annual sales of fruits through the three major 
supermarket outlets reported approximately 
$140,000,000 in sales with organic fruit representing 
1.3% of the total or approximately $1,850,000.  The 5 
top organic fruit sales categories are bananas, apples, 
grapes, pears and strawberries. Of the total organic 
sales approximately $940,000 is imported tropical 
fruit.  Apples and pears are the top temperate climate 
fruits with total Atlantic supermarket sales exceeding 
$500,000 per year5588.  The Presidents Choice brand is 
the leading and most consumer recognizable organic 
fruit brand in Atlantic Canada. 
 
This organic category continues to grow with the fruit 
sub-categories of apples, pears, strawberries, peaches 
and melons, all experiencing over 200% growth from 
the previous year. There was an overall 58% increase in organic fruit sales in the supermarket 
chains from the previous reported 52 weeks59.  Apples, pears, strawberries, peaches, melons and 
plums all provide import replacement opportunity potential for local producers and can be grown in 
this region. Demand for other organic fruit like blueberries, strawberries and raspberries is difficult 
to predict since available data in the marketplace has been too small to gauge a demand. This does 
not mean there isn’t demand for these products; simply the market is too immature to predict. The 

Photo: Organic apples in the Wild Oats
Supermarket, Boston, MA  © R. Gary Morton

                                                 
58 AC Neilsen SPINS 52 Wks ending October 4, 2003 
59 AC Neilsen SPINS 52 Wks ending October 4, 2003 
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majority of sales are direct to the consumer for most 
organic fruit producers in Atlantic Canada. The food 
service sector seems to have a relatively small organic 
fruit market demand at present. 
 
The Atlantic region has historically been a leader in 
research, production, innovation, storage, processing 
and the export of fruit products in Canada.   There are 
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Agri-Food News From Germany: 
 

German Importer is looking for 
suppliers of organic cranberry and 

blueberry puree. 
Canadian suppliers should send their

detailed offer to the Canadian  
 

Consulate in Duesseldorf – June 2003

numerous conventional fruit processing facilities in the 

ion primarily located in Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.  The region has conventional processing 
pabilities for apples, pears, strawberries, cranberries and blueberries that could develop an organic 
pacity as required. As organic fruit markets grow and the demand for organic fruit products 
ntinues to increase, the Atlantic fruit processors will require large volumes of ingredient organic 
it products of high quality at competitive rates. The world capacity to produce and supply organic 
it products as ingredients for processing continues to grow.  While some of these current fruit 
rkets may not seem large by conventional production standards, producers need to consider and 

cide for themselves what role organic food production will play in the future of their business.  

Organic Retail Produce Markets: Fruit 
Growth of Top Ten Categories Maritime Grocer Banner 

(Sobey’s, Atlantic Superstore, Atlantic Co-op Cash Register Data) 
Latest 52 Wks Ending October 2003 

Rank Top 10 Categories Know Category 
$Sales 

Breakdown 

% Total 
Sales 

Private Label 
Sales ** 
Estimates 

 Total $ 
Category 
Estimates  

      
1 Banana $506,141 27.4%   
2 Apples* $458,313 24.8% $78,160 $536,473 
3 Grapes $347,229 18.8%   
4 Pears* $87,068 4.7% $4,092 $91,160 
5 Strawberries* $56,616 3.1% $1,755 $58,371 
6 Grapefruit $33,696 1.8%   
7 Kiwi $13,026 0.7%   
8 Peaches* $12,730 0.7% $2,206 $14,936 
9 Oranges $12,691 0.7%   
10 Pineapple $7,325 0.4%   
 TOTAL $1,534,835 83.1%   

(Source: AC Neilsen SPINS 52 Wks ending October 4, 2003    
*Fresh fruit products grown in Atlantic Canada.   
**The estimates of the private label category based on information available.) 

ect to the consumer organic fruits sales when available continue to be strong through regional 
rketing venues such as; CSA (community supported agricultural) programs, home delivery, farm 

les, farmer’s markets, back door restaurants, agri-tourism, U-Pick and roadside market stands. 

ganic Fruit Market Opportunity 

 present there is more market than the Atlantic organic industry can supply in almost every fruit 
d vegetable category in the wholesale, retail, food service processing and export markets.  The 
ailability of local quality products at competitive prices prevents the local growth of these markets. 
mmunication, partnering and sharing of market information between all stakeholders is essential 
 success.   
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The top 8 fruit categories were evaluated to determine the 
market potential at a projected 3% of the total fruit products 
consumed. As can be seen from the chart below the gap in 
supply to meet the future demands is large for most categories. 
Also the current supply to this market is almost completely 
made up from imported products. Each of the volumes can be 
converted into acreage to determine the potential acreage 
required to service this level of organic fruit in the marketplace. 
For example; 50,000 kg of organic blueberries would likely take 
100 acres to produce. 
 
The Atlantic Region has several comparative advantages in the pro
and pears. At the present time there is a demand for approxim
(approximately 15 acres) with a market potential for over 60 acre
the apple market. Currently nearly 100% of this market is being fil
one of the first organic products consumers try and they also ma
consumed. Processed apples (juice and sauce) provide an additio
there is a group of producers working with a local processor to 
applesauce product. As the product and production systems are
required to meet the processing needs in this sector. 
 
 

Product Kg of organic sales 
in past 52 weeks 

Kg of Total* 
Consumption 

2001 

Organic % of Total
Consumption 

Apples 99,562 18.1 million 0.5 % 
Pears 20,728 3.9 million 0.5 % 
Strawberries 14,200 3.2 million 0.4 % 
Blueberries 0 1.7 million 0 
Melons 1,586 8.1 million .02% 
Cranberries 82 1.97 million 0 
Plums 1300 1.6 million .08% 
Other Berries 13 360,000 0 

• Total Consumption based on per capita consumption x 2.4 million people in
• *Total consumption of conventional and organic fruit. 
•  

 
Blueberries are another crop naturally suited to Atlantic Can
processors it was felt that 1 million pounds of organic blueberries 
if they were available. In 2003, another Nova Scotia company was
blueberries, to coordinate a larger supply for the export market. (P
Both the fresh and processing industry could make use of th
production would be at least 500 to 750 acres depending on the y
suited to this crop. 
 
Strawberries offer another opportunity for this region both in the f
Currently the level of organic strawberry sales is very low in the
product. Strawberries are one of those crops that have a wide ran
pick to direct to consumer, farm markets, retail, processing an
premiums for early and off-season supply are typically higher in th
be advantageous to this opportunity. 
 
Organic cranberries, raspberries and other small fruit currently h
due to the lack of supply, but also due to the lack of market dem

ProAgri / MHA 
President’s Choice Fruit Lines 
(Source: www.presidentschoice.ca) 
 
PC Organics Apples - Large Fuji 
PC Organics Apples - Red Delicious 
PC Organics Golden Delicious 
Apples 
PC Organics Granny Smith Apples 
PC Organics Gala Apples 
PC Organics Sweet Apple Cider 
PC Organics Bartlett Pears 
PC Organics D'anjou Pears 
PC Organics Strawberries 

 

duction of small fruits and apples 
ately 295 bins of organic apples 

s of production at a level of 3% of 
led with imported fruit. Apples are 
ke up 22% of the total fresh fruit 
nal market opportunity. Currently 
develop a supply of apples for an 
 refined, a greater supply will be 

 Potential Organic 
Consumption kg @ 

3% 

Gap in Organic  
Supply kg 

542,880 443,318 
116,400 95,672 
97,200 83,000 
50,400 50,400 
244,080 242,494 
59,040 59,040 
46,800 45,500 
10,800 10,800 

 Atlantic Canada   

ada. In conversation with local 
could easily be marketed per year 
 actively looking for fresh organic 
laced ads in the Farm Newspaper)  
is product. 1 million pounds of 
ield. Export opportunities are very 

ield and in greenhouse production. 
 region and is nearly all imported 
ge of market appeal, from the u-

d including export markets. Price 
e strawberry market, which would 

ave very small markets, partially 
and. As consumers become more 
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educated regarding organic products, and the price premiums are reduced, these crops offer some 
opportunity for producers in the region. Transition farms will likely be more successful than new 
entrants as the level of management skills required for cranberry production are very high. Also the 
establishment costs and cash flow issues related these crops can severally limit new entrants. 
 
Regardless of the organic fruit crop selected for production, producers need to properly evaluate the 
opportunity to ensure the other components of the business have been thought out and properly 
planned. Producers must also have a passion for the crop or product produced, as it will require a 
significant level of commitment, effort and dedication to be successful.  A focus only on production 
will not ensure success in the marketplace. Take the time to research the product, know your costs 
and establish a relationship with your market.  
 
Organic Vegetables Profile 
 
Fresh vegetable products represent 
approximately 6.7% of the total weekly food 
expenditures in Atlantic Canada.  Annual 
sales of fruits through the three major 
supermarket outlets are approximately 
$149,000,000 with organic vegetables 
representing approximately 1.0% of the total 
or approximately $1,437,706.  The 5 top 
organic vegetable sales categories are 
broccoli, carrots, potatoes, tomatoes and 
onions.  

 
The Presidents Choice brand is the leading 
and most consumer recognizable organic 
vegetable brand in Atlantic Canada sold 
through the retail outlets. SeaSpray Atlantic, 
a regional marketing group has also 
established some presence in the past few 
years.  Direct to the consumer sales of 
vegetables is the present market choice for 
most organic vegetable producers in Atlantic 
Canada. Farmers markets, on-farm sales and supplying smaller specialty stores have provided a 
niche for many producers. This is a direct result of the scale of most organic farms and their desire 
to capture more of the food chain dollar to allow them to economically manage small acreage 
production.  

Whole Foods Market, Washington DC 
Photo: R. Gary Morton © 2003  

 
As with the organic fruit sector, fresh vegetables make up a significant portion of our diets. 
Consumption for many vegetables has remained static, while others have experienced significant 
increases.  Potatoes, carrots, cabbage, and celery have stayed the same or decreased slightly. 
Tomatoes, broccoli, cucumbers, peppers, onions, and lettuce have shown significant increases in 
consumption over the past 10 years. Lettuce is the fastest growing organic category in the retail 
sector for fresh vegetables. (Prepackaged salads.) 
 
Specialty crops like mushrooms, garlic, sweet potatoes, spinach and squash have also shown 
increases in consumption across Canada and although the per capita consumption is less than 1 kg 
per person per year, these crops offer an opportunity to supply smaller volumes for the diversified 
farm.  
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Organic Retail Produce Markets: Vegetables 
Growth of Top Ten Categories Maritime Grocer Banner 

(Sobey’s, Atlantic Superstore, Atlantic Co-op Cash Register Data) 
Latest 52 Wks Ending October 2003 

 

Rank Top Categories 
Know Category 

$Sales 
Breakdown 

% Total 
Sales 

Private Label 
Sales ** 
EEssttiimmaatteess  

Total $ 
Category 
Estimates  

1 Broccoli $177,229 12.3% $202,741 379,970 
2 Carrots $170,608 11.8% 191,857 362,465 
3 Potatoes $73,875 5.1% 83,087 156,962 
4 Tomatoes $60,101 4.1% 67,981 128,082 
5 Onions $59,676 4.1% 67,225 126,901 
6 Celery $32,722 2.3% 36,256 68,978 
7 Squash $30,933 2.2% 35,501 66,434 
8 Cabbage $26,345 1.8% 29,458 55,803 
9 Lettuce $20,135 1.4% 23,415 43,550 
10 Cauliflower $18,121 1.2% 21,149 39,270 
 

TOTAL 
$669,745 46.3% 755,340 1,425,08

5 
 

(Source: AC Neilsen SPINS 52 Wks ending October 4, 2003   *There is no SPINS data breakout for private label 
fruits and vegetables.  The assumptions are estimates of the category based on similar percentages in the known 
sales groups, allowing for n estimate of total sales for each category.) 
 
 

Organic Vegetable Market Opportunity 
 

Product Kg of 
organic 
sales in 
past 52 
weeks 

Kg of Total 
Consumption 

2001 

Organic % of 
Total 

**Consumption 

Potential 
Consumption 

kg @ 3% 

Gap in 
Supply kg 

Broccoli 29,000 3.4 million 0.9 % 102,000 73,000 
Potatoes – 
Red 

34,742 88.6 million 
red/white 

.07 % 2.66 million 2.62 
million 

Potatoes – 
Russet 

27,621     

Carrots – 
Baby Peeled 

20,000 12 million 
peeled and 

bagged 

0.3 % 360,000 319,240 

Carrots – 
Polybags 

21,760     

Lettuce 5,724 16 million .04% 480,000 473,276 
Tomatoes – 
cherry/bulk 

4,721 13.4 million .04 % 402,000 398,000 

Onions 19,821 10.6 million 0.2 % 318,000 298,179 
* Total Consumption based on per capita consumption x 2.4 million people in Atlantic Canada   

  **Total consumption of conventional and organic fruit. 
 
The commodity matrix attached in appendix #11.3 provides a further evaluation of the various 
vegetables produced in Atlantic Canada to assist producers to determine the best fit for their 
enterprise operations. The commodities highlighted provided the greatest opportunities when using 
the evaluation criteria developed. As with all opinions, there are exceptions to the rule where a 
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producer may against all apparent odds make a product or commodity successful in spite of market 
conditions, lack of obvious opportunities and against others opinions.  
 

As can be seen from the above table, the current level of supply 
for the majority of vegetables is less than 1% of what we 
consume. In several of the studies reviewed for this project, 
organic vegetables could potentially make up 15% of the total 
vegetables consumed.  The potential market opportunities are 
very significant for producers considering entering this market 
segment. For example, with fresh potatoes the current organic 
supply is less than 0.1% of the total potato consumption. This 
does not include processed potatoes for French fries, potato chips, 
canned potatoes or other forms of processed and frozen potatoes.  
Using the conservative estimate that 3% of the consumption could 
be achieved by 2010, there will be a demand for 2.66 million kg of 
potatoes. If the yield per acre is 9,000 kg (20,000 lbs or 200 cwt) 
the market will require production from 300 acres.  At a level of 
10% there will be a demand for 1,000 acres. Currently organic 
potato production in Atlantic Canada is less than 100 acres. As 
previously stated the opportunities presented may not offer entire 
industries a market opportunity, but rather a few individuals within 
an industry. 
 
 

The critical consideration for producers is to determine the method of marketing they will use to 
build a relationship with that market. Travel may be required to visit locations and evaluate 
packaging requirements, determine volumes and varieties required, consider transportation issues or 
opportunities, determine labeling requirements, consider the retail pricing structure and determine 
your cost of production.  The important thing is to build a marketing 
plan as you develop your production system. Producers should not 
complete the production transition in isolation of their marketing 
requirements.  
 
Product opportunities exist in lettuce, carrots, onions and several 
other vegetables previously identified.  For those producers who can 
create a marketing system to meet the needs of the regional retail 
network, opportunities in most vegetable crops exist.  
 
The vegetable processing industry provides another market for 
consideration. The approach to this market should involve a group of 
interested producers who are willing to work with a processor to 
establish a new product for the organic market.  Supply for the 
processing industry as well as quality are issues, which need to be 
addressed at the beginning of the relationship. Processors will not be 
willing to invest time and money to try and create a product without a 
planned strategy to source the inputs. The volume of product required 
to access shelf space, get the product category listed and create the 
packaging, label and promotional materials is significant. In discussion 
with one processor, they stated it would take up to 150 acres of 
organic peas to even consider the opportunity. From that the volume 
would have to grow significantly to maintain a competitive place in the 
market.  
 

ProAgri / MHA 
President’s Choice  
Vegetable Lines 
(Source: 
www.presidentschoice.ca)  

Vegetables 
PC Organics Broccoli 
PC Organics Carrots 
PC Organics Baby Spinach 
PC Organics Baby-Cut Carrots 
PC Organics Italian Salad Mix 
PC Organics Onion 
PC Organics Romaine Lettuce 
Hearts  
PC Organics Iceberg Head 
Lettuce 
PC Organics Potatoes - Russett 
PC Organics Red Potatoes 
 
Prepared Salad Mix 
PC Organics Romaine Salad       
PC Organics Toss & Serve Asian 
Salad Kit 
PC Organics Toss & Serve Field 
Greens Salad Kit 
PC Organics Field Greens Salad 
Mix  
PC Organics Garden Salad Mix 
We Can’t Handle 
Loose, Organic 

Produce! 
In an interview with
Shaw’s Supermarkets
Boston regions produce
buyer Heinz Scheralis  
he said; “we can no longer
handle loose organic
produce anymore, it
causes too many problems
at the checkout.  We need
everything packaged and
coded.” 
Source: Boston Organic Trade
Mission November 2003 
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At present there is more market than the Atlantic industry can supply in almost every vegetable 
category in wholesale, retail, food service, processing and export markets.  The lack of organized 
marketing efforts, inability to meet retail requirements due to the limited availability of local 
products and competitive prices, prevents the local growth of these markets. Communication and 
partnering between stakeholders is essential for success. 
 
From our discussions with the retail industry, food service industry and processing industry there is a 
willingness to meet and talk about how to move this industry forward. The adversarial relationship, 
which currently exists between the producers and the other partners in the food chain, is not 
conducive to a cooperative approach to marketing.  In this region we need to pull together to ensure 
imports do not take over the organic industry, and at the same time decrease the competitiveness of 
our traditional agricultural industry. 
 

 
 

Dairy and Eggs Profile  
 
The dairy products category 
represents approximately 11% of the 
total weekly food expenditures in 
Atlantic Canada. Annual sales are in 
excess of  $500 million at the retail 
level. Eggs are included in this sector, 
which represent approximately 12.8 
dozen per person per year. 
 
Within the milk category, fluid milk 
represents 38% of the total milk 
solids produced, while cheese is 
19.4% and other products (ice cream, 
yogurt, etc.) at 42%60.  Market 
penetration in this sector for organic 
products has been slow to develop in 
recent years, but is projected to 
increase at a rate of 15-20% 
annually.  Canadian data suggests 
that less than 1% of milk is organic 
while up to 4% of the frozen and 
processed products may be made 

om organic milk.61  

ed about animal welfare increases. 

                                                

fr
 
 
Consumer trends responsible for the growth in this sector include not only the “better for you foods”, 
but also the indulgent and comfort foods62. Organic eggs are also expanding their market share as 
consumers concern

More of the chilled grocery shelf is being taken up by organic 
foods.  Our study observed in some USA supermarkets as much as 
20% of the dairy shelf is devoted to organic products.       

Photo: Gary Morton -Wild Oats, Andover MA. 

 
Targets suggested by the OACC Strategic Plan for dairy products is 15% of the retail sales by the 
year 2010. Eggs have been targeted to replace 10% of the total sales. This volume of milk would be 

 
60 Food Statistics, 2002, Stats Canada 
61 Canadian Natural and Organic Retail Products, 2002. Rosalie Cunningham 
62 Canadian Natural and Organic Retail Products, 2002. Rosalie Cunningham 
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equivalent to $75 million in organic milk sales or approximately 30 million litres of milk (avg. 
price$2.50/l). The average dairy farm in Atlantic Canada produces 500,000 litres per year. This 
would equate to a volume equivalent to the production of 60 average farms. (Average farm has 
50kgs of production quota). At the present time there is only a small volume of organic milk being 
produced in Atlantic Canada for processing cheese. 
 
The organic dairy industry in the US currently has sales of 2% of the retail fluid milk industry63 and 
projects that by 2010 they will have 10% of the milk sales. Milk replacement products like Silk (soy 
based milk) also have 2-3% of the milk industry in the US. In conversation with the CEO of Silk, 
sales are growing at 25% to 30% per year. The company’s projections are to capture 10% of the 
retail milk sector in the next 5 to 7 years. 
Observations in the Atlantic marketplace would indicate that the growth of the dairy replacement 
products is taking place here as well. Soy based milk, almond based milk and other milk 
replacement products (ice cream, yogurt, cheese, etc.) are all having an impact on the dairy 
showcase. Up to 1/3 of the display in many retail outlets is now made up of organic and milk 
replacement products. 
 
Regulations: 
 
Supply managed commodities, dairy, eggs, poultry and 
turkey; require the producer to hold a valid quota or 
license for production. The quota specifies an amount, 
which can be produced annually by the quota holder. 
Marketing Boards regulate and enforce the system to 
ensure the proper supply is produced to meet the 
demand. 
 
Producers outside of the quota system do not have 
access to the supply managed commodities unless they 
have obtained a special license to produce. In Nova 
Scotia, broilers and turkeys have been granted special 
licenses for production as “free range” poultry. Those 
producers who obtain a license are required to meet 
specific regulations and cannot be located within a 2-
kilometer radius of a commercial facility. (Reg.1.08A) 
For milk and egg production, producers must hold a 
valid quota. 

Photo: R. Gary Morton © 2003

 
Opportunity: 
 
The opportunity for domestic production of supply-managed products is very good. Competition from 
US imports is restricted through tariffs and quotas. At the present time, the majority of all dairy 
products entering Atlantic Canada are being imported from Quebec and Ontario.  There are some 
specialty cheeses coming from Europe until the market can be further developed. Free-range eggs 
and organic eggs are also being imported from other provinces to fill the local demand. 
 
The challenge for the local industry will be to establish a processor in the region. There are several 
dairy farms in a good position to become certified organic, but without access to transportation, 
processing and distribution the industry will not develop. The time for action in this industry is now. 
As suppliers from other provinces become established in the marketplace, consumers will develop a 
brand loyalty, which will become more difficult to displace as the market matures. 

                                                 
63 Horizon Milk, 2003 
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Producer’s need to; 
 

• Form an organic milk producer’s organization to work with a regional processor and initiate 
communications regarding the opportunities in this industry. 

 
• Meet with the Organic Meadow cooperative in Ontario to discuss potential strategic alliances 

for national distribution and contracting opportunities. 
 

• Utilize transition management information from Horizon Milk as well as Organic Valley Farms 
to assist producers with the certification process 

 
• Request assistance from AgraPoint International to provide liaison and industry specialist 

resources to assist to organize the industry. 
 
 
Organic Meat & Poultry Profile 
 

Photo: Organic Cattle Herd, NB    

 © R. Gary Morton 

One of the least developed organic sectors in Atlantic 
Canada is the meat industry. Some development has 
taken place in the broiler sector, although a large 
portion is considered “free range” and not necessarily 
organic. In the beef and hog sector a large portion is 
considered natural as opposed to organic. 
 
Recent statistics indicate that a total of approximately 
300 head of beef, 50 head of sheep and 11 hogs have 
been marketed in 2003 as certified organic. Meat is the 
highest portion of the total food expenditures in Atlantic 
Canada. Projections indicate that organic meat could 
represent 10% of the total retail meat sales by 2010. 
Currently it is well below1% of sales. 
 
Poultry consumption has been increasing steadily for the 
past 15 years.  As previously stated “free range” has 
also been increasing but only recently has there been processing facilities available in NS and NB to 
slaughter inspected certified organic birds. In Nova Scotia, producers have access to licenses, which 
provide some expansion opportunity, while the other provinces are restricted in the number of birds, 
which can be raised per farm. There is limited data available regarding total production of broilers 
produced annually in the region. 
 
Meat has not been traditionally considered associated with organics, as many of the natural food or 
organic consumers were vegetarians. However with the recent development of the mainstream 
consumer towards organics, they expect to find similar products available in organic meats as they 
do for conventional. 
 
Education of the consumer is very important in this food sector. For many years “natural” has been 
associated with meat and consumers may not understand the difference between the two. Natural 
meat could include, pasture fed, no hormones, no antibiotics, loose housing, etc.  US trends have 
shown that in areas where organic food is widely known and accepted, the demand for organic meat 
has also grown. 
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Studies in the US have shown that consumers of beef and pork are more concerned about hormones 
and antibiotics than any other production practice. Anecdotal evidence from the UK indicates that 
natural beef sales have increased with the incidence of hoof and mouth disease. This would also 
appear to be evident in Canada with the recent BSE situation. Consumption of beef within Canada 
has increased significantly, while requests for “home grown, or natural” have also increased. 
 
Pricing of organic meat in Atlantic Canada varies greatly between producers and retailers. Supply is 
limited, but the premium in some instances is well above industry averages. The premium for meat 
in the US ranges from 15% to 25% for natural meat and it is felt there is little premium value for 
organic over natural. Prices experienced in Atlantic Canada have ranged from a 400% premium to 
sales below conventional pricing. 
 
Opportunity: 
 
The opportunity for individual producers to develop local markets for meat products is very good.  
Consumers have historically shown loyalty to producers who can provide high quality, consistent 
product to them. Turkey’s, broilers, hogs and beef all have room to grow, as they are such a small 
portion of the current volume of consumption. The development of the retail meat sector will require 
a cooperative effort by several producers to provide any significant volume of product. The exception 
to this may be organic broilers, as individual farm units could have sufficient production capacity to 
fill the market needs. 
 
Meat and fish account for 18% of the weekly food expenditures for Atlantic Canadians.  It also 
represents 10% of the total food consumption by volume (kg) or 39 kg per person per year. 
 

Product Kg of 
organic 
sales in 
past 52 
weeks 

Kg of Total 
Consumption 

2002 

Organic % 
of Total 

Consumption 

Potential 
Consumption 

kg @ 3% 

Gap in 
Supply kg 

Beef 82,500 32 million 0.25% 960,000 877,500 
Veal N/a 11.5 million 0 345,000 345,000 
Pork N/a 29 million 0 870,000 870,000 
Chicken N/a 26 million 0 780,000 780,000 
Lamb N/a 10 million 0 300,000 300,000 
Turkey N/a 5.4 million 0 162,000 162,000 
Fish – fresh 
and frozen 

N/a 7.2 million 0 ? ? 

Source: Statistics Canada 2002 Food Statistics 

 
Beef consumption using an average carcass size of 275 kg would be the equivalent of 116,000 head 
of cattle per year consumed in Atlantic Canada. At a level of 3% of total beef consumption being 
organic that would require an additional 3200 head of livestock. 
 
Slaughter facilities and inter-provincial trade regulations have been a major limitation to the 
development of the meat industry on a regional basis, and without federally inspected slaughter this 
limitation will continue. Another limitation has been the regulations regarding poultry production 
without quota. 
 
Poultry, pork, lamb and veal all offer opportunity for producers in this region.  The OACC project that 
as high as 10% of the meet we consume could be replaced with organic meat.  On a province-by-
province basis, the same opportunities exist without the implications of interprovincial trade and 
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federal inspection. The limitation exists with major retail distribution systems, which require product 
to cross borders. Producers need to concentrate on local markets until such time as these limitations 
are addressed. 
 
Producer’s Need To: 
 

• Producers need to work with organizations and politicians to establish an Atlantic Canadian 
trade region, which accepts provincial slaughter standards throughout the region. All of the 
provincial inspection regulations are similar, but restrict the transfer of meat across provincial 
borders. The regional trade zone would also allow for trade of other products currently 
restricted. 

 
• Branding an “organic” product will require the efforts and resources of a group of producers 

to build consumer confidence, educate them on the production standards and supply 
sufficient quantity for the marketplace. The current limitation with beef is the variability in 
breeds, production programs, diets, genetics and processing. In all other meat products there 
is a standardized system of production, which consistently produces the output. Hogs, lambs, 
broilers and turkeys have all been bred to produce a breed standard, which is used by the 
majority of the industry. Beef breeds in Atlantic Canada do not have that same standard. 

 
• Work with OACC and Acorn in cooperation with AgraPoint to create a forum for producers, 

processors, retailers and politicians to meet and discuss ways to improve the supply chain for 
meat products.  

 
• Beef would be a natural fit to the resource base in Atlantic Canada. There are several 

hundred thousand acres of unused pasture and forage land, which could be utilized by this 
sector. Production standards and marketing cooperative need to be created in cooperation 
with a retail chain to establish an outlet for product. 

 
• Poultry producers need to meet with the Natural Products Marketing Boards to request 

production licenses in provinces, which restrict production. The basis to move forward would 
be the model used in NS. 

 
• The processed meat sector provides opportunities for organic alternatives to nitrates in 

sausage and other deli meats. Producers need to identify local processors to work with to 
develop value added products for the market. 

 
 
 
Field Crops Profile 
 
Field crop production opportunities should not be 
overlooked in the market. Ingredient supply for all of 
the processed food markets is critical for their 
expansion. Cereals and forage for the livestock industry 
are also required to enable those sectors to take 
advantage of market opportunities. Soy based products 
have shown incredible expansion and growth as 
substitutes for traditional dairy products have been 
developed. Organic soybeans are in high demand 
worldwide as the market development takes place for 
soy products. 

Northern Most Feeds, 
Madawaska, Maine, Fall 2003 

 
We will pay for grains as follows: 

Oats:  $210 per ton 
Hull-less Oats $350 per ton 
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Organic crop acreages currently being produced in Atlantic Canada include; 145 acres of wheat, 70 
acres of oats, 225 acres of other grains and spelt, and 2700 acres of forage and pasture. As the 
demand for meat products continues to grow as well as the processed food sector and bakery 
sectors, the demand for grains and forage crops will also increase. Organic production is currently 
less than 0.5% of the total crop production in the region.  A supply of high quality grains is required 
in the local area for flour processing (Speerville Mills) as well as a supply of grain for pasta 
production. The majority of ingredients now used in the further processed sector are being imported 
from Western Canada. 
Another advantage for the field crop sector is to provide rotation crops, green manures and organic 
matter for crop and livestock based farms. Practicing a proper rotation is key to the maintenance of 
a healthy soil system, and provides break crops for pest control programs.  
 
A more specialized opportunity may exist for the production of seed for the forage and grain sectors. 
Organic seed will become mandatory to certification programs in the future and Atlantic Canada is 
isolated from the larger production areas where cross contamination from GMO crops is an issue. 
Also the smaller acreages of production may be better suited for this region. 
 
 
Other Organic Products 
 
The demand for organic products is not limited to food and also not limited to food produced in this 
region. Organic coffee and organic compost are the two largest product categories being sold from 
Atlantic farmers. Raw coffee beans are imported and processed in the region (roasted) and 
redistributed internationally. There is wide array of other agri-products, which could be opportunities 
for the right individual to develop. 
 
In 1997, Scovil and Associates completed a project “An Evaluation of Opportunities in the Atlantic 
Agri-Products Sector”. All of the potential opportunities discussed in that report have some 
application to the organic sector. Products such as medicinal herbs, specialty mushrooms, hemp and 
fibre, dried fruit and vegetables, nutraceuticals, specialty seeds, and fruit and vegetable beverages 
may be just the opportunity you are looking for.  
 
Organic compost is presently being produced in the region for commercial scale enterprises as well 
as for the home gardener. As the market continues to grow for all organic products, all producers 
will require the need for sources of fertility. Certified organic compost also has a huge opportunity in 
the landscape industry. As regulations continue to be implemented regarding chemical use on lawns, 
organic sources of fertility will play an important role in the integrated approach home owners will 
utilize for their landscaping needs. 
 
A new market has been developing in the USA for organic cut and potted flowers.  A newly launched 
company called Organic Bouquet is supplying these products that appeal to the environmentally and 
socially conscious consumer.  They are supplying Whole Foods, Wild Oats, and Trader Joes, the main 
natural food retail outlets in New England.  Grower Talks Magazine website (www.growertalks.com) 
predicts that the organic floral products market will exceed $250 Million US$ by 2006.  Interested 
growers should peruse www.organicbouquet.com for more details on organic cut flowers.   
 
The SeaSpray Atlantic Organic Marketing Cooperative is a local gateway to the domestic, wholesale, 
and export organic markets in Eastern Canada and the North Eastern USA.  This is a group that 
organic greenhouse producers could potentially develop a strategic alliance with to access new 
organic markets. 
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Specialty crops like brewery grains for the micro-brewery industry also offer a unique opportunity for 
development. Ingredient supply for the regional beer market could provide a small volume of 
product to expand a farms economic base and provide a rotation for the other crops produced.  
 
Regardless of the opportunity selected, the same process must be followed. Investigate the market, 
who needs what, when, and how, before you start producing it. Meet with the user of the product to 
discuss their needs, what they pay, where they source product now and build a relationship to create 
value in the supply chain. 
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8.0 Strategies 
 
Strategies are necessary to help facilitate action.  The industry has been benchmarked in section 
five, the opportunities identified in section eight, and in this strategies section tools or helpful ideas 
and development processes are offered to help producers bridge the gaps from where they are 
today, to where it may want to go in the future.  Each strategy will be unique for each market 
opportunity and each business; it will be a combination of a number of strategies that develops 
successful new markets.  The most important point is that strategies help businesses focus on their 
market goals and how they are going to achieve.   
 
Sustainable Market Development Model 
 
The development of a sustainable organic market cannot be done in absence of all stakeholder 
participation and commitment.  Market opportunities are constantly changing and evolving in 
response to the evolving wants and needs of consumers.  A market opportunity can only develop its 
full potential when an entrepreneurial producer steps forward and rises to the challenge of 
developing that opportunity.  Today, most new opportunities are not industry wide, but more have 
an individual and somewhat proprietary nature.  Market development is a process or series of small 
actions that create results, the results are then evaluated, adjustments are made, and then the 
process is repeated, over and over again until success is achieved.  Stakeholder partners such as 
researchers, knowledge complexes, processors, governments, and marketers, all play important 
interactive roles to help markets develop and become sustainable. It is important to realize and 
recognize the interaction of all the stakeholders in developing new market opportunities for organic 
producers.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Organic Market Opportunity 

Government 

Producers 

Knowledge 
Complex 

Education 

Research & 
Development 

Processing 
Sector 

ACORN 

Provincial 
Governments 

ACOA /IRAP 

Agriculture & 
AgriFood 
Canada 
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Market Realities 
 
The realities of the retail and food service wholesale marketplace today is that while the markets are 
growing the number of buyers is shrinking.  Access to markets is becoming limited as consolidations 
occur within the industry.  To supply these industry market segments may require a year round 
supply commitment (52 weeks), planned promotions, and co-op advertising investments.  For many 
commodities in conventional agriculture there are only one or two farms or farm groups left 
supplying a particular commodity.  This is how those farm sectors have evolved and how farm 
businesses have created the scale of economies necessary for them to survive. 
 
Centralized purchasing and centralized 
distribution requires large volume 
supplies of product to make those 
systems work.  All of these factors make 
it more difficult for the small and 
medium sized organic producers to 
access the wholesale marketplace 
unless they organize into groups to 
supply these markets in a manner of the 
highest professionalism.  Worldwide, 
producers unsatisfied with returns at the 
wholesale level are turning to further 
processing or value adding and 
vertically integrating up the food chain 
to capture more of the consumer’s food 
dollar.  Many have formed marketing 
clubs, co-operatives, groups, or 
businesses to gain access to the 
wholesale marketplace.  Producers need 
to look at new models to build alliances 
to develop markets, not just with other 
farmers but also with other key players 
in the marketing channels.  Adversarial 
relationships within the food chain will 
destroy market opportunities; everyone 
needs to be working towards a common 
market goal.  The Banksia model in 
Australia (see insert) while not an 
organic model is an excellent example 
of how producers and processors can 
work within a partnering system to 
achieve benefits to all stakeholders in 
the market place. 
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Banksia Australia  

Beef Model 
 Putting Producers In Control Of 
Destiny 

roducers and on beef processor have formed a beef
roup called Banksia to deliver product, integrity,

ustomers and value to stakeholders.  The goal was
 best management practices into the market chain,
onsistent supplies of quality branded beef into the
etplace.  Tightly specified brand targets special

 prices are set annually, broadly set to reflect spot
prices. (Producer commitment) 

 income fluctuation to the producer. 
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eedback on market performance of cattle. 
ol of destiny, not auction market. 
or receives consistent supply of cattle. 
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New Generation Co-ops 
 
New generation co-ops have been popularized in western Canada and the USA.  The difference 
between a new generation co-op and a traditional co-op is that producers must contract their 
products to the co-op and guarantee delivery and usually are required to make an ownership 
investment in the coops processing manufacture facility.  This allows the co-op to know the supply of 
product that they have to market or further process each year.  The advantage to member growers 
is that they have secure markets for a known quantity of their production, and as well they derive 
economic benefits from the ownership investment in the processing facility giving them more control 
up the food chain of their products.  This cooperative structure would be excellent tools to help 
groups of organic producers create new value added options for their products. 
 
Strategic Partnerships and Alliances 
 
The development of strategic market partnerships and alliances are the organic industries path to 
the future marketplace.  They help reduce and share the risk to all stakeholders as everyone is 
working towards a common market goal.  The traditional agriculture producer model of “simply 
being a supplier” will be very difficult to maintain in the future. In the organic marketplace, many 
markets are immature, and supply relationships have not been solidified and in many cases, product 
ideas have not even been conceptualized or developed.  Manufacturers and processors will not take 
the risk of developing new products, product lines, and the associated markets if they are unable to 
secure a supply of quality organic ingredients.  To develop this market will require joint venture 
partnerships between; processors that want to develop organic 
products and organic farmers who want to develop markets 
supplying those processors.  The most successful models will 
be those where both the producers and processors work 
together to share the risk of developing new products. 
 
The market chain needs to be fully transparent to all 
stakeholders and the goal must be that all stakeholders can 
make a reasonable profit.  Producers must work with 
processors to determine what organic crops are required and 
what volumes are necessary to support a processing initiative.  
Basically the producers need to guarantee the supply of organic 
ingredients and the processors needs to guarantee the market.  
Long-term commitments need to be established to develop and 
support the continued growth of these new markets.  Any 
current, conventionally processed food product has the potential to be converted to organic if the 
organic ingredient supplies are available in the quality and supply necessary to support production.  
One local blueberry processing company interviewed, indicated that they could use 120,000 lbs per 
year of frozen organic wild blueberries if the supply was guaranteed.  They would need a guaranteed 
supply to switch to organic processing and commit to an organic product.  Producers in the future 
may be required to post performance bonds to guarantee product delivery to get the commitment of 
processors.  On the other hand processors may be required to commit to contracts to guarantee 
their supply of ingredients.  While some producers would rather the traditional handshake 
agreement, the process of formalized agreements does produce stability in the marketplace for both 
processors and producers. 

Model Example: A Nova Scotia 
apple producer group, 
Agriculture and AgriFood 
Canada scientists and Avon 
Foods Ltd. are currently 
working together on a long-
term initiative to cooperatively 
create an organic apple 
production system and capacity 
that can support the 
development of a local organic 
applesauce product. 
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MARKETING TOOL BOX 
 
Value Adding Strategies 
 
Value adding would be a big step for many organic producers to face.  There are a number of 
challenges they will have to address when attempting to value-add their products.  Getting new 
products into any competitive retail marketplace is very difficult and can prove to be very costly. The 
economics should be worked out very carefully before undertaking any value added project.  In 
some areas value adding is support by government or private agencies that create centers to help 
producers overcome their value adding challenges.  Niagara Presents is an excellent example of a 
type of regional development center that could be created to help both organic and conventional 
producers value add their products. A partial budget is a useful tool to determine whether a value 
added change in a business will be profitable.  When looking at the feasibility of a new value added 
opportunity it is also important to develop a break-even analysis and a marketing plan.    The more 
an organic producer can value add their products or services, the more they can differentiate and 
separate their business from other products in the marketplace 
 
 
Niagara Presents (Integrated Value Added Centre) 
 
Niagara Presents is a southern Ontario, community based network that provides co-operative 
product development, marketing and distribution support to independent Niagara-based growers and 
processors of specialty foods.  
 

Niagara Presents 
4000 Jordan Rd. 
P.O. Box 122 Jordan Station 
ON Canada 
L0R 1S0 
Tel: (905) 562-1907 
Fax: (905) 562-0182 
Toll Free: 1-888-584-2387 
http://www.niagarapresents.net/

 

Community Kitchens 
 
Community kitchens are valuable resources that can help producers develop products for test 
marketing without the risk of investing in expensive preparation facilities.  If your group is 
considering the development of a community kitchen here are some helpful tips. 
 
What makes a successful community kitchen?   
 
1. They have a clear mandate and specific goals and a long-term strategy. 
2. They act as a knowledge clearing-house on food processing, transferring and mentoring this 

knowledge to suitable receptor clients. 
3. It must have the ability to generate ongoing knowledge capacity beyond its original users.  It 

must be a process that can easily accept new ideas and is not dependant on any one-product 
opportunity. 

4. The kitchen must be developed that best suits the potential client needs in the area. 
5. It needs to be located in a convenient and suitable area that is easily accessible by clients. 
6. Adapt existing facilities where possible, such as Universities, churches, etc. 
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7. While the goal is to have the kitchen self-sustaining, users fees and investment from outside 
sources may be necessary to maintain long-term viability.   

8. Are there enough potential clients in the region for viability? 
9. Offer marketing and product development support.  This is more important than the product. 
 
Keys to Value Adding Success  
 

• Make sure your value added idea is unique and can give you a market advantage. 
• Start small and grow your idea naturally, do a little, test a little. 
• Validate the market, to make sure there really is a market and there is a consumer segment 

that will actually pay for your innovation. 
• Develop a marketing plan and strategy for your value added idea to help you think through 

the process. 
• Do a partial budget to ensure you are value adding profits not extra work and costs. 
• Find a mentor to model, someone that has successfully value added and learn from them. 
• Keep good records so that you can evaluate your progress.   
• Go first class and create a high-quality high value product. 
• Plan for and source adequate capitalization to make your idea a reality. 
• Solicit product feedback and listen to what is said. 
• Focus on building a loyal customer base and look after them. 
• Be open to new ideas, and don’t discard ideas too quickly, innovation success can come in 

the strangest forms and at the oddest times. 
• Do something you really like to do, because it will be really hard to value add something that 

you are not passionate about.   
• Perseverance, perseverance, perseverance, and then persevere some more. 

 
Key Value Adding Questions 
 
There are a few of key questions that you should be asking when trolling for value added ideas and 
opportunities. 
 

1) Why do we want or need to value add our products? 
2) Does this new idea really add enough value to our products and services so that our 

consumers will be willing to pay a premium for them? 
3) Is this idea truly a unique one? 
4) If we can’t charge more, does this idea increase the value of our products and services 

enough so the consumer will choose our products first over the competitor’s products? 
5) What service(s) could we add? 
6) Am I being objective? (Don’t fall in love with your ideas, if it isn’t any good dump it and move 

on, there are lots of other ideas out there where that one came from.) 
7) How can I test this in the market place without a big risk to our existing business?   

(Do a little, test a little, do a little more, and test a little more.) 
8) Is this initiative going to be feasible and really create additional profits or just more work? 
9) Does it fit into our business ability, scope, goals and objectives? 
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Marketing Plans 
 
The preparation of a marketing plan is an essential step when undertaking any new market 
development initiative.  It helps producers to focus on the important market issues that will make 
the venture a success.  There are many marketing plan models available to use as a reference.  
Development agencies and government organizations websites usually all have access to these 
models.  ACOA has a booklet available on how to prepare a marketing plan that gives very good 
information. 
 
Professional Image 
 
There is nothing like a good first impression.  The biggest mistake made when marketing a food 
products is assuming that the consumer is buying a product.  Consumers don’t buy really buy a 
potato they buy a potato in anticipation of fulfilling a desire or need. They purchase your organic 
potato because it is healthier, tastes great, helps the environment and maybe there is even an 
underlying romance about the farm it came from, a “great feeling”.   The best marketers give the 
consumer these promises and brand it in their minds through, delivering quality, unique packaging, 
promotional and point of sale materials, information and stories about their businesses.  What does 
a plain wrapper tell the consumer that buys organic produce in a supermarket, in an export market?  
The expectation today is greater not less.  The consumer has to be convinced in some way to buy 
your product for that first time, after that your quality and  “great feeling” or the experience they 
get from your product is what determines if they buy your product again.  Distributors are not really 
interested in what your product is, as much as does it have the attributes that will make the 
consumer come to our stores to buy it again.  The Atlantic organic industry needs to deliver organic 
products to the consumer in better quality packaging.  The presentation of most Atlantic Canadian 
organic products is of a very poor quality and does not present a professional image of the industry.   
 
Branding 
 
Brands are built on quality, service, unique packaging and customer satisfaction. Make your products 
unique in the marketplace; brand them in the consumers mind.  Otherwise your products are in a 
sea of generic products where your future is always questionable.  When you are not unique to the 
buyer or consumer then anyone’s product will do.  If the Atlantic organic industry doesn’t develop 
local organic brand alternatives then the consumer will continue to build brand equity with the 
existing corporate brands primarily from imports from other regions.  The strategy for the industry 
would be to create an “Atlantic Organic” brand that can only be used by Atlantic producers and could 
be used in a marketing strategy to counter the dominant imported brands in the Atlantic organic 
marketplace. 

Be a Marketer 
 
A marketing program is basically what you are going to offer to do for your potential buyer to help 
them become more successful in their marketplace by selling your organic product.  It is developed 
as a tool to help facilitate a long-term market relationship with a customer. Simply selling a product 
to someone and waiting for the next order, indicates that you are an order taker and not a marketer.  
A producer’s responsibility extends beyond the sale if there is any expectation of building long-term 
marketing relationship.    This means that you are responsible for offering the right product to the 
consumer in the right format with the appropriate marketing support and program.  The consumer 
pull of your product off of the shelf is primarily the responsibility of you the producer not the retailer, 
wholesaler, distributor, or broker.  The producer has the most at stake, every one else in the chain 
can drop your product and move to a competitors with few implications.  However, the producer 
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cannot easily walk away, so you must protect your market share.  Therefore, it is in the producer’s 
best interest to create a marketing program that will ensure that their product sells in the 
marketplace.  That starts with the very basic step of producing a product in a form that the 
consumer wants to buy and supporting the sale of that product to ensure the enduring customers 
confidence in your product so they continue to purchase your product again and again.  This is a 
fragile arrangement that can loose that valuable consumers confidence in many ways. In the end the 
very basic question to answer is: do you want the success of your products and business left in the 
hands of individuals and businesses whose success does not ultimately depend on your success?  If 
not you need to create a marketing program. 
 
The proposal is your offering to that customer in anticipation of sales.  A detailed description of what 
you have to offer is necessary outlining what you can supply and how are you going to make the 
buyers business more profits and life easier? This is the difference between marketing and selling.  
There is a difference between sellers and marketers.  Sellers are order takers and negotiate for a 
sale at a particular point in time, which may or may not involve a future sales commitment.  
Marketers negotiate to service and supply a customer’s need so well that that customer does not 
want to go anywhere else to purchase. 
 
Create A Product That Someone Wants To Buy. 
 

Step 1: Identify your target market and their need. (Consumer) 
Step 2: Produce a product that can fill this target markets needs. 
Step 3: Test the market to validate the market.  
Step 4: Brand your product different from your competition. (Tell a story.) 
Step 5: Develop professional packaging and promotional materials. 

 
A Sample Market Program Is Outlined Below. 

 
Step 6: Prepare a professional presentation of what you have to offer. 

- Include landed prices 
- Delivery/freight options 
- Supply period (weeks) 
- Promotional discounts and offers 
- Terms 
- Samples if appropriate 

Step 7: Make a present to potential buyers.  
Step 8: Follow up, be patient. 
Step 9: Follow up, be patient. 
Step 10: Follow up, be patient some more. 
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Bringing Products to Market  (Bob Burke 2003) 

A. Compelling Reason To Carry Products  

 
First and foremost, you need to confirm that your product is unique and ideally is addressing an 
unmet need. It is vital you put yourself in the mind of the distributor and retailer and ask yourself:  
 

1. Are these items indeed unique and non-redundant with what is already being carried?  
2. Will adding them grow the category or merely swap sales.  
3. Are the items competitively priced relative to the quality, features and benefits? 
4. Will the items be supported through promotional programs, demos, ads, coupons etc. to 

garner trial and repeat purchases?  
5. What role does the product play I the category? E.g. volume, margin, incremental sales, 

new users?  
6. What will I drop to make room for these items?  

B. Sales Effort 

 
Need to think through your sales strategy. Most people hire brokers or contract sales management 
folks. It is important for principals of the company to be involved in educating the brokers and 
making the initial sales calls. Thereafter, the broker should be able to handle the routine retail and 
headquarter sales work. Having said that, the more time that you can spend in the market, the 
better results you will get. Aim for quarterly visits at a minimum, more if you can.  

C. Costs Of Bringing Products To Market 

 
Distributors and retailers require most of the following:  
 

1. Free fill/Slotting – retail, distributors (typically a free case/item/store billed back at 
wholesale price (price the store pays distributor)  

2. Flyer advertising – distributor catalogs, retail flyers 
3. Off-invoice and Bill-Back allowances – distributors and retailers 
4. In-store Demos at retail – these average $50- $100 in natural foods stores and $150 in a 

supermarket.  
5. Sales samples for brokers and distributor sales force 
6. Brokers –average 5% of net sales and/or minimum “retainer” per month 
7. Trade shows – industry shows and distributor specific shows 
8. Market visits by sales force 
9. Coupons 
10. Consumer and trade marketing programs 
 

D.  Summary 
• Create a cohesive plan with a point person coordinating efforts. 
• Consider organic and/or offerings with stronger health positioning than existing core line.  
• Establish a beachhead with a key customer, ideally a key retailer, who will serve as a patron 

for pushing the product into a national distributor…repeat. 
• Target Whole Foods, Wild Oats and other key “super-naturals”. 
• Run targeted distributor and retail promotions to broaden distribution to key independents 

“A” and “B” stores. 
• As you establish national natural distribution, work with brokers and distributors to gain 

distribution in key distributors & in natural sets of mainstream supermarkets. 
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Evaluating Market Opportunities 
 
 
It maybe more than a year before you catch the buyers attention, it a may be instant. You need to 
show them that you believe in your product and you need to prove it to them.  Buyers basically want 
continuous supply, year round, quality, at a good price, guaranteed delivery, service and they 
especially don’t want to be embarrassed in the marketplace or with their boss.   
 
When a market opportunity is identified it simply means that there is a potential, “an opportunity 
exists” and from this if the right marketing efforts take place sales may develop along with more 
business at a future date.  For example: knowing that someone is looking for a particular product is 
the only the initial stage.  More information must be gathered, and an evaluation must take place to 
further identify if this is really an opportunity suited to your business.  What exactly does the 
consumer want? Can we deliver? Can we give them a price that will work for both of us?  Do I need 
to work through a broker or distributor?  What are their criteria for suppliers?  Do I fit those 
qualifications?  What volumes could they potentially purchase?   All of this information leads to an 
eventual proposal to the potential customer.  Selling is only a transaction that occurs as part of this 
process.   Marketing is the collective all the things that take place both before and after the sale to 
ensure that sales continue and repeat sales will occur. 
 

Qualified 
Organic 
Product 

Idea 

 
Opportunity 
Development 

Prospecting  
/ Scouting 

New Organic 
Ideas 

 
Organic Product 
in The Consumer 

Marketplace 

 
Market 
Testing 

The Organic Opportunity Development Process 

Source:  MHA © 2003 
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Consumer Direct Option 
 
• Do I like dealing with the

general public, customers?  
• Do I have access to direct

market resources? 
• Where will I gain the

knowledge? 
• Can it be profitable? 
• Does it fit my business

goals? 

Time to Create A Marketing 
Plan & Business Case and 

Make A Choice! 

Wholesale Option 
 
• What do I Know about selling 

wholesale? 
• Do I have access to necessary 

resources & marketing skills? 
• Where will I gain the 

knowledge? 
• Can it be profitable? 
• Does it fit my business goals? 

• They say I should grow
organic tomatoes. 

• Is there a market demand? 
• Can I actually grow organic 

tomatoes? 
• Is the market growing or

shrinking? 
• Where can I gain the 

knowledge I will require? 

• Do I have the resources 
required?  Land base? 

• Finances available? 
• Is it a feasible to grow?   
• Can it be profitable? 
• Can I have a competitive 

advantage in a market? 
• What is it? For how long? 

What are my market options?  
 
• Wholesale Channel 

(Supermarkets, Food 
Service, Export)  

• Consumer Direct 
(CSA, Farmer’s Markets, 
Roadside Stands, Buying 
Clubs, Agritourism)  

 

Step #1   Evaulate The Opportunity 

YES? NO? 

Source:  MHA © 2003 
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P

 

 The new organic product gets 
produced when partnerships are 
formed to make it happen. When 
the market chain is transparent 
and cooperative a win/win 
situation occurs and the industry 
opportunities continue to grow 

• Sell wholesale to the 
supermarkets? 

• Sell wholesale to the 
processing sector? 

• Sell wholesale to the food 
service sector? 

• Sell in the export market? 
• Do some or all? 
• My business goals? 

• Set up a meeting with a tomato 
processor to discuss the potential 
organic opportunities? 

• They were thinking of making an 
organic tomato based product, but are 
looking for a supplier. 

• They will need 20 acres of organic 
green tomatoes, 10 acres of onions and 
5 acres of peppers to make their 
organic product. 

• They want this product on the market 
in two years? 

• Wow! 

That’s way too much for me to 
produce on my own?  
 
• Who could I work with to grow 

this product? 
• Can we make money at this? 
• Can we put together the 

resources? 
• Does this coincide with our 

business goals? 

Wholesale  Option Decisions 

A Choice 
Is Made! 

Producer 
Processor 

Producer 
Producer 

A Locally Supplied
And Produced 
Organic Food 

Product Is 
Created. 
Source:  MHA © 2003
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SUPPLIER REQUIREMENTS 
 
Purchasers cannot buy from everyone that approaches them with an existing or new product or 
service.  Many purchasers have a relatively complicated approval process for accepting new product 
listings to help them ensure that the new products are right for their stores image and the market 
segments that they supply. This “process” of screening products also helps protect their 
organizations from the many potential liabilities (legal and financial) of handling new products or 
product lines.  Most stores are not interested in financing someone’s new product dream, or 
purchasing products that will not sell or move fast enough to rotate their inventory at the required 
rate.  In general terms purchasers do not need your product, they may manage lines of hundreds or 
thousands of products and your product has to offer something special to stand out with them.  
Purchasers do not want to be embarrassed in the marketplace or within their organizations, if your 
product does not live up to expectations or company does not deliver on it’s promises.  They will 
want proof that if they invest in your product it will sell and be profitable.  Today many retailers 
believe that they are offering suppliers a selected market opportunity and expect the supplier to 
fund the placement on the shelf and the subsequent “pull” off of the shelf in their stores. (The 
exception is private label branding.)  Most grocery chains develop Plano-grams of exactly how and 
where that product will be placed in a store.  If a product doesn’t show good sales within six months 
your product may be discontinued in the next Plano-gram cycle. 
 
The following information may be required to be supplied by vendors about their product and 
company to purchasers when entering selected markets.  Each organization is different and has 
different purchasing policies for the acceptance of new products.  In general terms, the larger the 
organization, the longer the approval timeline, the more complicated and stringent the application 
and approval process is for new products.  In smaller organizations it is easier to actually talk to a 
purchasing agent and the approval process is much more direct. 
 
Supply Information About Your Product 
 

• Proof of your products quality and reliability.  
• Proof of your manufacturing ability to supply and ship your product. 
• The ability of your product to deliver on your product claims and advertising. 
• Your knowledge of your industry, product and your ability to communicate that information to 

the potential purchasing agent. 
• Competitive data about your sector and product may be required. 
• UPC product codes, and any other necessary product codes need to be on your on products 

and shipping containers and packaging. 
• Labeling has to comply with federal government rules and regulations. 
• Product literature, and supporting information and product knowledge training programs 

available. 
• Product pricing structure, shipping costs, delivered pricing. 
 

Information About Your Organization You May Be Asked For 
 

• Background and history on your company, principles 
• Internet access for communication and EDI (Electronic Data Interface) system 
• Your planned participation in co-op advertising arrangements, POS 
• Subject to Dunn and Bradstreet or similar financial report analysis. 
• Proof of workers compensation. 
• Proof of HACCP compliance, and food safety programs. 
• Your current financial statements. 
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• Possibly be required to pay product/shelf listing fees 
• Certificate of Proof of Insurance  (Liability) 

 
What Do Purchasers Look For In Suppliers? 
 
Generally retail purchasers are specifically seeking suppliers whose products:  

• Add value to their retail business  
• Reflect the highest quality possible for the price 
• Have a retail coverage, a sales force to cover the stores to ensure set ups and handle 

damages  
• Ability to meet inventory, distribution, shipping requirements  
• Products are competitively priced  
• Meet their insurance requirements  
• Display Universal Product Codes (UPC)  
• Possess a strong market presence  
• Can adhere to their management standards  
• Are backed by innovative and strategic marketing support  
• Can provide samples for quality control testing  

Some Key Questions Purchasers May Want Answered About Your Products 
 

• Who is the customer with regard to age, average income, median family size, geographic 
location, population size and expected market growth. 

• Where is the demand for your product going to come from in the future? 
• How will your product help their company take advantage of this future demand? 
• How can their company gain market share with your product and at the same time control 

costs of doing business to maximize sales. 
• Who is your direct competition in this market? 
• Who is your indirect competition in this market? 
• What added value does your product have over the competition that can be passed on to the 

customer? 
• How will your product impact other related products in our store? (Examples) 
• How does your package enhance the image and appearance of your product compared to 

your competition?  (How does your packaging sell the product?) 
 

 
TRANSITION TO ORGANIC 
 
Managing the transition from conventional agricultural production to organic production takes 
knowledge, skills and time. The conversion process typically takes 3 to 5 years but can take up to 10 
years to switch the whole farm. The secret to success is not to rush into it. Most references to 
organic transition suggest caution people to move slowly and in stages. Convert portions of the farm 
at a time rather than trying to convert it all at once. Management skills and farming techniques will 
be learned and producers will grow more comfortable with their new system as it develops. 
 
Organic farming in many ways requires as much change in the thinking for the farmer as it does in 
the actual change in farming practices. Learning to approach production from a preventative offense 
position rather than a reactive defense position will take time, effort and dedication. Planning and 
record keeping are key components.  
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During the transition years, most enterprises can expect lower yields, more weed problems, no price 
premiums and higher costs (especially labour). The current crop insurance system does not provide 
for organic production, so low yields, or lost crops will not be covered. Farms must ensure they have 
financial viability during the transition period through continuation of the conventional crops or 
resources set aside to assist them during this period. 
 
The most valuable tool identified for transition farmers is the support network of experienced organic 
farmers to assist them with issues and challenges as they arise. Having in place a mentoring type 
system is very important to the successful transition for conventional producers. Many of the old 
“tried and true” farming methods have to be changed to better suit soil cycles, pest management 
programs and weed control programs. The learning curve is steep and the level of commitment must 
be strong to succeed. 
 
Another valuable resource in the transition to organic, is to develop a strong relationship with your 
certifying body (CB). They can assist with development of a plan to fit your conditions as well as 
provide valuable information and contacts to assist to overcome issues you may encounter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In several, US, European and Canadian studies, it was concluded that access to local expertise 
(either farmers or extension specialists), is a key to successful transition. Also understanding the soil 
nutrient cycles, pest cycles and crop rotation cycles is imperative. The use of short courses, 
workshops, field days and on-farm research trials bring together farmers which assist in the 
information transfer process. 
 
There are several transition models and programs discussed in Canadian literature, all of which can 
be characterized by their transition plan. The Ontario Ministry of Agriculture and Food has developed 
a report on “Transition to Organic Farming”. This report also references several resources such as 
“Making the Transition to Organic Dairy Farming”, “Organic Production Planning through Transition”, 
Making the Transition to Sustainable Farming” and several case studies on farms which have 
completed the process64. 
 
 The Organic Valley Family of Farms provides a transition case study for dairy with a step-by-step 
process detailing the action plan. Horizon Milk also provides a dairy model on their web site.  
 

                                                 
64 Transition to Organic Farming,  July 2003. Hugh Martin, Organic Crop Production Program Lead. OMAF. 

The 5 Mistakes to Avoid: 
 

1. Don’t move too fast. Changing the soil takes 
time. 

2. Put the new system in place before you stop 
using the old system 

3. Try small-scale strategies first, make 
adjustments and then go large. 

4. Don’t continue mono cropping. 
5. Don’t risk more acres than you can afford to 

lose at first. The grower and the land need to 
discover each other. 
 
Introduction to Certified Organic Farming – Agriculture 
Canada 
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At a recent ACORN conference (March, 2002) Ted Zettal made a presentation on the “10 Points to 
Successful transition”. They include65; 
 

1. Organic farmers manage nutrient cycles. 
2. Farmers need to understand the importance of soil biology. 
3. Select a good field to start in and choose a crop you have experience with. 
4. Avoid capital purchases in the beginning. 
5. Don’t start too small, some economic imperative is required to succeed. 
6. Eliminate the need for an input before you try to eliminate the input. 
7. Connect yourself to other farmers. 
8. Planning is essential. 
9. Assume responsibility for your farm. You will be taking on more not less. 
10. The main thing is to keep farming, above and beyond farming ecologically. 

 
Some factors the industry needs to address to grow value added opportunities are as follows: 
 

• Individual growers need to work together to reach the scale of economies necessary to be 
able to export many new value added products. 

• Producers need to know the value adding process & where to access value added support 
resources. 

• Growers need to cooperate on production, distribution, management and marketing issues. 
• Don’t use export markets as a method to unload surplus crops, grow specific value added 

products for the export market to obtain the highest returns. 
• Build relationships with export markets in New England and other foreign markets and sell 

through a single desk or marketing group. 
• Develop ongoing sources of market intelligence. 
• Use innovative means to raise infrastructure capital. 
• Use branding and promotion options to build equity with consumers in domestic and export 

markets. 
• Create a value added innovative environment where members can learn from one another 

and feel free to share their ideas.  
• Offer value added learning opportunities to the membership.  (E.g.: Future search 

conferences, value added workshops, case studies, educational venues, mentoring programs, 
etc.) 

 
Some factors the industry needs to address to grow value added opportunities are as follows: 
 

• Individual growers need to work together to reach the scale of economies necessary to be 
able to export many new value added products. 

• Producers need to know the value adding process & where to access value added support 
resources. 

• Growers need to cooperate on production, distribution, management and marketing issues. 
• Don’t use export markets as a method to unload surplus crops, grow specific value added 

products for the export market to obtain the highest returns. 
• Build relationships with export markets in New England and other foreign markets and sell 

through a single desk or marketing group. 
• Develop ongoing sources of market intelligence. 
• Use innovative means to raise infrastructure capital. 
• Use branding and promotion options to build equity with consumers in domestic and export 

markets. 

                                                 
65 Introduction to Organic Farming. 2002. Canadian Farm Business Management Council. 
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• Create a value added innovative environment where members can learn from one another 
and feel free to share their ideas.  

• Offer value added learning opportunities to the membership.  (E.g.: Future search 
conferences, value added workshops, case studies, educational venues, mentoring programs, 
etc.) 
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9.0  Recommendations / Actions 
 

INDUSTRY MARKET RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 
 
Recommendation #1 

 
Create a regional organic brand and associated logo that clearly identifies organic food 
products that have been grown in Atlantic Canada and meet a mandatory national organic 
standard. (Eg: Europe Bio, USDA Organic labels or Atlantic Organic – A Family of Farms) 
 
Opportunity:  
 
To create an Atlantic Organic brand with an associated logo that is internationally recognized for 
both domestic sale and export purposes.   It would help Atlantic Producers assure organic consumers 
of regional authenticity, food safety and organic production. The logo would create a consistent 
visual image in the marketplace and build consumer loyalty to displace organic imports. 
 
Action Steps:   
 

• Adopt the National Standards of Organic Agriculture to assure confidence and transparency in 
the Atlantic Organic food chain. 

• Work with provincial and federal government authorities to implement mandatory certification 
requirements in the region. 

• Create an associated logo and brand that is highly visible and recognizable by the consumer, 
and educates the consumer of it’s meaning and benefits. 

• Create a promotion strategy to increase local purchasing and consumption of organic foods. 
o Create integrated support and market information tools for distribution on living 

healthy organic lifestyles to the public.  This would involve the creation of brochures, 
public relations materials, community and event displays, and major media 
advertisements. (Eg: Promote organic month or organic vegetable/fruit of the month.) 

o Develop industry point of sale information for retail outlets to use. (Eg: Farmer 
storyboards, shelf talkers, suggestion boxes, website, etc.) 

o Create award programs to highlight cooks, chefs and food establishments that use 
organic food. 

o Create organic award competitions and scholarships for design, agriculture, and food 
science, students to stimulate the creation of innovative new organic product 
competitions. 

o Partner with programs (Eg: Taste of NS) that could educate chefs on the organic food 
supply.  

o Partner with tourism to create a program to encourages and rewards restaurants in 
the region for offer a minimum of one organic meal on their menus.   

o Partner with the education system to create a program to encourage organic meals on 
school, college and university cafeteria menus.   

o Partner with the health industry to hold public format roundtable discussions on 
healthy eating and organic living. 

o Buy local promotion. 
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• Consolidate the third party audit inspection system to monitor and verify the systems 
integrity. 

 
(Eg: P.O.S. Info: http://www.organicvalley.com/trade/retail.html, 
http://www.organicvalley.com/trade/posters.html, 
http://www.organicvalley.com/trade/certify.html)  
(Eg: http://www.grantfarms.com/wholesale/index.html) 
 

 
Recommendation #2 

 
ACORN and Provincial government representatives should lead the development of “round 
tables” which bring together producers, processors, distributors and retailers to discuss 
the future development of the organic industry and regional marketing requirements.  
 
Opportunity  
 
To create a co-operative approach to the market development of the organic Industry. Participating 
stakeholders must include organic producers, processors, conventional producers, government, 
distributors, retailers, exporters and wholesalers to assure buy-in and the development of the 
necessary partnerships and alliances to make the strategy a reality. 
 
Rationale 
 
The conventional food industry developed over a long period of time and producers and retailers 
created a marketing system through trial and error to reach the current position. The organic 
Industry does not have that luxury of time or the patience of the retail sector to “get up to speed” 
 
Action Steps   
 

• Identify all necessary stakeholders. 
• Identify sources of funding (ie: NS Agri-Food Development Program, ACOA) to support the 

development of an organic agriculture marketing system in Atlantic Canada. 
• Encourage stakeholders to participate and commit time and resources to the strategy 

development. 
• Create a new M.O.U. between Atlantic Provinces based on the new strategy and a cooperative 

development of the future organic industry. 
 
  
Recommendation #3 

 
Provincial governments, OACC and ACORN need to create an environment to assist 
conventional farmers wanting to convert to organic in a responsible manner.  This will 
create the supply and quality of organic products capable of displacing imports, supplying 
processors and creating future export market opportunities for the organic industry in 
Atlantic Canada. 
 
Opportunity  
 
To increase the organic production acreage in Atlantic Canada to replace current imported organic 
products and to supply the future processing organic production inputs and market needs of the 
region. 
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Action Steps  
 

• Create discussion forums and roundtables, where conventional farmers interested in 
transition can talk to organic farmers, consultants, processors and farmers that have 
transitioned to make their own decision of what is right for their business. 

• Develop case studies and transition models to help farmer’s transition, complete with market 
analysis, economic feasibility, and decision-making tools. 

• Develop learning opportunities with educational stakeholders to educate transition farmers. 
• Create partnerships and alliances between transition producers and processors to grow 

supplies necessary to support future organic processing capacity and need. 
• Utilize cooperative models to maximize returns to transition farmers.   
• Work to develop forward contracting models with wholesalers, processors and export 

markets. 
• Offer financial incentives to reduce risk from crop yield reductions and certification costs. 
• Explore the creation of producer owned new generation co-ops to further process raw food 

products and move farther up the food chain. 
• Identify the funding programs available to assist farmers in the transition and in the 

development of co-operatives. 
 

(Resource: Dairy Transition; 
http://www.organicvalley.com/member/transition.html) 

 
 
Recommendation #4 
  
ACORN and Government need to support the development of a cooperative marketing 
organizations to coordinate and organize the sale, presentation, and marketing of organic 
products in Atlantic Canada to wholesale markets. 
 
Opportunity   
 
To create a wholesale marketing system that cooperatively creates and fills orders, consistent 
supply, quality and food safety assurance to the wholesale buyer while returning the highest possible 
returns to the producer.  Individual small producers in most cases cannot create the scales of 
economies necessary to access wholesale marketplace without working cooperatively with other 
growers. 
 
Action Steps   
 

• Undertake a process to gather grower’s commitment and support for a cooperative marketing 
entity(s). Create a cooperative marketing organization in a format that organizes production, 
marketing and can guarantee supply commitments to wholesale customers (processing, 
retail, export). 

• Develop a scheme or model to finance the venture and secure grower product and 
investment to develop the marketing concepts. (Eg; New Generation COOP, Marketing Club, 
Marketing Agency) 

• Hire and properly remunerate a professional manager(s) for the market development and 
sales entity(s). 

• Utilize technologies (eg: Internet, EDI, Palm) to maximize and facilitate the efficient and 
necessary communications between coop producers, their marketing organizations and 
buyers to create order of the supply into the wholesale marketplace. 
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• Take immediate cooperative action through stakeholder discussion groups to develop 
identified market opportunities in the wholesale food service sector. 

• Take immediate cooperative action through stakeholder discussion groups to develop 
identified market opportunities in the wholesale retail sector. 

• Take immediate cooperative action through stakeholder discussion groups to develop 
identified market opportunities in the first stage-processing sector. 

• Explore the potential for year round supply of organic products through, strategic alliances 
with other production areas, into wholesale markets in Atlantic Canada. 

 
 
Recommendation #5 
 
The organic industry (government, ACORN) needs to support and assist producers to 
undertake the development of innovative new direct to the consumer markets.  
 
Opportunity   
 
To create new opportunities and enhance existing opportunities for organic growers to market 
products directly to the consumer. The majority of organic producers in Atlantic Canada sell a large 
portion of their products direct to the consumer through various direct marketing methods. As the 
entire organic market grows so will the direct to consumer segments. The direct to the consumer 
gives the highest return back to the grower and is the only feasible market for many producers. As 
the future price of organic food comes closer to the price of conventional food and more of the food 
supply in supermarkets becomes organic, and more supermarkets get involved in home delivery, the 
consumer will have less incentive to go looking for organic food. The opportunity is to build the 
relationships now with the consumer before someone else does in the future. 
 
Action Steps   
 

• Develop educational venues to expose the industry to new direct to the consumer ideas and 
opportunities. 

• Create for the industry direct to the consumer, agri-tourism case studies. 
• Undertake agri-tourism roundtable initiatives with the industry to explore opportunities, in 

hospitality, accommodations and events. An Atlantic coordinated Agritourism program could 
involve farm tours, events, hospitality, accommodations, meals, and host tours.  Some of 
these venues can help develop year round incomes. 

• Develop co-operative organic home delivery networks.  
• Align with established home delivery companies to be the local suppliers for the Atlantic 

Region. (ie: pro-organics, Green Gateway, SPUD, WOW, Organics Delivery BC, HGOF) 
• Use the Internet to market directly to the organic consumer. The Internet is often overlooked 

as a powerful tool to tell a story and draw customers to your farm business for agri-tourism 
or direct market sales. It can be an excellent and effective marketing tool for U-Pick 
operators.  

• Develop a “Local Fair Farm, Fair Return” brand to encourage local organic support.   
• Promotion of an “Organic Awareness month” in the fall. 
• Develop branded home sales of natural and organic beef. Adopt a pig programs worked well 

in Newfoundland.  A program that standardized the product and built a clientele for hogs and 
beef sales.  These programs can provide producers with money upfront and can reduce the 
need for federal inspected abattoirs, as the product gets sold local. 

• Host and sponsor community organic BBQ’s (Beef and chicken dinners).  This can increase 
sales for organic producers and creates awareness for organic meats. 
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• Develop a Organic Turkey for Christmas promotion or organic turkey Tuesday. To help build 
sales of organic poultry. 

• Organic Route Map: Similar to the wine route, develop organic market maps to help 
consumers across the region locate organic products.  Great for U-Picks. The map could be 
self-funding through sponsorship.  Check this concept out with any local printing company or 
newspaper. 

• Organic Flowers:  This concept is growing with all types of plants, bedding plants and cut 
flowers.  They are attracting an environmentally responsible portion of the public.  This can 
add early season sales (spring) to a farm business. 

• Use “earlier season” production technology to gain a market advantage.  – The first crops on 
the market get the highest returns. The utilization of grow tunnels and targeting profitable 
crops can get crops on the market a few weeks earlier to capture the early season premiums. 

• Put the organic farmers face on food.  Develop profiles for community and media promotion 
of organic farms in Atlantic Canada. 

• Develop a network of certified organic farmers markets and farm markets in Atlantic Canada. 
 
 
 
Recommendation #6 

 
ACORN should undertake the ownership role to develop, organize, manage, and promote a 
CSA network in the Atlantic Region based on models like Equiterre in Quebec for the 
development of CSA subscribers for ACORN farm members. 
 
Opportunity   
 
To create an integrated coordinated Community Supported Agricultural (CSA) network in Atlantic 
Canada to support the development of new direct to the consumer sales of organic products. 
 
Action Steps   
 

• Develop a CSA strategy for the region. 
• Create an Atlantic Canada CSA directory and website for promotion to the general consumer. 
• Develop and implement a CSA communication / public relations campaign to increase CSA 

awareness and the CSA subscribers in Atlantic Canada. 
• Create opportunities to extend the CSA season year-round through encouraging the 

development of CSA value added products. 
• Use promotional tools such as ACORN food baskets for CSA’s delivery to build consistency 

and brand the CSA program. 
• Access funding through provincial and regional Market Development Programs and also utilize 

ACOA based funding opportunities. 
• Create CSA student demonstration models at various research and education institutions to 

help educate and promote the CSA concept to the general public. 
 

 
 
Recommendation #7 
 
Provincial marketing departments need to create a regional market intelligence report 
that delivers leading edge organic business and industry development information.   
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Opportunity   
 
To utilize market intelligence information resources for the purpose of developing new markets for 
the Atlantic Canada Organic Industry. 
 
Action Steps 
 

• Utilize AC Neilson data to determine product sales and areas of growth and decline. 
• Utilize food consumption statistics and food trends information. 
• Scan databases and marketing sites to compile the best organic industry business information 

in the world for Atlantic producers.  
• Develop relationships with buyers and retailers to identify market opportunities and 

communicate this information to the industry on a regular basis. 
• Develop National and International contacts with other marketing specialists to create a 

network of information sharing for Industry. 
 
 
 
Recommendation #8 
  
Government needs to provide the leadership to develop organic farm management clubs 
with an extension Agrologist for efficient dissemination of farm business and production 
information. 
 
Opportunity 
 
Utilize the Quebec model of farm management and production clubs to assist with the further 
development of the industry.  Nova Scotia has developed several Dairy clubs as well. This will 
require the investment of resources to increase the extension presence in the region. 
 
Action Steps   
 

• Identify producers in each of the provinces to establish a core group for each club. 
• Hold an introductory meeting for perspective members. 
• Identify club leaders and roles for participants. 
• Establish club objectives, issues to be addressed and resources required 
• Develop a plan for the club for the year to meet the needs identified. 
• Assign roles and responsibilities for members and have a reporting mechanism to allow 

feedback and discussion by all members. 
• Utilize models developed by CFBMC for Dairy clubs as a guide to develop the club format and 

options. 
 
 
 
Recommendation #9 
 
Provincial Government in cooperation with ACORN and OACC need to develop and deliver 
a series of marketing workshops and fact sheets to assist producers with business 
development and marketing. 
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Opportunity  
 
Regional workshops can be developed and offered to increase the marketing skills for producers. 
These workshops do not have to be specifically for organic agriculture, but need to address the 
issues related to marketing and business management. Producers need to increase their 
understanding of today’s marketplace and the level of commitment and effort required to 
participate. 
 
Action Steps   
 

• Develop new learning programs to build a greater marketing, business management and 
human resource management skill capacity within the organic industry in Atlantic Canada. 

• Create cost of production models to assist producers. 
• Create workshop on the 4-P’s of Marketing 
• Export readiness workshop 
• Strategic Alliances and business relationships workshop 
• Understanding the marketing and distribution systems in Canada and the US workshop 

  
 
 
Recommendation #10 
 
Industry stakeholders need to develop a unique “Organic Industry Investment Fund”.  
These repayable funds would be made available to support innovative organic 
development initiatives, processing initiatives and new entrants (not transition) into the 
organic industry. 
 
Opportunity   
 
To create a pool of repayable investment funds for the purpose of supporting the development of 
innovative farming practices, the introduction of new technology and to assist new entrants into the 
organic sector.  This initiative could be funded through industry contributions and supported through 
tax credits and incentive programs. 
 
Action Steps  
  

• Form a committee of representatives from Industry and Government to develop the criteria 
for an investment fund.(ie: Cranberry Investment Fund) 

• Work with the provincial and regional agencies to create a community supported investment 
offering through a community development investment fund (CDIF). 

• Establish an administration vehicle to administer the funds. 
• Provide opportunities for angle investors to support industry initiatives. (Sponsorship, 

associate memberships, recognition awards) 
• Create an organic industry education fund where all industry stakeholders can partner in the 

development of new organic market information. (Eg: http://www.organic-center.org/)   
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10.0 Consultants Conclusions 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the research conducted for this report it is very clear that the organic industry in Atlantic 
Canada and across North America is growing at a healthy pace.  Growth rates of 20% a year are not 
uncommon in many countries including Canada.  This organic phenomenon is happening worldwide 
as the food consumer strives to eat healthier, limit future harm to the environment and be assured 
of the safety of their food supply.   Organic food consumption makes up approximately 1.3% of the 
total Canadian food supply and if the organic food trend continues to grow at 20% per year, by the 
year 2011 more than 5% of Canadian food consumed could be organic.    
 
Is Atlantic Agriculture Prepared For What This Would Mean To The Industry?    
 
The following factors are going to drive the future consumption and markets for organic food in 
North America. 
 

• North America’s unique baby boom population and the trailing echo generation have the 
potential to drive organic market growth to new levels higher than experienced by other 
regions of the world. 

• Continuing scares within the conventional food supply are causing consumers to look to safer 
food supply alternatives. 

• The general consumers increased concern for the health of the environment, where their food 
comes from and how it is produced will create interest in the organic food production system. 

• Increased education by the industry and the presentation of more credible scientific research 
to the general public will serve to make the consumer more aware of the benefits of eating 
organic and organic lifestyle. 

• This increased demand for processed and value added organic foods will increase, driving the 
demand for organic inputs for manufacturing. 

• As consumers develop more organic lifestyles there will be an increase in the use of and 
demand for organic home and personal care products. 

• As larger organic food corporations expand to meet the feed the needs of the chain store 
markets more organic food they will drive technology research and efficiencies of production 
creating lower organic food costs and prices to the consumer.  

• As the price of organic food comes close to the price of conventional foods the consumer the 
price deterrent barriers to choosing organic food will fall.  At this point we believe that 
consumers will choose organic.  Why not? 

 
The overall food consumption per capita in Atlantic Canada is not increasing.  The agricultural 
industry in Atlantic Canada only supplies a portion of the total organic food sold through the major 
supermarket chains in a given year.  Southern USA supplied organic brands like President’s Choice 
Organics, Cal-organic and Earthbound Farms are the dominant brands in the Atlantic organic 
produce retail marketplace.  As consumers continue to purchase the “available imported” produce 
and other organic products, the consumer builds brand equity with those imported products and 
Atlantic food dollars leave the region and are not circulated back into the Atlantic agricultural 
economy.  This situation also creates a growing and disturbing trend of an erosion or shift in control 
of both the organic and conventional Atlantic food supply to suppliers from other regions.  In general 
terms a 1 percent increase in organic food consumption in the Atlantic region equals a 1 percent 
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decrease in the conventional market.  The new growth of the organic agricultural sector is not 
growing the entire regions food market bigger; growth comes at the expense of the conventional 
agriculture market share.  Conventional growers of agricultural products should seriously consider 
the organic market opportunities and trends to determine if transitioning some or all of their 
production to organic production should be part their future plans.   
 
If organized groups of regional organic producers do not step in to create a strong presence in the 
Atlantic organic marketplace, this lose of control of the food supply to foreign corporate organic 
importers will continue to grow.  Since private label and import organic brands dominate in the 
marketplace, their brands will continue to build consumer confidence and loyalty making it much 
more difficult for future entry of any regional organic brands into the Atlantic marketplace.   
 
As the total organic market grows, so will the consumer’s organic awareness creating new market 
opportunities in both direct to the consumer and the wholesale arenas.  As the organic consumer 
evolves so will their demand for processed organic foods and the types of foods that they want to 
consume.  This will drive future demand for organic inputs to create those value added and further 
processed organic products.  Export market opportunities are there for those who can create the 
scales of economies necessary to serve them and innovative marketing programs to access the 
export marketplace. 
 
The demise of the independent grocery store, retail consolidation and the centralized distribution are 
the greatest threats to the future of the organic family farm.   However, Faith Popocorn the futurist 
guru predicts that by 2020, 95% of consumer goods will be home delivered.66   This is an incredible 
opportunity for smaller organic producers to create or partner up with unique direct to the consumer 
programs and bypass the conventional supermarket wholesale chains.  The industry needs to 
commit to creating more and innovative direct to the consumer market options. The market 
opportunity window is presently open in both direct to the consumer and the wholesale organic 
markets.  When the window of opportunity will shut is unclear, but the longer no action is taken, the 
more time supermarkets have to gain a foothold in home delivery and for processors to move 
factories closer to other supplies of organic inputs to support their future production needs.  
 
The greatest trap producers, especially those that convert to organic production, will face is falling 
into the historical focus of growing what is easy to produce and not what the markets need.  This 
common practice has commoditized agricultural products and has served nothing more than to 
create surplus supplies and drive down the returns to the average farm producer.  Producers must 
strive to create partnerships within the market chain, no matter how difficult, to secure markets 
before production takes place.  All wholesale market buyers that were interviewed for this project 
indicated that they were more than willing to meet with organized groups of producers to discuss 
how to develop the organic markets in Atlantic Canada.  There is little room for adversarial 
relationships between stakeholders in the Atlantic organic food chain. Past differences and 
independences need to be overcome. To create new market opportunities will require the building of 
new partnerships and alliances between stakeholders to create a totally transparent organic food 
chain.  A fully transparent marketing system can assure profitability and supply into the entire 
market chain as well as share the market development risk.  The most important thing the industry 
can do is to create forums to allow this to happen.   
 
Over the last fifty years as the conventional food supply industry has developed, the retail and 
processing industries developed in parallel unison.  Today, these food sectors are mature.  Their 
consumers are used to getting what they want, when they want it, in the form they want it, and do 
not settle for less.  The retail, food service and processing sectors strive to supply that consumer 
with what they want.  

                                                 
66 Faith Popcorn’s VIGILANTE CONSUMER Observations 
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The organic producer supply portion of the food chain in Atlantic Canada is in relative infancy.  The 
organic distribution and retail components of the chain in Atlantic Canada are mature.  When the 
market demands quantities and qualities of organic products that are not available locally, the 
supplies will come from outside of the region.  The organic marketplace today does not have the 
patience to wait for the supply side to mature as it did historically with the development of the 
conventional food industry.  The organic industry will be forced to grow up faster than many 
producers are comfortable with, creating collisions in philosophies between smaller farm growers and 
corporate farm producers.  Producer will have to choose their market channels based on their 
resources, abilities, land bases, their values and ideologies. 
 
The regional governments role should be to continue to assist in the creation of a regional organic 
knowledge base that can support future growth of market and production needs of the Atlantic 
organic industry.  Help the industry reduce the risks, overcome trade barriers and create an 
integrated, secure, safe and profitable food chain.  Educators and researchers will be also be 
challenged to continue to develop innovative ways to support the future market growth through the 
creation of new production efficiencies to ensure Atlantic organic producers have a competitive edge. 
ACORN can take a stronger leadership and catalyst role to create momentum in both industry 
growth and consumer awareness that is sure to drive future demand for organic products. 
 
Farmers transitioning over from conventional will have the land base and resources to supply the 
wholesale organic industry. Conventional producers need to remember that they cannot fight the 
marketplace they can only evolve with it. They will need to decide if and what role organic 
production will have on their farms. If the consumer decides to choose organic over conventional 
food then that is the way the market will evolve no matter what the industry thinks.  You either 
serve the market or loose it. 
 
Atlantic Canada is still a place where farms are relatively affordable.  As the organic market 
opportunity grows so does the opportunity for new farmers (new entrants) to enter organic 
agriculture.   New innovative methods need to be created to help young would be organic farmers 
reduce the risk, and obtain the financing to enter organic farming.  They will be a source of energy 
and innovation to drive the industry forward. 
 
Food safety and confidence in the food supply is the number one concern on the minds of the 
consumer.  The Atlantic organic industry has the opportunity not only to have one of the safest food 
supplies in the world but the most environmentally friendly as well.   The “emerging organic 
opportunities” create a venue for conventional agriculture to recreate itself, target new markets, 
create new marketing systems, develop a new image, change the delivery of the food to the 
consumer and include fair returns to all stakeholders including the farmer producer.   
 
In conclusion, as consultants, we can only show the industry the open doors of market opportunity.  
Success depends on an entrepreneur’s ability to walk through those doors to develop the market 
opportunities that are most appropriate for their business’s goals.  The future growth, success and 
sustainability of the Atlantic Organic industry will require levels of innovation, collaboration and 
partnering by stakeholders much different than they have been used to in the past.  They key to 
success in the organic marketplace will be to create dialogue with your markets and potential 
markets; (your customers) and to build long-term win/win relationships and partnerships with them 
to grow the future for organic food production in Atlantic Canada.  If good partner relationships are 
not built with your customers to learn how to fulfill their market needs; how will you ever know what 
organic products to grow? 
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The organic market opportunities are everywhere, yet nowhere, if they are not recognized and acted 
upon, soon!  There is a world of other organic producers lining up to supply the needs of your 
organic markets in Atlantic Canada.  Ultimate success will depend on the industry stepping up to the 
plate, accepting the challenge we have presented in this report and then moving forward to take 
control of the future.   
 
Good luck, fair farming, fair returns. 
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11.0 Appendices 
11.1 Agricultural Financing and Funding Sources 
 
Traditional farm financing has been through utilizing debt-financing facilities such as the Farm Loan 
Board, Farm Credit Canada and chartered banks. Over the past few years the financing environment 
has experienced a major transformation. Risk acceptance criteria, especially for agriculture has been 
tightened. This has forced agricultural businesses to look at alternative means to financing the 
development of their enterprises in an effort to reduce the exposure to their traditional lenders. 
 
Some of the sources for financing, assistance and equity are outlined in the graphical representation 
below. 
 

Sources of Financing, Assistance and Equity 
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Agricultural entrepreneurs have been forced to be more self-reliant and creative in their financing 
strategies. There are several options for raising equity partners for new ventures as well as a wide 
variety of government programs and initiatives available to producers and agri-business. Each of the 
provincial government agricultural department can provide a listing of their programs. Others, such 
as New Generation Cooperatives and Community Economic Development Funds are discussed below. 
 
New Generation Co-ops. 
 
Co-ops are certainly not a new concept for the Atlantic Region; however, new generation co-ops are 
relatively new. There is currently a beef cooperative slaughter facility being constructed in PEI, 
which utilized this method of capital financing. 
 
The main factors, which distinguish a new generation co-op from a traditional co-op are; 
 

1. There is a tied contract setting out delivery rights and obligations 
2. Membership is limited to those who purchase delivery rights. 
3. Higher levels of equity investment will be required from the members. 
4. Delivery rights or equity shares can be sold, transferred or leased with the approval of the 

Board. 
 

Financing of the co-operative is through the sale of shares, where each share represents a delivery 
obligation of a unit of production. (ie: 1 livestock unit, 1 unit of vegetables). Membership is limited 
by the availability of the delivery contracts. 
 
Typically 30 to 50% of the equity required to start this type of entity is raised from the members 
through the sale of shares. This reduces the dependence upon debt financing and increases the 
viability of the enterprise. Additional capital may be raised from member loans, preferred share 
offerings and other sources if required. 
 
 
Community Economic Development Funds: 
 
Venture capital funds can be established in communities through the use of Community Economic 
Development (CED) programs. Shares are sold to investors or members and those funds are then 
invested in local business. Investors in such funds may be eligible for a provincial equity tax credit 
and government guarantee. 
 
To access funds through a CED initiative a prospectus must be prepared before any public offering of 
shares. The prospectus must meet the requirements of the Securities Commission. CED funds can be 
available for both co-operative and corporate entities. 
 
Utilization of a CED can have many positive benefits for the Region. Money invested through the 
purchase of shares stays in the local community rather than being invested through mutual funds 
outside of the region. Investors can realize significant tax benefits and low risk on their investments 
and the funds will assist in providing jobs for the local economy and for people in the community.  
 
See appendix – for a listing of contacts and programs 
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11.2 Agricultural Programs - Provincial and Federal 
 

Nova Scotia – www.gov.ns.ca/nsaf/prm/programs
 
New Brunswick - http://www.gnb.ca/0398/e/fin.asp
 
PEI - http://www.gov.pe.ca/af/index.php3
 
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada – www.agr.ca
 
Farm Credit Canada – www.agr.gc.ca/progser/fcc
 
Farm Improvement and Marketing Cooperative Loans - – www.agr.gc.ca/progser/fimcl
 
Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency – www.acoa.ca/e/index.shtml
 

 
11.3 Organic Commodity Matrix 
 
The purpose of the organic commodity matrix is to qualify opportunities for the future development 
of the organic industry in Atlantic Canada. Each commodity is given a rating (1-5) in each category, 
with 1 being the lowest rating and 5 being the highest.  The ratings are based on information 
gathered in the research phase of this project.  The ratings are to some degree subjective, however 
they are in most cases based on most probable opportunities based on anticipated market 
opportunities.  Since market opportunities are dynamic and constantly evolving as competitors enter 
the marketplace.  The window of opportunity is often small and in many cases is only open for a few 
entrepreneurial individuals that can recognize the potential of the opportunity and assemble the 
resources in time to benefit from the opportunity before it passes. 
 
Descriptions 
 

• Regional Production Advantage:  A regional production advantage is one that there is an 
advantage due to location, climate, soil, or an available resource. (Eg: waste heat for 
greenhouses.) 

 
• Weeks Market Supply: This is a factor to assess the time the product would be available for 

market.  Local supply. The more weeks the product is available the stronger the opportunity.  
Buyers would prefer products be available 52 weeks of the year.  (10 weeks equals 1 score) 

 
• Market Advantage: A market advantage could be location, proximity to market, a cost 

efficiency, a proprietary variety or processing capability, etc. 
 

• Technology Available:  This includes access to new technology, production support, and 
innovation ability within the commodity. 

 
• Entry Barriers (Capital Cost):  Entry barriers include capital costs, regulations, food safety, 

technology, etc. 
 

• Wholesale (MGP): Wholesale market growth potential is the potential of the commodity to 
grow in the wholesale market.  Factors such as land base, ability of industry to work together 
and level of commodity knowledge could help or limit the growth in this high volume low 
margin sector.  Wholesale market indication of shortage. 
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• Direct to Consumer (MGP): Direct to the consumer advantages would be with lower volume 

specialty crops that larger businesses may not be unable to cost effectively produce.  Eg: 
CSA, Farm Markets, Farmers Markets, etc. 

 
• Export (MGP):  The commodity has the potential to fill an identified export opportunity, along 

with the vision, commitment and resources to make it happen. 
 

• Processed (MGP):  This would primarily be where local industries have expressed interest in 
the processing or value adding of organic food products.   

 
• Storage (MGP):  Storage crops like cabbage, potatoes and squash, may have a better market 

potential due to the longer availability in the market place. 
 

• Frozen (MGP): frozen crops may also have a better market potential due to the longer 
availability in the market place, and improved storage and transportation options. 

 
• Competition:  The level of competition also determines the opportunity in an opportunity.  

The greater the competition the less the opportunity. 
 

• Individual Opportunity: Industry verses individual, individuals may be able to access a 
profitable opportunity faster than an industry. 

 
• Profitability:  margin available, currently margins are strong, however over time everyone 

anticipates that the price difference between organic and conventional will shrink. 
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 Fruit 
              

Apples 5 4 5 4 1 4 5 5 4 4 1 1 4 47 
Pears 3 3 4 4 1 4 5 5 4 2 1 1 4 41 
Cherries 1 1 1 1 1 4 5 1 1 1 1 1 4 23 
Plums 5 1 1 1 1 4 5 1 1 1 1 1 4 27 
Blueberries 4 3 3 4 2 4 5 5 3 4 5 5 4 51 
Wild 
Blueberries 

5 5 5 4 2 4 5 5 5 4 5 3 4 56 

Strawberries 5 1 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 4 4 3 4 45 
Raspberries 3 1 3 4 3 4 5 2 3 3 4 4 4 43 
Grapes (wine) 3 5 3 4 1 4 5 3 4 1 1 3 4 41 
Melons 3 1 4 3 4 4 5 3 1 1 1 1 4 35 
Peach 1 1 4 4 1 4 5 1 2 1 1 1 4 30 
Cranberries 5 4 4 4 1 2 5 5 3 3 4 4 3 47 
Tomatoes 3 3 1 3 3 5 5 5 5 2 1 3 3 42 
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Vegetables              
Potatoes 5 3 5 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 50 
Carrots 5 4 5 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 3 3 51 
Onions 5 5 4 3 4 5 4 3 5 3 4 4 49 
Cabbage 5 4 4 3 5 5 5 5 5 1 3 3 48 
Broccoli 5 2 4 3 5 5 5 5 3 5 3 4 49 
Cauliflower 5 2 4 3 4 5 5 5 3 5 3 4 48 
Lettuce 5 3 4 3 4 5 5 5 1 1 3 4 43 
Cucumbers 3 1 2 3 5 5 5 5 2 2 3 4 40 
Peppers 3 2 3 3 5 5 5 5 1 3 3 4 42 
Squash/Pumpkin 5 4 4 3 3 5 3 5 5 3 3 1 44 
Beans 4 1 3 3 4 5 4 5 1 5 3 3 40 
Turnips 5 4 3 3 4 5 4 5 4 3 3 3 46 
Parsnips 5 3 4 3 4 5 4 5 4 5 3 3 48 
Peas 4 1 3 3 4 5 4 5 1 5 3 3 41 
Spinach 4 1 3 3 5 5 4 5 1 2 3 3 39 
Brussel Sprouts 4 1 3 3 5 5 4 5 1 2 3 3 39 
Salad Mix 4 1 3 3 5 5 4 5 1 1 3 5 40 
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Field Crops              
Barley 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 3 5 1 4 1 26 
Oats 3 2 1 2 4 2 3 4 5 1 4 1 32 
Wheat 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 4 5 1 4 1 28 
Soybean 3 2 1 2 4 2 5 4 5 1 4 1 34 
Rye 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 4 5 1 1 1 25 
Lentils 1 1 1 2 3 1 3 3 5 1 1 1 23 
Canola 1 1 1 2 3 1 3 3 5 1 1 1 23 
Flax 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 3 5 1 3 1 26 
Hay 5 4 5 4 4 1 5 3 5 1 3 4 44 
Straw 2 3 1 3 4 1 5 3 5 1 3 1 31 
Pasture 4 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 1 21 
Corn 3 3 3 2 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 4 43 
Mushrooms 4 3 4 2 4 4 4 3 2 2 3 1 36 
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Greenhouse 
Vegetables 

             

Cucumbers 3 3 4 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 3 42 
Peppers 3 3 4 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 3 42 
Tomatoes 3 3 4 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 3 42 
Salad Mix 3 4 4 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 3 43 
Herbs 3 4 4 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 2 3 41 
Lettuce 3 4 4 1 5 5 5 3 3 3 4 3 43 
Specialty              
Nutraceutical 3 2 3 1 3 2 4 2 4 3 3 2 32 
Nursery  3 2 3 1 3 5 4 1 4 1 3 3 34 
Seed Prod, 4 2 3 1 3 3 3 1 2 1 5 2 30 
Sod 4 3 4 1 4 5 2 1 4 1 5 2 35 
Strawb. Plant 4 1 3 1 5 2 5 3 2 1 5 3 35 
Christmas  5 1 4 3 5 5 5 1 2 1 4 3 39 
Perennials 4 3 4 1 5 5 4 1 5 1 3 3 39 
Maple 4 5 4 2 4 3 5 5 5 1 2 3 43 
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Animal              
Pork 1 5 3 1 5 5 1 4 1 5 5 1 32 
Broiler 4 5 3 1 5 5 1 4 1 5 5 3 42 
Egg 4 5 3 1 5 5 1 4 1 5 5 3 42 
Turkey 2 5 3 1 5 5 1 4 1 5 5 1 38 
Exotic Bird 2 5 3 3 5 5 1 1 1 5 5 1 37 
Lamb 2 2 3 2 5 5 1 1 1 5 5 1 33 
Mutton 2 3 3 4 5 5 1 1 1 5 5 1 36 
Beef 5 5 3 4 5 5 1 4 1 5 5 4 47 
Veal 2 5 3 3 5 3 1 4 1 2 5 3 37 
Dairy 5 5 3 1 5 1 1 5 1 5 5 1 38 
              
Sea              
Farmed Fish 4 5 3 1 5 3 5 3 1 4 3 2 39 
Wild Catch 2 2 3 1 5 2 3 3 1 4 3 2 31 
Shell Fish 5 5 3 2 5 2 5 3 1 4 3 2 40 
Dulse 3 5 3 2 5 2 3 3 1 4 3 2 36 
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11.5 Select Canadian Grocery Retail Chains 
 

 
Loblaw Companies Ltd., Head Office 
22 St.Clair Ave. E., Suite 1500 
Toronto, ON   M4T 2S8 
Tel:(416) 922-8500 
Fax:(416) 922-7791 
 
Loblaw Brands Limited (Private 
Label Products) 
22 St. Clair Ave. E., Suite 1800 
Toronto, ON  M4T 2S8 
Tel: (416) 922-8500 
Fax: (416)960-6985 
 
Sobey’s Inc., Head Office 
115 King Street 
Stellarton, NS   B0K 1S0 
Tel: (902) 752-8371 
Fax: (902) 752-2960 
 
Co-op Atlantic, Head Office 
123 Halifax Street 
P.O. Box 750 
Moncton, NB  E1C 8N5 
Tel: (506) 858-6000 
Fax: (506) 858-6474 
 
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Co. of 
Canada Ltd. 
5559 Dundas St. W 
P.O. Box 68, Station A 
Toronto, ON, M5W 1A6 
Tel: (416) 239-7171 
Fax: (416) 234-6581 
 
Metro-Richelieu Inc., Head Office 
11011 Maurice Duplessis Blvd. 
Montreal, PQ  H1C 1V6 
Tel: (514) 643-1000 
Fax: (514) 643-1208 
 
Avondale Stores Ltd. 
North Service Rd. 
Jordan Station, ON, L0R 1S0 
Tel: (905) 562-4173 
Fax: (905) 562-4414 
 
Colemans Food Centres, Head Office 
26 Caribou Road 

P.O. Box 340 
Corner Brook, NF,  A2H 6E8 
Tel: (709) 637-6600 
Fax: (709) 634-6696 
 
Knob Hill Farms Ltd., Head Office 
1900 Eglington Ave. E 
Scarborough, ON  M1L 2L9 
Tel: (416) 751-2300 
Fax: (416) 751-2673 
 
Commisso’s Food Markets Ltd., 
Head Office 
P.O. Box 760 
Beamsville, ON, L0R 1B0 
Tel: (905) 668-2112 
Fax: (905) 688-9387 
 
Longo Brothers Fruit Markets Inc. 
3767 Nashua Drive 
Mississauga, ON, L4V 1R3 
Tel: (905) 673-3099 
Fax: (905) 673-1065 

 

Highland Farms Inc.   
4750 Dufferin St. 
North York, Ontario M3H 5S7 
Louie Coppa 
Grocery Buyer 
Tel: (416) 736-6606 
Fax: (416) 736-4795 
 
Galati Bros. Supermarkets  
2300 Finch Ave. W., Unit 46 
Weston, Ontario M9M 2Y3 
Tony Galati 
President 
Tel: (416) 747-6488 
Fax: (416) 747-6363 

Bruno’s Fine Foods  
1605 Bayview Avenue,  
Toronto, Ontario, M4G 3B5 
7 other locations in Toronto area 
 (416) 480-2402 
(416) 480 – 2406 Fax 
Manager:  Nunzio Fattare 
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11.6  Natural Food Retailers & Distributors  
(Organic Fresh Fruit And Vegetables And Natural Foods) 
CCaannaaddaa  &&  UUnniitteedd  SSttaatteess  

 

USA 

Albert’s Organics 

1330 East, 6th Street 
Los Angeles, CA  90021 
Tel: (213) 891-1310 
Fax: (213) 891-9291 
http://www.albertsorganics.com 
 
All Natural Distributors 
11 Perry Drive 
Foxboro, MA  02035 
Paul Peckham 
Tel: (800) 666-2225 
Fax: (508) 543-5974 
 
Associated Buyers 
P.O. Box 399 
5 Commerce Way 
Barrington, NH  03825 
Tel: (603) 664-2424 
Fax: (603) 664-2299 
Vendors/Purchasing 
(603) 664-2424  
Website: www.assocbuyers.com 
 
Best Fresh Produce Inc. 
220 Food Centre Drive 
Bronx, NY  10474 
Tel:  (718) 991-8394 
Fax: (718) 542-3361 
Chill@bestweb.net 
 
Blooming Prairie Cooperative 
Warehouse 
2340 Heinz Road 
Iowa City, Iowa 52240 
Tel: (319) 337-6448 
www.hpco-op.com 
 
Charlie’s Fresh Produce 
P.O. Box 24606 
Seattle, CA  98124 
Tel: (206) 625-1412 
Fax: (206) 682-4331 
 

 
 
 
Crown Pacific International, LLC 
P.O. Box 11360 
Hilo, HI  96721 
Tel:  (808) 966-4348 
Fax: (808) 966-4167 
Crown pacific@yahoo.com 
 
C.H. Robinson Company 
8100 Mitchell Rd, Ste 9000 
Eden Prairier, MN  55344 
Tel: (952) 937-8500 
Fax: (952) 937-7703 
http://www.chrobinson.com 
 
Del Cabo 
2450 Stage Road 
Pescadero, CA  94060 
Tel: (415) 879-0580 
Fax: (415) 879-0930 
 
Dunn Natural Products L.C. 
4734 Sergeant Rd. 
Waterloo, IA  50701 
Tel: (319) 233-5504 
Fax: (319) 233-9452 
 
Eden Foods 
701 Techumesch Rd. 
Tel: (517) 456-7424 
Fax: (517) 456-7025 
www.edenfoods.com 
 
Freida’s Inc 
4465 Corporate Centre Dr 
Los Alamitos, CA  907020-2561 
Tel: (714) 826-6100 
Fax: (714) 816-0273 
 
Frontier Natural Products Co-op 
2283 Imperial Lane 
Superior, CO  80027-8234 
Tel: (720) 456-7424 
Fax: (720) 304-2112 
www.frontiercoop.com 
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Global Berry Farms 
2241 Trade Centre Way, Ste A 
Naples, FL  34109 
Tel: (941) 591-1664 
Fax: (941) 591-8133 
Mklackle@blueberries.com 
 
Hannaford Bros. Co   
P.O. Box 1000    
Portland,  
Maine, 04104 
Distribution/Sales 
145 Pleasant Street 
Scarborough, ME 04074 
207-885-2992 
 
Jonathans Organics 
170 Middleboro Road 
East Freetwon, MA  02717 
Tel: (508) 763-5505 
Fax: (508) 763-2334 
Jonathan@capecod.net 
 
J & J Distributing 
653 Rice Street 
Saint Paul, MN  55103 
Tel: (651) 221-0560 
Fax: (651) 221-0570 
http://www.jjdst.com 
 
Melissa’s Produce 
Thomas Knoxx 
5325 S. Soto St. 
Los Angeles, CA  90021 
Tel: (800) 468-7111 
Fax: (323) 588-2242 
http://www.melissas.com 
 
Natural Selection Foods 
1721 San Juan Hwy 
San Juan Bautista, CA  95045-9780 
Tel: (831) 623-7880 
Fax: (831) 623-4887 
 
New World Marketing 
2902 East La Palma Ave. 
Anaheim, CA  92806 
Tel: (714) 632-0300 
Fax: (741) 632-0346 
GarffH@newworldmktg.com 
 
Northbest Natural Products 
P.O. Box 1976 

Vason, WA  98070 
Tel: (206) 463-4000 
Fax: (206) 433-4001 
Info@northbest.com 
 
Northeast Cooperatives 
90 Technology Drive, PO. Box 8188 
Brattleboro, VT  05304-8188 
Tel: (800) 334-9939 
Fax: (800) 257-5856 
www.northeastcoop.com 
 
North Country Natural 
P.O. Box 1904 
72 Cotton Mill Hill 
Brattleboro, VT  05302 
Tel: (802) 257-1061 
Fax: (802) 258-2218 
 
Oneonta 
One Oneonta Way 
Wenatchee, WA  98807 
Tel: (509) 663-2631 
Fax: (509) 663-6333 
http://www.oneonta.com 
 
Pacific Organic Produce 
1311 Sutter Street Ste. 203 
San Francisco, CA  94109 
Tel: (415) 673-555 
Fax: (415) 673-5585 
www.pacorg.com 
 
SHAW'S SUPERMARKETS INC  
750 West Center St  
West Bridgewater,  
Ma 02379 
www.shaws.com  
 
Shaw’s Supermarkets Inc 
Store Support Centre 
Heinz Scheralis 
Produce Buyer 
750 West Centre 
West Bridgewater, MA 02379 
TeL: (508) 313-3306 
Fax: (508) 313-3123 
heinzscheralis@shaws.com 
 
Shaw’s Supermarkets, Inc 
Store Support Centre 
Peter Poutre 
Senior Category Manager 
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Produce/Floral Buying 
750 west Centre Street 
West Bridgewater, MA  02379 
Tel: (508) 313-3332 
Fax: (508) 313-3161 
Peter.pouter@shaws.com 
 
Stew Leonard's  
100 Westport Avenue 
Norwalk, CT 06851 
Phone: (203) 847-7214 
http://www.stewleonards.com/ 
 
Trader Joes East Inc. 
938 R Highland Ave 
Needham Heights, MA 02494 
Tel: (781) 433-0182 
http://www.traderjoes.com/ 
 
United Natural Foods Inc. 
260 Lake Road 
Dayville, CT 06241 
Tel: (860) 779-2800 
Fax: (860) 779-2811 
www.unfi.com 
 
Valley Center Packing Co., Inc. 
2845 South Cole Grade Road 
P.O. Box 1920 
Valley Center, CA  92082 
Tel: (460) 749-5464 
Fax: (760) 749-2898 
Vcp@tfb.com 
 
Veritable Vegetables 
1100 Cesar Chavez Street 
San Francisco, CA  94124 
Tel: (415) 641-3500 
Fax: (415) 641-3505 
bnygrens@veritablevegetables.com 
 
Village Cannery 
291 Barre-Mont Pellier Rd. 
Barre, VT  05641 
Tel: (800) 468-3020 
Fax: (800)258-2218 
 
Wildoats Markets Inc. 
3375 Mitcheel Lane 
Boudler, CO 80301 
Tel: (303) 440-5220 
Fax: (303) 928-0020 

 
Whole Foods 
Regional Support Office 
Kevin Higgins 
Vegetables 
Three Charles River Place 
63 Kendrick Street 
Needham, MA 02494-2708 
Tel: (781) 444-0700 ext 226 
Fax: (781) 444-0755 
 
Whole Foods 
Regional Support Office 
Tim Sperry 
Grocery 
Three Charles River Place 
63 Kendrick Street 
Needham, MA 02494-2708 
Tel: (781) 444-0700 ext 3019 
Fax: (781) 444-0755 
 
Whole Foods 
Northeast Distribution Centre 
Erica Putnam 
Associate Regional Produce Buyer 
9 Commercial Street 
Everett, MA 02149 
Tel: (617) 389-3519 ext 201 
Fax: (617) 389-2068 
Eric.putmam@wholefoods.com  
 
Whole Foods 
Regional Support Office 
Erica Brown 
Produce (Fruit) 
Three Charles River Place 
63 Kendrick Street 
Needham, MA 02494-2708 
Tel: (781) 444-0700 ext 231 
Fax: (781) 444-0755 
 
Whole Foods 
Regional Support Office 
John Nicholson 
Meat 
Three Charles River Place 
63 Kendrick Street 
Needham, MA 02494-2708 
Tel: (781) 444-0700 ext 3042 
Fax: (781) 444-0755 
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Whole Foods Puresource Inc.  
Northeast Distribution Centre (Natural Foods Distributor) 
John Belmonte 6 North Wellington Road, Hwy 24 
Floral Coordinator Guelph, Ontario  N1H 6J4 
9 Commercial Street Paul Aspinall-Purchasing 
Everett, MA 02149 Tel: 1(800) 265-7245 
Tel: (617) 389-1804 ext 224 Tel: (519) 837-3089 
Fax: (617) 389-2068 Fax: (519) 837-1584 
John Belmonte@wholefoods.com  
 Snapdragon Natural Foods Inc. 
Canada  (Division of ID Foods) 

Vicki Preston-General Manager  
26 Clairville Dr., Etobicoke, On  Beland Organic Foods 
MNW 5T9 Organic Food Brokerage and Marketing 

Martin Beland Tel: (416) 674-4658 
Fax: (416) 674-5357 President 
vpreston@idfoods.com 13 Filteau 
 beauport, Quebec  G1C 3M7 
Satau Inc. Tel: (418) 661-5106 
425 Meloche Ave. Fax: (418) 661-5131 
Dorval, Quebec  H9P 2W2 Martin@belandorganicfoods.com 
Michel De Garie (Buyer) www.belandorganicfoods.com 
Tel: (514) 631-5775  
Fax: (514) 631-0773 Bluewater Trading 
 Dellard Labrosse 
Tree of Life / Gourmet Award 
Foods Canada 

171 Dolomite Dr. 
Toronto, ON  M3J 2N1 

Janice Aaltink Tel: (416) 663-2797 
6030 Freemont Blvd. Tel: (705) 746-5584 
Missassauga, Ontario  LR5 3X4 Fax: (705) 746-3321 
Tel: 1-800-263-7054  
Fax: (905) 507-2727 Corwin Distribution 
aaltinkj@treeoflife.com 200 Connie Crescent, Unit 14 
 Concord, ON  L4K 1M1 
ProOrganics Montreal 
4783 boul. Couture St 
Leonard, Montreal 
H1R 3H7  

Glen Silver – General Manager 
Tel: 1(800) 464-5116 
Tel: (905) 669-8871 
Fax: (905) 669-7057 

Telephone: (514) 327-9170   Corwin@interlog.com 
Toll Free: 1-888-568-5353  
 Fax: (514) 327-6455 Ontario Natural Food Pacific Coop 
Dino D'Intino, Sales Representative 
(ddintino@proorganics.com)\ 

Natural Foods Distributor 
70 Fima Crescent 

Lina Savage, Sales Representative 
(lsavage@proorganics.com) 

Etobicoke, ON  M8W 4V9 
Tel: (416) 503-1144 

Roger Mimeault, Directeur  
(rmimeault@proorganics.com) 

Fax: (416) 503-2848 
Glenn Valliere-Purchasing Supervisor 

http://www.proorganics.com  
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11.7 Importers, Traders, Packers  
(Organic Commodities And Ingredients) 

 

 
USA  
 
American Health & Nutrition, Inc. 
3990 Varsity Drive 
Ann Arbor, MI 
Tel: (734) 677-5570 
Fax: (734) 677-5572 
http://www.organictrading.com 
 
Beta Pure Foods 
335 Spreckles Dr., Suite D 
Aptos, CA  95003 
Tel: (831) 685-6565 
Fax: (831) 685-6569 
http://www.betapure.com 
 
Ciranda 
221 Vine Street 
Hudson, WI  54016 
Tel: (715) 386-1737 
Fax: (715) 386-3277 
 
Demel Enterprises, Inc. 
10980 Northpoint Drive 
Athens, OH  45701 
Tel: (592) 5800 
Fax: (592) 593-5900 
(organic herbs, spices, medicinal roots 
and teas) 
 
Dziama, Gregg    
Organic Produce Broker 
New England Produce Centre 
Phone: 617-889-2117 
Fax: 617-889-0627 
 
Global Organics, Ltd. 
485 Massachusetts Ave. 
Arlington, MA  02474-5103 
Tel: (781) 848-8844 
Fax: (781) 648-0774 
http://www.globalorganicsltd.com 
 
Hartog Foods Inc. 
529 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY  10017-4608 

Tel: (212) 687-2000 
Fax: (212) 687-2659 
jack@hartogfoods.com 
Herb Trade, Inc. 
1126 Garden Street 
Hoboken, NJ 
Tel: (973) 596-1030 
Fax: (902) 973-596-1060 
Herbtrade@mindspring.com 
Hershey Import Co., Inc. 
Rahway, NJ 
Tel: (732) 388-9000 
http://www.unfi.com/hershey.htm 
 
Ingredien Trade 
250W. 57th St., Ste. 2532 
New York, NY 10107 
Tel: (212) 586-1880 
Fax: (212) 246-2493 
http://www.ingredientrade.com 
 
Marroquin International Organic 
Commodity Services, Inc. 
303 Potreo St., Suite 18 
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA 
Tel: (831) 423-3442 
Fax: (831) 423-3432 
http://www.marroquin-organics.com 
 
Mercantium (US) Corp. (S) 
225 Broadway, 37th Floor 
New York, NY  10007-3001 
Tel: (212) 233-0412 
Fax: (212) 233-0506 
Mercantium@att.net 
 
Organic Commodity Products/ OCP 
Chocolate 
29 Elm Street 
Cambridge, MA 02139 
Tel: (617) 661-1100 
Fax: (617) 661-0100 
http://www.ocpchocolate.com 
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Organic Ingredients, Inc. 
335 Spreckels Drive, Suite F 
Aptos, CA 95003 
Tel: (831) 685-6506 
Fax: (831) 685-6504 
http://www.organic-ingredients.com 
 
Organic Planet 
231 Samsome Street 
San Francisco, CA  94104 
Tel: (415) 765-5925 
Fax: (415) 765-5922 
http://www.organic-planet.org 
 
Tradin Organics USA, Inc 
5 Northern Boulevard, Suite 2 NH 
03031 Amherst 
Tel: (603) 88-05-100 

Fax: (603) 88-03-777 
 
State Garden, Inc. 
21 New England Produce Centre 
Chelsea, MA 02150 
United States 
Phone - 617-884-1816 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.tradinorganic.com  
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11.8 Importers/Traders  
  (Packaged Food/Specialty Packs) 
 
 
 
John Accardi & Sons  
85 Commercial St.  
Medford, MA  
02155-4923  
Tel: (781)391-2400  
 
Aleks Distributing Co. Inc.  
200 Shaker Rd.  
East Longmeadow, MA  
01028-2733  
Tel: (413)525-3311 
  
American Roland Food Corp. 
71W. 23rd Street 
New York,  NS 10010 
Tel: (212) 741-8290 
Fax: (212) 741-8290 
http://www.rolandfood.com  
Associated Grocers of N.E. Inc.  
725 Gold St.  
Manchester, NH  
03103-4031  
Tel: (603)669-3250  
 
Bonacorsi & Sons Inc.  
16 Prospect St.  
Barre, VT  
05641-4830  
Tel: (802)479-0109 
  
Bozzuto's Inc.  
275 Schoolhouse Rd.  
Cheshire, CT  
06410-1257  
Tel: (203)272-3511  
 
Henry Bresky & Sons  
1859 State St.  
Bridgeport, CT  
06605-2226  
Tel: (203)335-5114  
 
Calise & Sons Bakery Inc.  
10 Rosario Dr.  
Providence, RI  
02909-5402  
Tel: (401)943-1110  

 
 
 
Cara Donna Provision Corp.  
55 Food Mart Rd.  
Boston, MA  
02118-2801  
Tel: (617)268-0346 
  
Chex Finer Foods  
39 Franklin R McKay Rd. #Z  
Attleboro, MA  
02703-4694  
Tel: (508)226-0660  
 
Costa Fruit & Produce Co. Inc.  
18 Bunker Hill Ind. Park  
Charlestown, MA  
02129  
Tel: (617)241-8007  
 
County Distributors Inc.  
1510 Route 5  
South Windsor, CT  
06074-1025  
Tel: (860)289-2767  
 
Davidson Corporation  
30 Fieldstone Ct.  
Cheshire, CT  
06410-1212  
Tel: (203)250-1911  
 
DiLeo Bros. Inc.  
23 Commercial St.  
Waterbury, CT  
06702-1002  
Tel: (203)759-3600  
 
Dole & Bailey  
16 Kahn Street  
P.O. Box 2405  
Woburn, MA  
01801  
Tel: (781)935-1234  
 
Ferri Bros. Foods  
59 Hemlock St.  
Providence, RI  
02908-5607  
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Tel: (401)274-9163 
Henry Gonsalves Co.  
35 Thurber Blvd.  
Smithville, RI  
02917-1838  
Tel: (401)231-6700 
  
Greylawn Foods  
999 Pontiac Ave.  
Cranston, RI  
02920-7974  
Tel: (401)467-5400  
 
Hartford Provision Co./HPC 
Foodservice  
205 Enterprise Dr.  
Bristol, CT  
06010-8410  
Tel: (860)583-3908  
 
Hartford Snack Distributors  
80 Meadow St.  
Hartford, CT  
06114-1505  
Tel: (860)296-5621  
 
John Hayes & Sons  
30 Potuccos Ring Rd.  
Wolcott, CT  
06716-2414  
Tel: (203)879-4616  
 
Hub Food Corp.  
650 Eastern Ave.  
Malden, MA  
02148-5923  
Tel: (781)397-2500  
 
Imported Foods Corp.  
27 H. St.  
S. Boston, MA  
02127-1447  
Tel: (617)482-8496  
 
International Importing Co.  
47 Rathbone St.  
Providence, RI  
02908-5610  
Tel: (401)331-6506  
 
J & D Import Co.  
199 Norfolk Ave.  
Roxbury, MA  

02119-3025  
Tel: (617)445-2000  
 
Jar Bakers Supplies Inc.  
12 Crow Point Rd.  
Lincoln, RI  
02865-3259  
Tel: (401)725-9660  
 
Charlie Johnson Grocery Corp.  
125 Union St.  
Everett, MA  
02149-4803  
Tel: (617)387-0555 
 
LBG Distributors Inc.  
1190 Sherman Ave.  
Hamden, CT  
06514-1300  
Tel: (203)248-1600  
 
Millbrook Distribution Services  
88 Huntoon Memorial Hwy.  
Leicester, MA  
01524  
Tel: (508)892-8171  
 
Montello Baking Co.  
23 Bellevue Ave.  
Brockton, MA  
02302-1722  
Tel: (508)588-6765  
 
New England Pretzel & Popcorn  
55 Bay State Rd.  
Lawrence, MA  
01841-4701  
Tel: (978)687-0342  
   
Newport Specialty Foods  
64 Hasley St. #20  
Newport, RI  
02840-1348  
Tel: (401)849-1544 
  
Nikol Foods Inc.  
85 Webster St.  
Pawtucket, RI  
02861-1015  
Tel: (401)724-7810  
 
North Country Wholesale  
40 Old West Side Rd.  
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North Conway, NH  
03860-5913  
Tel: (603)356-3191  
 
Oxford Trading Co. Inc.  
35 Perwal St.  
Westwood, MA  
02090-1920  
Tel: (781)320-3232  
 
Pastene Companies Ltd.  
275 Turnpike St.  
Canton, MA  
02021-2357  
Tel: (781)487-9400  
 
Patriot Snacks  
7 Perry Drive  
Foxboro, MA  
02035-1024  
Tel: (508)575-0500  
 
Pine State Trading Co.  
8 Ellis Avenue  
Augusta, ME  
04330-7106  
Tel: (207)622-3741  
 
Prime Poultry Corp.  
24 Chesterton ST.  
Roxbury, MA  
02119-2994  
Tel: (617)442-0707  
 
SWB New England Inc.  
35 Turnpike St.  
West Bridgewater, MA  
02379-1081  
Tel: (617)787-5020  
 
Seacrest Foods International Inc.  
20 New St.  
East Boston, MA  
02128-2316  
Tel: (617)569-3577  
 
Jack Smillie Inc.  
15 Linscott Rd.  
Woburn, MA  
01801-2001  
Tel: (781)935-1000  
 

Sid Wainer and Son Specialty 
Produce and Specialty Foods  
New Bedford, MA.  
02746  
Tel: (800)423-8333  
 
Specialty Foods Boston, Inc.  
34 Allen Street  
Somerville, MA  
02143  
Tel: (617) 623-3300 
  
Star Markets Company Inc.  
625 Mt Auburn St.  
Cambridge, MA  
02138  
Tel: (617)661-2200  
 
Stow Mills  
71 Stow Dr.  
Chesterfield, NH  
03443  
Tel: (603)256-3000 
  
Sun Sun Corp.  
18 Oxford St.  
Boston, MA  
02111-2097  
Tel: (617)426-6494  
 
Supervalu Distribution Centre  
340 Ballardvale St.  
Andover, MA  
01810-5991  
Tel: (978)470-9072 
  
Rapunzel Pure Organics, Inc. 
2424 State Route 203 
Valatie, NY 12184 
Tel: (518) 392-8620 
Fax:  (518) 392-8630 
http://www.rapunze.com 
 
TBI Corporation  
700 E Industrial Park Dr.  
Manchester, NH  
03109-5622  
Tel: (603)668-6223  
 
Vermont Snacks Inc.  
4 Avenue C  
Williston, VT  
05495-9739  
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Tel: (802)864-7776  
 
Wohrle's Food Inc.  
1619 East St.  
Pittsfield, MA  
01201-3857  
Tel: (413)442-1518  
 
Weathervane Foods  
15 Linscott Road  
Woburn, MA  
01801  
Tel: (617) 935-5458  
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11.9  Food Service Companies 
 
 
SYSCO Food Services of Atlantic 
Canada 
10 Old Placentia Road 
Mount Pearl, NF A1N 4-P5 
(709) 748 - 1200    
(709) 748 - 1246 
http://www.serca.com/western1/html/
atlantic.cfm?id=1752  
 
SYSCO Food Services of Atlantic 
Canada 
460 MacNaughton Ave. 
Moncton, NB E1H 2-K1 
(506) 857 - 8115    
(506) 857 - 9207  
 
SYSCO Food Services of Atlantic 
Canada - NASYS Division 
611 Ferdinand Blvd. 
Dieppe, NB E1A 7-G1 
(506) 857 - 6000    
(506) 857 - 6028 
http://www.serca.com/western1/html/
atlantic.cfm?id=1752
 
SYSCO Food Services of Atlantic 
Canada 
1 Duck Pond Road 
Lakeside, NS B3T 1-M5 
(902) 876 - 2311    
(902) 876 - 2543 
http://www.serca.com/western1/html/
atlantic.cfm?id=1752
 
M&S Food Service / Gordon Foods 
38 Industrial Park Drive 
Amherst, NS  B4H 4R5 
Toll Free #  1-888-510-3663 
http://www.mandsfood.com 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Sodexho  

3350 South Service Road, Burlington,  

 

Compass Group, Beaver Foods 

Mississauga, Ontario L4W 5M3 

info@compass-canada.com 
Tel: (905) 568-4636  

 

 

http://www.sodexhoCA.com 

Ontario L7N 3M6 
(905) 632-8592   

 

5560 Explorer Drive – Suite 400,  

http://www.serca.com 
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              Canadian / USA 

All Things Organic 

Sales Manager 

Fax: (207) 842-5503 

Atlantic Canadian Organic 
Regional Network (ACORN) 

Organic Crop Improvement Association 
New Brunswick Chapter 

P.O. Box 20-D, RR#1 

OACC- Organic Agriculture Centre 
of Canada 

P.O. Box 550 
Truro, NS 
B2N 5E3 
 
OCPP – Pro-Cert 
Larry Lenhardt 
RR#1, 1099 Monarch Rd  
Lindsay, ON  K9V 4R1 

Quality Assurance International 

11.10 Industry and Consumer Associations 

 
 

Lisa Murray 

Tel: (207) 842-5458 

 

RR#1 
Kennetcook, Nova Scotia 
B0N 1P0 
Tel: (902) 632-2523 
Fax: (902) 632-2837 
admin@acornorganic..org 
www.acornorganic.org 
 
Independent Organic Inspectors 
Association 
P.O. Box 6 
Broadus, MT  59317 
Tel: (406) 436-2031 
www.ioia.net 
 
OCIA – NB 
Karen Davidge 
730 Rte 616 
Keswick Ridge, NB  E6L 1T1 
Tel: (506) 363-3744 
Fax: (506) 363-2783 
davidgeb@nb.sympatico.ca 

 
MCOG 
Al and Simone Geddry 

Meteghan, NS  B0W 2L0 
Tel: (902) 769-3076 
ageddry@nbnet.nb.ca 
 
 
Maritime Certified Organic 
Growers 
NSOGA 
Danny Bruce 
P.O. Box 16 City 
Annapolis Royal, NS  B0S 1A0 

 
Tel: (902) 665-2119 
An609@chebucto.ns.ca 
Nova Scotia Organic Grower 
Association 
 

Ralph Martin 

Tel: (705) 324-2709 
Fax: (705) 324-4829 
ocpp@lindsaycomp.on.ca 
Organic Crop Producers and Processors 
 

Tomas Nimmo 
67 Forth Street West City 
Collingwood, ON  L9Y 1R5 
Tel: (705) 443-4444 
Fax: (705) 444-0380 
organix@georgian.net 
Organic Crop Producers and Processors 
 
OCIA – NS NF, PEI 
Joyce Kelly 
P.O. Box 20001 
Charlottetown, PE  C1A 9E3 
Tel: (902) 676-2064 
Natures.bounty@pei.sympatico.ca 
Organic Crop Improvement 
Association- Nova Scotia, 
Newfoundland, Prince Edward Island 
Chapter. 
 
 
OTA 
Organic Trade Association 
Holly Givens 
60 Wells Street 
P.O. Box 547 
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Greenfield, MA  01302 
Tel: (413) 774-7511 
Fax (413)774-6432 
Info@ota.com 
www.ota.com 
 
ORCA 
The Organic Coffee Association 
830 Everett Avenue 
Oakland, CA  94602 
www.orcacoffee.org 
 
OCA 
The Organic Consumers Association 
6101 Cliff Estate Road 
Little Marais, MN 55614 
Tel: (218) 226-4164 
Fax: (218) 226-4157 
 
Organic Alliance 
400 Selby Avenue, Suite T 
St. Paul, MN  55102 
www.organic.org 
 
TransFair USA 
1611 Telegraph Ave. Suite 900 
Oakland, CA  94612 
Tel: (510) 663-5260 
Fax: (510) 663-5264 
www.transfairusa.com 
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11.11 Certified Processors Atlantic Canada 
 
 
Canadian Organic Maple Co. Ltd. 
Sandra and Gus Hargrove 
P.O. Box 524, Bath, NB  E7J 2N3 
Tel: (506) 278-5700 
Fax: (506) 278-5998 
Hargrove@nbnet.nb.ca  

327 Rothesay Avenue, PO.Box 2240 

Rodney Fry 

Fax: (506) 325-3890 
OCIA-NB  MCOG 
Maple Syrup and maple products 
 
Cardwell Farms Compost Product 
James Cunningham 
12315 Route 114 
Penobsquis, NB 
E4G 2X9 
Tel: (506) 433-4078 
Fax: (506) 443-1404 
cardwell@nbnet.nb.ca 
Compost Products 
 
Crosby Molasses Co. Ltd. 
Susan Ans 

Saint John, NB  E2L 3V4 
Tel: (506) 632-8504 
susanans@crosbys.com 
OCPP 
Processor for Lantic Sugar 
 
Down East Coffee Roasters 
Germaine Montague 
3935 Rte. 115 
Notre-Dame-De-Kent,  
NB  E4V 2G1 
Tel: 1-888-224-2233 
Fax: (506) 576-6616 
roasters@nbnet.nb.ca 
 
Envirem Technologies Inc. 

180 Hodgson Road 
Fredericton, NB  E3C 2G4 
Tel: 1-800-524-9411 
Fax: (506) 453-1332 
OCPP 
Liquid Fermented  salmon fertilizer and 
bio-stimulant 
 
 

 
 
Jolly Farmer Products Inc. 
Rob English 
56 Crabbe Road 
Northampton, NB  E79 1R6 
Tel: (506) 325-3850 

rob@jollyfarmer.com 
MCOG 
Tomatoes, strawberries, other 
vegetables, fresh herbs, compost, 
greenhouse mixes, worm castings and 
worms. 
 
Kenneth Maple Farms Inc. 
Michael Salmon 
Box 483 Bath, NB  E7J 2N3 
Tel: (506) 246-1884 
Fax: (506) 246-1910 
OCIA-NB 
Maple Sugar 
 
Maritime Maple Products Ltd. 
Brian Wortman 
46 Beechwood Road 
Beechwood, NB  E7J 1Z2 
Tel: (506) 278-5184 
Fax: (506) 278-3397 
OCIA – NB 
Maple Syrup 
 
Rawlinson Garden Seed 
Barry & Susan Hatt 
1979 Rte. 2 Hwy 
Sheffield, NB  E3A 8H9 
Tel: (506) 446-3882 
Fax: (506) 357-2256 
rawlinson@nb.aibn.com 
MCOG 
Specialize in cultivars that can be 
successfully grown in a short season. 
Free catalogue.  Untreated flower and 
vegetable seeds. 
 
Speerville Flour Mill 
Todd Grant 
152 Speerville Road 
Speerville, NB  E7N 1S2 
Tel: (506) 277-6335 
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Fax: (506) 277-1006 
MCOG 
Processor and Distributor of 
Grain(cleaning, milling, packaging, re-
packaging, storing, shipping) Retail to 
food buying groups. 
 
Genesis Organic Inc. 
Kelly Jeffries 
P.O. Box 595 
9 Main Street 
Corner Brook, NL  A2H 6G1 
Tel: (709) 634-4769 
OCPP 
Organic Compost 

Apples, pears, cider vinegar 

Tel: (902) 582-3252 

Roast Coffee, wholesale and retail 
form fair trade producers. 

B0S 1K0 

Waterville, NS  B0P 1V0 
Tel: (902) 538-1280 

 
Newfoundland Aqua 
Ian Stewart 
P.O. Box 339 
Ramea, NF  A0M 1N0 
napi@nf.sympatico.ca 
OCPP 
Harvesting, processing and 
manufacturing of organic marine plant 
products. 
 
Boates Farm 
Keith and Brian Boates 
RR#2 Cambridge NS  B0P 1G0 
Tel: (902) 678-7671 
boatvin@glinz.com 
NSOGA OCPP 

 
Boulangerie La Vendeenne 
Jean-Marc Riant 
7651 Hwy #3, RR#2 
Mahone Bay, NS  B0J 2E0 
Tel: (902) 624-0560 
Fax: (902) 624-5102 
jjriant@ns.sympatico.ca 
MCOG 
Bakery-French authentic 
 
Farmer John’s Herbs 
John Lohr 
44 North Medford Road 
Canning, NS  B0P 1H. 

Fax: (902) 582-7847 
jellycupboard@ns.sympatico.ca 
NSOFA MCOG 
Dried Herbs and spices. 

Inglis Orchard View 
Jim Inglis 
2692 Rte 201, RR3 
Bridgetown, NS  B0S 1C0 
Tel: (902) 665-4005 
OCIA/PE/NS/NF OCPP 
Apples, sweet cider, plums,cherries, 
pears. 
 
Just Us Coffee Roasters Co-op 
Jeff Moore 
11865 Hw #1 RR#3 
Wolfville, NS  B0P 1X0 
Tel: (902) 542-7474 
info@justuscoffee.com 
MCOG 

 
Kings Processing Ltd. 
David Bower 
14 Freeman Street, PO Box 1251 
Middleton, NS  B0S 1P0 
Tel: (902) 825-2188 
Kings.processing@ns.sympatico.ca 
OCPP 
Processing and manufacturing of salad 
products. 
 
Naturally Nova Scotia 
Nancy Smithers 
2769 Lawrencetown Road 
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia  B2Z 1L3 
Tel: (902) 434-7206 
OCPP 
Medicinal Herbs and plants 
 
Oak Haven Organic Farm 
Doug Bacon 
RR#1 Granville Ferry, NS  

Tel: (902) 665-5044 
MCOG 
Bakery, market garden 
 
Pioneer Organics 
483 Bond Road 

Fax: (902) 538-0124 
Pioneer.organics@ns.sympatico.ca 
MCOG 
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Livestock feed produced at 
masterfeeds mill in PEI 
 
T.E. Boyle Farm and Forestry 
Terrence Boyle 
9038 Route 4, RR#1 
Afton, NS  B0H 1A0 
Tel: (902) 232-3317 
teboyle@ns.sympatico.ca 
MCOG OCPP 
Vermicompost, oats, milling wheat, 
soybeans. 
 
Yum Foods Ltd. 
David Browning 
11 Calkin Drive 
Kentville, NS  B4N 3V7 
Tel: (902) 542-2775 
Fax: (902) 678-6343 
riddle@ns.sympatico.ca 
MCOG 
Nut butters, tahini, Prince Edward 
island 
 
Hardy’s Old Dock 
John Hardy 
RR1 Alberton, PE  C0B 1B0 
Tel: (902) 853-4014 
MCOG 
Grows potatoes, soybeans and carrots.  
Processor:  Also runs a soybean 
roasting facility. 
 
Maritime Soycraft 
John Hardy 
RR#1 Alberton, PE C0B 1B0 
Tel: (902) 853-4014 
Mar-soy@ns.sympatico.ca 
OCPP 
Tofu-(bulk, firm, soft, herb) 
 
Vessey’s Seeds 
Gary Ogle 
Route 25, York, PE C1A 8K6 
Tel: (902) 368-7333 
Fax: (902) 368-3980 
gary@vesseys.com 
MCOG  
Shipping and handling of organic seed 
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11.12   Selected Government Offices  
Canada / USA 

 
 
 
 
NS Department of Agriculture and Fisheries 
c/o Claire Hanlon-Smith 
Planning and Development Officer 
P.O. Box 550 
Truro, NS 
B2N 5E3 
902 – 893 – 4491 
hanlonca@gov.ns.ca 
 
NB Department of Agriculture 
Claude Bertheleme 
Organic Specialist 
P.O. Box 6000 
Fredericton, NB 
506 – 453 – 3046 
bertheleme@gnb.ca 
 
PEI Department of Agriculture, Fisheries, Aquaculture and Forestry 
Susan MacKinnon 
Reduced Input and Industry Development Officer 
Charlottetown, PEI 
902 – 368 - 5657 
sdmackinnon@gov.pe.ca 
 
 
USDA- Economic Research Centre 
(ERS) 
Washington, DC  20036 
www.ers.usda.gov/briefing/organic 
 
USDA –Foreign Agriculture Service 
(FAS) 
Washington, DC  20250 
www.fas.usda.gov 
 
 USDA – National Organic Program 
(NOP) 
Washington, DC  20090 
www.arms.usda.gov/nop 
 
US  Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) 
Washington, DC 20204 
www.fda.gov 
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11.13  Selected Food Processors 
(Potential Conversion to Organic Processing) 

 
 
 
ACA Co-operative Limited 
11 Calkin Drive, Unit 1 
Kentville, Nova Scotia 
B4N 3V7 
Telephone (902)678-1335 
Fax (902)678-1962 
Website: www.edenvalleyfarms.com 
 
Apple Valley Foods Inc. 
P.O. Box 516 
Kentville, NS  B4N 3X3 
Tel: (902) 679-0584 
Fax: (902) 678-4223 
 
Avon Foods Inc. 
100 South Street 
PO Box 1000 
Berwick, Nova Scotia 
B0P 1E0 
Telephone (902)538-4000 
Fax (902)538-4099 
Sales Contact 
Robert Thorne, Sales Manager 
(902)454-6407 
 
Carriere Foods Inc. 
8615 Saint-Laurent Blvd 
Suite 200 
Montreal, Quebec  H2P 2M9 
Tel: (514) 384-4281 
Tel: (514) 384-7992 
retail@carrierefoods.com 
marketing@carrierefoods.com 
Tel: (902) 679-1220 
www.lassonde.ca 
Frozen Products Order Department 
(Ontario Only) 
 
Strathroy Foods Ltd.   
P.O. Box 188 
255 Lothian Ave 
Strathroy, ON  N7G 3J2 
Tel: (519) 245-4600 
Fax: (519) 245-3661 
Ruthann.mcvicar@strathroyfoods.com 

Frozen Products Order Department 
 
Carriere Foods Inc.  
16 Champagnat Street 
Bedford, Quebec  J0J 1A0 
Tel: (902) 248-4336 
Tel: (800) 667-0982 
Fax: (450) 248-3175 
Halifax Sales Office 
 

Cavendish Farms 

100 Midland Drive, 
Dieppe, New Brunswick 
Canada, E1A 6X4 
Phone: (506) 858-7777 
Fax: (506) 858-9107 
Plant 
P.O. Box 3500 
Summerside, PEI 
C1N 5J5 
Phone: (902) 836-5555 
Fax: (902) 836-3299 
 
Chris Brothers Meats & 
Delicatessen 
68 Thorne Avenue 
Dartmouth, NS B3B 1Z2 
Telephone (902)434-4365 
Fax (902)434-8928 
E-Mail: chrisbrothers@ns.sympatico.ca 
Website: www.chrisbrothers.com 
 
Delhaven Free Range Poultry Farm 
Delhaven, 1401 Pereau Road 
RR # 1 Canning 
Nova Scotia B0P 1H0 
Phone (902)582-1212 
Fax (902)678-9455 
E-Mail: free.range@ns.sympatico.ca 
 
Galloping Cows Farm Market 
RR#1  
Port Hood, Nova Scotia 
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B0E 2W0 
Telephone: (902) 787-2500 
 
Great Valley Juice 
P.O. Box 158 
Port Williams, NS 
B0P 1T0 
Tel: (902) 679-1220 
www.lassonde.ca 
 
Humpty Dumpty Snack Foods 
4 Slemon Park DR 
Summerside, PE 
C1N 4K4 
elephone: (902) 888-5160 

Facsimile: (902) 888-5189 
Email: ishreenan@humptydumpty.com 

T

http://www.humptydumpty.com/ 
 
Knol Farms Limited 
PO Box 67, Collingwood 
Nova Scotia B0M 1E0 
Telephone (902) 686-3839 
Fax (902)686-3304 
E-Mail: info@knolfarms.com 
Website: www.knolfarms.com/ 
 
Larsen Packers Ltd.  
PO Box 1600, Berwick 
Nova Scotia B0P 1E0 
Telephone (902)538-8060 
Fax (902)538-8694 

Scotian Gold Cooperative Limited  
PO Box 370 
Kentville, NS B4N 3X2 
Telephone (902)679-2191 
Fax(902)679-4540 
E-Mail: sales@scotiangold.com 
www.scotiangold.com 

 
Maple Leaf Poultry  
Member of Maple Leaf Foods Inc. 
PO Box 670, Kentville 
Nova Scotia B4N 3X9 
Telephone (902)582-3301 
Fax (902)582-7643 
 
Maple Lane Farms Ltd. 
RR#3, Newport 
Nova Scotia B0N 2A0 
Telephone (902)757-2951 
Fax (902) 757-2799 
Email: maplelane.farms@ 
ns.sympatico.ca 
 
McCain Foods (Canada) 
Florenceville, NB 
E0J 1K0 
www.mccain.com 
www.mccain.ca 

 
Nova Agri Associates Ltd. 
1225 Middle Dyke Road 
RR #2 Centreville 
Nova Scotia B0P 1J0 
Telephone (902)582-1445 
Fax (902)582-3676 
E-Mail: nova.agri@novagri.ns.ca 
 
O.H. Armstrong Ltd.  
PO Box 220, 1478 Park Street 
Kingston, Nova Scotia 
B0P 1R0 
Telephone (902)765-3311 
Fax (902)765-3856 
E-Mail: oharm@ns.sympatico.ca 
 
Oxford Frozen Foods 
4881 Main Street 
Oxford, NS  B0M 1P0 
Tel: (902) 447-2100 ext 262 
Fax: (902) 447-2102 
sales@oxfordfrozenfoods.com 
www.oxfordfrozenfoods.com 
 
Pastaman Wholesale Inc. 
6300 Lady Hammond Road 
Suite 500, Halifax, Nova Scotia 
B3K 2R6 
Telephone (902)431-9687 
Fax (902)431-9688 
E-Mail: pastaman@rmgsfood.com 
 
Sarsfield Foods Limited 
19 Lakeside Park Drive  
Lakeside, Nova Scotia 
B3T 1L9 
Telephone 1-866-693-7866 
(1-866-6Weston) 
Fax (902)876-5086 
E-Mail: jburns@estonbakeries.com 
 

 
Sheffield Mills Poultry Company 
Limited 
9082 Borden St. (Hwy.221) 
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PO Box 178 Canning 
Nova Scotia B0P 1H0 
Telephone (902)582-3422 
EMail:sheffieldmills@hotmail.com  
 
Stirling Fruit Farms (2000) Ltd. 
10317 Highway 1 
Greenwich, Nova Scotia  
B0P 1X0 
Telephone (902)542-3763 
Fax (902)542-2444 
Email: 
greatapples@stirlingfruitfarms.ca 
www.stirlingfruitfarms.ca 
 
Sysco Ready Fresh Produce 
28 Ash Lake Court 
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3S 1B7 
Telephone (902)450-1030 
Fax (902)450-1303 
E-Mail: ecprod@navnet.net 
 
The Prince Edward Island Preserve 
Company 
Box 5501, Hunter River 
Prince Edward Island  
Canada, C0A 1N0 
Toll Free: 1-800-565-5267 
 
The Pork Shop  
(Denmark, Nova Scotia 
B0K 1V0) 
RR # 2, Scotsburn 
Nova Scotia B0K 1R0 
Telephone (902)657-3406 
Fax (902)657-3406 
 
Valley House Foods ACA Co-
operative Limited 
30 Chipman Drive 
PO Box 337 
Kentville, Nova Scotia 
B4N 3X1 
Telephone (902)678-8323 
1-800-565-4200 
Fax (902)681-0933 
WWW.edenvalleyfarms.com 
 
Webster Farms Limited 
PO Box 84, 5859 Highway #1 
Cambridge Station 
Nova Scotia 
B0P 1G0 

Telephone (902)538-9492 
Fax (902)538-7662 
E-Mail: webfarm@fox.nstn.ca 

Tel.: 506-632-4269  
Fax.: 506-632-6672 

 
 
Van Dyk's Health Juice Products 
Ltd. 
RR#1, Caledonia 
Region of Queens  
Nova Scotia 
B0T 1B0 
Telephone (902) 682-2474 
Fax (902) 682-3027 
Website: www.vandykblueberries.ca 
 
 
DAIRIES 
 
 
Amalgamated Dairies Limited 
http://www.adl.ca/contact.html 
79 Water Street, Summerside,  
P.E.I., Canada, C1N 1A6 
Phone: (1-902) 888-5088    
Fax: (1-902) 436-7609 

Baxter Foods Ltd/ Saputo 

91 MILLIDGE AVENUE 
New Brunswick  
B3B 1L9 

 
Baxter Foods Limited/ Saputo 
180 Joseph Zatzman Dr. 
Burnside Industrial Park 
Darmouth, NS  B3B 1L9 
Tel.: (506) 632-6741 
Fax: (506) 632-6672  
E-mail: finances@baxterfoods.nb.ca 
Contact name: Lori Clack 
 
Central Dairies  
P.O. Box 8558 
Station ‘A’ 
St. John’s, NF 
A1B 3P2 
Phone: 709-364-7531 
Fax: 709-364-8714 
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Cook’s Dairy Farm Ltd. Graham Farms Ltd. 
24 Good Corner Rd. 
Good Corner NB  E7K 1B9 
Tel.: (506) 276-3257 
Fax: (506) 276-4276 

Chebogue, NS 
Phone: 902-742-7148 
E-mail: cooksdairy@klis.com 

Contact: Don Cook 

Dairytown Products Ltd. 
P.O. Box 5124 
Sussex NB  E4E 5L2 
Tel.: (506) 432-1950 
Fax: (506) 432-1940 
E-mail: georgemacphee@dairytown-
products.com 
Web site: www.dairytown-
products.com 
Contact name: George MacPhee 

 

 
 
 
 
 

www.grassroutes.com/cooks  
Holmestead Cheese Sales Inc.  
RR # 1 Aylesford 
Nova Scotia B0P 1C0 
Telephone (902)847-9034 
Fax (902)847-1797 
 
Northumberland Cooperative 
Limited 
P.O. Box 130, 256 Lawlor Lane 
Mirimichi, NB 
E1V 3M3 
Phone: 1-800-332-3328 
E-mail: nthdairy@nb.aibn.com 
 Farmers Co-operative Dairy 

Limited  
PO Box 8118, Halifax  
Nova Scotia B3K 5Y6 
Telephone(902)835-4005 or 
(902)835-3373 
Fax (902)835-1583 
Website: www.farmersdairy.ca 

Scotsburn Dairy Group  
PO Box 340, Scotsburn 
Nova Scotia B0K 1R0 
Telephone (902)485-8023 
Fax (902)485-4013 
 
Wiltshire Dairying Co. Ltd., The 
1823, Hwy 225 
North Wiltshire, PE 
C0A 1Y0 

 
 
 

Telephone: (902) 621-0225
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11.14   Organic Processors Other 

 

USA 

 
Ontario 

Black River Juice Company Limited 
Mississauga, Ontario 
blackriverjuice@sympatica.ca 
www.blackriverjuice.com/index.html 
 
Crofters Food Ltd. 
Processing of Organic Fruits 
Gerhard Latka 
7 Great North Road 
Parry Sound, Ontario 
P2A 2X8 
Tel: (705) 746-6301 
Fax: (705) 746-2733 
crofters@vianet.on.ca 
www.croftersorganic.com 
 

 
Northern-Most Feeds, LLC 
155 Gagon Rd, 
Madawaska, ME 04756 
(207) 728-3150 
northernmostfeeds@vahoo.com 
 
Horizon Organic,  
P.O. Box 17577, Boulder,  
CO 80308-7577, 6309  
Monarch Park Place, 
Longmont, CO 80503 
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11.15  Nutraceutical and Specialty 
 

Fax: (902) 435-3698 

 
Canada Creek Tea Merchants Inc. 
Kentville, Nova Scotia 
Tel: (902) 678-6490 
Fax: (902) 678-0358 
service@cctm.com 
www.cctm.com 
 
Naturally Nova Scotia 
2769 Lawrence Road 
Dartmouth, NS 
B2Z 1L3 
Tel: (902) 434-7206 
Tel: (800) 292-6256 

natns@netcom.ca 
www.naturallnovascotia.com/index.html 
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11.16  The Authors 
 
 

ProAgri Consulting Limited (Primary Author) 
 

Bev Connell, B.Sc., M.Agr., P.Ag.   
 
ProAgri Consulting Ltd., Falmouth, Nova Scotia 
448899  MMiinneess  RRooaadd  
R.R.#2 Falmouth, Nova Scotia, Canada, B0P 1L0 
Phone (902) 798-2114 
Fax: (902) 798-2542 

Nova Scotia, Canada, B4R 1C3    

E-mail: proagri@ns.sympatico.ca 
 

FFaarrmm  PPllaannnniinngg  aanndd  BBuussiinneessss  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  CCoonnssuullttaannttss  
  

ProAgri Consulting Limited is an agricultural consulting and training company, which has 
been providing high quality service to the agricultural industry in Atlantic Canada for the 
past 8 years. Our firm specializes in farm management planning, business development and 
customized training for the agri-food industry.  Our prime directive is to provide agricultural 
businesses with innovative solutions and customize our services to meet the clients needs. 
We have built our reputation for providing practical, cost effective services to the industry. 
 
Primary consultant for this project was Bev Connell. He brings with him an in-depth 
knowledge of the agricultural industry from primary production to market development. He 
has worked with a broad cross section of agricultural and value added commodities and has 
a comprehensive understanding of the supply management system and processing sector 
for the poultry industry. His network throughout the country, with both government 
departments and the private sector, are extensive. He has “hands on” management 
capabilities, practical solutions and a strong commitment to the agricultural community.   
 

Morton Horticultural Associates (Primary Author) 
 

 R. Gary Morton, B.Sc., P. Ag., CPF 

 
Morton Horticultural Associates 
2043 Langille Drive, Coldbrook,  

Phone: 902-679-1467 
Fax: 902-679-0923 
E-mail: mha@accesswave.ca 
 
Business Management and Market Development Consultants 
 
R. Gary Morton provides industry leading, innovative, visionary advice and consulting 
services to agricultural based businesses and organizations. He has over 25 years 
experience working with businesses and organizations helping them to define and redefine 
their future paths to success.  Gary brings to his projects unique insights, and a broad depth 
of knowledge and understanding of business and organizational operations. 
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Extensive project management experience and his comfortable hands on practical approach 
allows Gary to assist clients with issues from start to finish in the areas of industry and 
business analysis, strategic and business planning, facilitation, new product development, 
market intelligence & research, market management, business organization mentoring & 
coaching, board governance and business succession strategies. 

 
Gary’s goal is to help his clients become more successful than they thought possible through 
the delivery of unique and specialized products and services that create exceptional value, 
opportunities and benefit for all stakeholders. 
 

Natural Products Consulting  (Associate Author) 
 

 Bob Burke, MBA 

 
Natural Products Consulting 
8 Cobblestone Lane, 
Andover, MA 01810   
Phone: 978-975-9902 
Fax: 978-975-4502 
E-mail: bobNPCI@aol.com 
 
Natural Product Consultants 

Provide assistance in strategic planning, budgeting and pricing, developing sales and 
marketing plans, building distribution, broker selection and management, 
organizational development, product strategies, strategic options, export plans and 
sales reporting systems and analysis   

As a consultant, have had the privilege of working with: Annie’s Homegrown, Oregon 
Chai, Kraft Foods, Bayer Consumer Care Division, ConAgra, Kellogg’s, General Mills, 
OCP Chocolate, No Pudge!, Health Strategy Consulting, Hewlett Packard, Stacy’s Pita 
Chips, Bagel Works, Putney Pasta, Kettle Cuisine, Zoe’s, Kettle Cuisine, Bushes 
Beans,  Natural Health Magazine, New Hope Natural Media, Snyder’s of Hanover, 
Immaculate Baking and others.  
 
Co-founded the Natural Products Consulting Institute and the “G.E.N.A.” group an 
association comprised of 13 leading New England/New York-based natural products 
companies.   Bob is a co-author of the Natural Products Field Manual. 
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